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I V

The 24th Annual Seminar on Theoretical Physics was held from 10 - 14 July 1989 at the Univer-
sity of Pretoria. Although the editor was unable to attend and obtain a first hand impression,
all accounts of the meeting pointed to a very successful Seminar. It is also encouraging that
the recent trend of a growing number of active newcomers was maintained.

Although the acceptance of contributions for publishing in the Proceedings had not been guar-
anteed in the past (such decisions rested with the editor), it has been decided to compile the
Proceedings on a more formal basis. An editorial committee has now been formed for this
purpose and decisions as to whether contributions are of sufficiently high standard to be incor-
porated in the Proceedings now rest with this committee. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the members of the committee for their cooperation and support in this regard.

Our UNISA hosts were mainly responsible for the organization during the Seminar while those
from the University of Pretoria were involved in putting a number of facilities at our disposal.
We again thank them for their hospitality and successful team effort.

The Atomic Energy Corporation is again thanked for their continued support which enables us
to print and distribute the Proceedings

Stellenbosch Hendrik Geyer
9 March 1990 Seminar Editor

Die 24ste Jaarlikse Seminaar oor Teoretiese Fisika is vanaf 10 - 14 Julie 1989 by die Universiteit
van Pretoria gehou. Alhoewel die redakteur nie self die verrigtinge kon bywoon en eerstehands
beoordeel nie, was dit volgens alle verslae 'n baie geslaagde byeenkoms en is die onlangse tendens
van 'n groeiende aantal nuwe deelnemers gehandhaaf.

Alhoewel die aanname van bydraes vir publikasie in die Verrigtinge in die verlede nie 'n van-
selfsprekendheid was nie, maar by die oordeel van die redakteur berus het, is daar besluit om
hierdie aspek op 'n meer formele basis te plaas en van 'n Redaksionele keuringskomitee gebruik
te maak. Die beslissing of bydraes van so 'n standaard is dat hulle in die Verrigtinge opgeneem
word, berus by hierdie komitee. Ek wil hiermee dan ook die lede van die komitee bedank vir
hulle samewerking en ondersteuning in hierdie verband.

Ons gashere van UNISA wat hoofsaaklik vir die organisasie tydens die Seminaar verantwoordelik
was en die by die Universiteit van Pretoria wat met die voorsiening van 'n verskeidenheid
fasiliteite gemoeid was, word weereens bedank vir hulle gasvryheid en spanpoging wat die
byeenkoms vlot laat verloop het.

Die Atoomenergiekorporasie word ook weer bedank vir hulle bydrae wat die publikasie en
verspreiding van die Verrigtinge moontlik maak.

Stellenbosch Hendrik Geyer
9 Maart 1990 Seminaarredakteur
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Real-Time Green Functions in
Perturbative Thermal Field Theories*

Jean Joubert and Jean Cleymans
Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics

University of Cape Town
Rondebosch ZA-7700

Abstract

Finite-temperature quantum field theory takes into account thermal effects in fields
of physics ranging from solid state physics to particle physics in the early universe
and in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. Physical processes no longer take place
in the ordinary vacuum, but in a heat bath. In the imaginary-time formulation of
finite-temperature quantum field theory, direct calculation of static thermodynamic
quantities is possible, while the calculation of dynamic quantities, associated with
time-dependent phenomena, is only indirectly possible through a process of analytic
continuation to real time. In recent years, a real-time formulation has been developed,
which makes direct calculation of time-dependent quantities possible. Additional ad-
vantages of the real-time formulation are also discussed.

Eindige-temperatuurkwantumvelde-teorie neem termiese effekte in ag in velde van
fisika wat strek vanaf vastetoestandfisika tot deeltjiefisika in die vroee heelal en in
ultra-reiatiwistiese swaarioonbotsings. Fisiese prosesse vind nie meer in die gewone
vakuum plaas nie, maar in 'n hittebad. Die direkte berekening van statiese ter-
modinamiese hoeveelhede is moontlik in die imaginere-tyd formulering van eindige-
temperatuurkwantumvelde-teorie, maar die berekening van dinamiese hoeveelhede, te
assosieer met tydafhanklike verskynsels, is slegs iudirek moontlik deur 'n proses van
analitiese kontinuering na reele tyd. Gedurende die afgelope paar jaar is 'n reele-tyd
formulering ontwikkel wat direkte berekening van tydafhanklike hoeveelhede moontlik
maak. Bykomende voordele van die reele-tyd formulering word ook bespreek.

*A more extensive article on the same topic has been submitted for publication in the South African
Journal of Physics.
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1 Introduction

Whenever thermal effects are expected to be important in physical systems, quantum field
theory must be generalized to include such effects. In order to facilitate later discussions,
we shall assume that the physical system under consideration is in thermal equilibrium
and described by a theory of scalar fields:

The results for the cases of fermions and gauge bosons are given in reference [1].
At finite temperature the system will be statistically distributed over all of its excited

levels. In calculating Green functions, the ground (or vacuum) state expectation value,
which is used at zero temperature,

GT=o{xi,...,xn) = <O\T{4>(x1)...4>(xn)]\O>

must now be replaced by a statistical ensemble average:

where

x, =

In these expressions, as in the rest of the article, it is assumed that the chemical potential
is zero (fi = 0). Non-zero values for the chemical potential could be introduced, if required.

In this article we shall mainly discuss ways of evaluating such thermal Green functions
and emphasize the advantages of the most recently developed methods. For further reading
the review article in reference [2], which contains a very good reference list, is most strongly
recommended.

Finite-temperature quantum field theory is used in the study of, for example:

1. Thermal effects in condensed matter physics [3,4,5,6]:

• Thermodynamics of superconductors

• Interaction of condensed matter with X-rays and neutrons

• Transport properties, heat capacity, etc. of condensed matter

2. Early universe calculations:

• Restoration of spontaneously broken gauge symmetries at sufficiently high tem-
perature [7], e.g., Tc ~ 102 GeV for the Weinberg-Salam phase transition and
Tc ~ 1014 GeV for the grand unification transition
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• Primordial nucleosynthesis [8,9,10], where decay and scattering reactions take
place in the presence of high matter and radiation densities.

3. Possible existence of a quark-gluon plasma [11]:

• In the early universe (Tc ~ 200 MeV for the deconfinement transition)

• In the centre of neutron stars (high baryon number densities at relatively low
temperatures, T ~ 10 MeV)

• It is expected that a short-lived quark-gluon plasma may be created in the
laboratory by means of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions.

The evaluation of radiative corrections to the thermal production of fJ.+fi~ pairs in a
quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium (see Figure 1) serves as a good example of the
considerations involved in finite-temperature calculations. The strong-interaction parts of
the physical processes, depicted in Figure 1, do not take place in the ordinary vacuum,
but in a heat bath consisting of the background of quarks, antiquarks and gluons present
at the temperature under consideration. In consequence, the phase space integrals, asso-
ciated with the external quark, antiquark and gluon lines, become generalized from the
zero-temperature case to the finite-temperature case as follows [12, p.349], [13, p.547-549]:

T = 0 :

where u>k = \k2 + m2 and k = (k0, k)

Boson

Incoming particle:
t _d3k

Outgoing particle:

/

where nB{k) = -=—-

Fermion

Incoming particle:

spins
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Outgoing particle:

spins

where nf(k) =
+ 1

One notices that the incoming particles are in their thermal distributions, nB(k) and
nf(k) for bosons and fermions, respectively. For outgoing bosons, the factor, (1 + ngik)),
denotes the effect of stimulated emission similar to the same effect in a laser system. Due
to the Pauli exclusion principle applying to fermions in a many-body medium, we have
the Pauli-blocking factor, (1 - iif(k)), for outgoing fermions.

One also requires expressions for vertices and internal lines of graphs, and it would
therefore be very convenient to obtain Feynman rules adapted for the finite-temperature
case. In the rest of this article we shall not discuss the specific process of p+n~ pair
production, but rather concentrate on the methods which are used in the description of a
general system at finite temperature.

The various approaches to the evaluation of thermal Green functions, discussed in this
article, can be summed up by noting the form of the free scalar propagator in each ap-
proach:

T = 0 :

free propagator = — > — = iD(k) = — 5 where k2 = k0
2 — k2

k k* — mz + te

imaginary-time free propagator = — > — = iDa{un,k) = =
uV,k LJn

2-k2-m2

where uin =—— , n - 0,±l , ±2 , . . . ; /? = —
— 2̂ Ly At J

Analytic continuation from the discrete imaginary energies, un, (corresponding via a
Fourier transformation to a finite imaginary-time interval (see eq.(ll) further on and the
sentence before it), to real continuous energies, &o (corresponding to real time in configu-
ration space), produces:

indirectly derived real-time free propagator = — >
k

Direct derivation of real-time Green functions, without analytic continuation produces
a 2 X 2 matrix structure for the propagator:



directly derived real-time free propagator =
k

I i 2n
71 T— + -TT^6(k ~ m ')1 T + 3uTT^6(k m )t2 - m2 + if e^l*°l - 1 1 - e-

1 - e~Jl*°l AH - ml - it

The shortcomings of the earlier approaches and improvements brought about by the
later approaches will be pointed out.

2 Imaginary-time formalism

The imaginary-time formalism provides the oldest and most commonly ei.-.ployed way of
evaluating thermal Green functions. Its development started at about the time of the work
by Matsubara [16] in 1955. In the following example of the derivation of the imaginary-
time 2-point function (see eq.(5)) for non-interacting scalar fields, we shall notice a formal
analogy between inverse temperature, J, and imaginary time:

Inverse temperature, ,3 •< > Imaginary time

We are going to make use of a generalization to imaginary time of the well known time
evolution equations for operators:

e1 'W lV(0,x)e-W r o=<j(io , i ) (1)

In the derivation of the thermal propagator we shall come across the quantity in (2). By
rewriting this quantity in the form appearing in (3) and comparing it with eq.(l), we can
identify the expression in (3) as the time evolution of the field operator to the imaginary
time, -i$, as denoted in (4).

* " j 0 f l (2)

)e-*<-«'l (3)
= k-i'3,x) (4)

2.1 Derivation of the imaginary-time free propagator

Boundary conditions which arise from the structure of the statistical average in (5) are
used to obtain a solution to the Klein-Gordon equation for the free propagator in (6).

= <T[j>(x)4>{y)]> (5)

(3X + m2)D0(x - y) = -S\x-y) (6)
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where x = (xo,x) Dr =
1)2

— 1
UXQ

Since imaginary times are involved, one treats the time arguments, XQ and yo, of
Dj(x — y) as imaginary and lying on a contour in the complex-time piane as shown in
Figure 2. Time ordering for imaginary times on this contour is defined in analogy to the
zero-temperature definition, i.e., the imaginary time nearest to the end point, — i$, of the
contour is regarded as the "latest" time:

iDg(x-y) = < T[4>(x)^(y)\ >

< c(j)0{y) > for ix0 > iy0 i.e. when x0 is nearer
to -iji than t/o

< cp(y)<j)(x) > for ij/o > ixo i.e. when jro is nearer
to —it) than JO

In the following steps, the periodicity condition (also called the KMS condition),

iDp(x - y)|xo=o = iDg{x - y)\X0=_l3 (7)

is obtained by making use of the cyclic property of the trace in (8), inserting an identity
operator in (9) and making use of the imaginary-time evolution equation , (2, ? 4), in
(10):

- y) = Tr 0,y)))\
/ ixo=O

(8)

(9)

(10)

xo=—*f>

Due to this periodicity condition over the finite interval along the imaginary-time axis
("[0, —!/?]" as in Figure 2), the Fourier representation of iDp(z — y) contains a sum over
discrete imaginary energies:

iDp(x-y) = e-iuAx°-yo)

n=0,±l,±2,...
J

(11)
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where
-iJ

The Fourier-transformed free propagator, iDj(ujn,k) in (11), is expressed in terms of
the discrete imaginary energy, ~ n , and is obtained from the Klein-Gordon equation in (6):

iD3{u,n,k) = ' (12)
ujn k* - m1

1.1 Analytic continuation from imaginary time to real time

The absence of real time in the imaginary-time formalism has to do with the fact that time
dependence is absent in a system in thermal equilibrium in the sense that thennodynamic
quantities, such as, e.g., energy density, pressure, eniropy and number densities are static
in a system in thermal equilibrium. The imaginary-time Green functions or temperature
Green functions, as they are also called [4,5], are thus well suited for the evaluation of
static thermodynamic quantities. (The terminology, "thermal Green function", as opposed
to "temperature Green function" may be used to denote the general (i.e. imaginary-time
or real-time) Green function at finite temperature.) In practice one can, e.g., set up a
diagrammatic expansion of the thermodynamic potential in terms of imaginary-time Green
functions, from which many thermodynamic quantities can be derived [4,5,17,18,19,20].

But there are dynamical questions which intrinsically involve real time. For example,
in the description of a scattering process in a heat bath, the propagators express the
presence of a particle at one position and time in terms of its presence at another position
and another time. Since these times assume values on the continuous real axis, we need,
after a Fourier transformation to momentum space, Feynman diagrams with continuous
real energies on external lines. The imaginary-time Green functions can be extended from
the discrete imaginary energies to real continuous energies through a process of analytic
continuation. But, for ra-point functions with n > 2 or for graphs beyond the one-loop
level, the analytic continuation becomes impracticable [12, p.329], [2, p.144].

The analytic continuation of the free propagator from imaginary time to real time is
performed in an article by Dolan and Jackiw [21, p.3336]. This corresponds, in momen-
tum space, to the analytic continuation from discrete imaginary energies, wn in (13), to
continuous real energies, &o in (14):

iD0(un,k) = I (13)
u)n

2 - k2 - m2

27m . ,.
where wn = —— , i.e., u>n discrete and imaginary

where fc2 = fco2 — A;2 , ko real and continuous.
When one writes down the real-time Feynman rules for, e.g., the graph in Figure 3,

one notices (as shown in eq.(15)) that one picks up a factor, [S(k2 — m2)] , due to the



same momentum, k, on two of the internal lines of the graph. But, such a product of two
Dirac delta functions with the same arguments is not a well-defined quantity:

3 Real-time formalism

In order to get around all the problems mentioned in the previous section, two methods to
derive real-time Green functions directly (i.e., without analytic continuation) have been
developed relatively recently:

• An operator formulation of finite-temperature quantum field theory, called thermo
field dynamics (TFD), was introduced in references [22, p.224], [23]. Reference [23]
contains the more general and readable introduction.

• The path integral approach (also called the time-path method) to the derivation of
real-time Green functions was followed in reference [24].

Both methods lead to similar Feynman rules. To give an idea of what we are aiming at,
the Feynman rules will be shown first and, after that, aspects of their derivation will be
discussed.

3.1 Feynman rules for real-time thermal Green functions [24,25]

The free propagator acquires a 2 X 2 matrix structure corresponding to the presence of
two kinds of fields, the physical field, <j>\, which is called type-1 and a thermal ghost field,
<f>2, called type-2:

fc= iDf{k)

1 1 ^™

- maurr^k m 1 3 2 + Sun7

(16)

We shall see how this so-called doubling of degrees of freedom arises in the derivation of
the Feynman rules and further reasons for its appearance will be given in section 3.3.

For the vertex one obtains the rule:
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which may be interpreted as the presence of two types of vertices, namely:

type-1 vertex: — iX
type-2 vertex: iX

Only the physical type-1 fields appear on the external lines:

external line: ( * ) = ( * ) (18)

The topological and combinatorical structures of Feynman diagrams do not change
in going from zero to non-zero temperature. Corresponding to each diagram at zero
temperature, one will have the same diagram at non-zero temperature, but, the 2 x 2
matrix structure of the free propagator and vertex in (16) and (17), respectively, and the
rule for the external line in (18) amount to the following situation (see the example in
Figure 4):
Each diagram effectively becomes a sum of terms with type-1 vertices for the vertices
connected to external lines and all possible combinations of type-1 and type-2 vertices for
the other internal vertices. This leads to a serious increase in the number of diagrams.
However, the number of diagrams to be evaluated, may be greatly reduced by making use
of the recently developed Cutkosky rules at finite temperature [12].

One notices that the 1-1 component of the propagator in (16) is identical to the real-
time propagator in (14) which was obtained by analytic continuation of the imaginary-
time propagator. One would thus expect the same problem with products of Dirac delta
functions with coinciding arguments as in Figure 3. The other components of the propa-
gator in (16) can also contribute to singularities. However, the two-component structure
of the formalism causes to each order the cancellation of singularities among themselves
[27j,[2, p.205],[28]. Additional advantages of this formalism are discussed in section 4.

3.2 Derivation of the Feynman rules for real-time thermal Green func-
tions

In this section we follow the derivation of the 2x2 matrix structure of the real-time thermal
Green functions in the path-integral approach [24]. We are interested in a perturbative
evaluation of:

where, for real-time Green functions, the time component, £,, of each argument, i , =
(ti,Xi), of Gp, must be real. We shall derive a path-integral representation of a generating
functional, Z[j], such that, if one takes functional derivatives with respect to the source,
j , with real time arguments, one obtains real-time Green functions: '

(19)
j=0
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where the definition of ;i functional derivative is

6Z\j(x')] Z[j(x') + e64(z' - x)] -
— ., — = lim

S{)

An example of the operation of functional differentiation:

6

6j(x)

We introduce a generating functional defined as follows:

Z[j] = Tr {e-0*Tc[exp (^ JcdT J {Pxj(T,x)kr,2))]} (20)

where C is in general a contour in the complex-time plane (see Figure 5 for an example)
and Tc is a time ordering operator for times on the contour. This contour time ordering
operator is defined in a similar way to that, which we had in section 2.1 for the contour
in Figure 2, namely, times nearest to the end point of the contour, C, are treated as the
"latest" times. The alternative name, "time-path method", for the path-integral approach,
stems from the consideration of contours in the complex-time plane.

If the contour of time integration in eq.(20) includes the complete real-time axis, then
Z[j] will be a candidate for a generating functional of the required real-time Green func-
tions. If not, the functional differentiation with respect to a source, j , with a specific real
time argument will fail to produce a Green function with that real time argument, if that
real time argument does not lie on the contour.

In order to evaluate the Green functions perturbatively, we shall have to treat the in-
verse temperature, /?, appearing in eq.(20), as an imaginary time (see equations (27) and
(28)). In the derivation it will then be necessary to have that the contour, C, also covers
times with non-zero imaginary parts. In consequence, the Heisenberg fields appearing in
eq.(20) will once again be generalized to include complex time arguments. Some entities
which will appear in the following derivations are as follows:

In the following, r is in general a complex time.

4>(T, X) — field operator in the Heisenberg picture
|</>(£); r > — Heisenberg picture state vector describing a state which

at time, r, is an eigenstate of the field operator,
< (̂r, x), with eigenvalue, <j>{x):

4>{T,X)\4>{X);T > = <j>(x)\<f>(x);T > (21)

At any given time, r, the state vectors form a complete set of states [29, p.373]:

[v<f>\<p;
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Time evolution:

J>(T + T',X) = eiflT'' 4>(T,x)e-lfiT' (22)

\4>{X)-T+T'> = e^ T ' | 0 ( f ) ; r> (23)

For the trace in (20) we use a complete set of eigenstates of the field operator at the
time T = 0 as shown in (24). In (25) we insert an identity operator, in (26) we make use
of the cyclic property of the trace and in (27) and (28) we make use of (23) to translate
states in time:

Z[j] = J V4> < 0; 0| exp(-/?tf )TC exp [i J j ^ \<f>; 0 > (24)

where from now on

f J4> = i f dr fd3xj(T,£)j>(T,x) = i f d*xj(x)$(x)
Jc Jc J Jc

(25)

= Jv<t><4>; 0\elf{R exp( -0H)TC exp f* / jjA e~iffR\4>; 0 > (26)

= Jv<t><<l>;-R\exp(-0H)Tcexp\iJ jA \<j>;-R> (27)

= jv4><<j>\-R-i0\Tc<*v\ijcjA\4>;-R> (28)

We next insert in (28) a complete set of states at the times R, R - i/3/2 and — R - ifi/2
(on the contour, C, in Figure 5):

] = Jv<j>V<f>'V(t>"V<t>"'<<t>;-R-iP\Tcexp\if j^\\<t>"';-R-i/3/2 >

X < 4>'"\ -R- i(3/2\Tcexp [ i j ^ j$] |0"; +R - i/3/2 >

X < <f>"; +R - iP/2\Tc exp ft j j$] \<j>'; R >

X < 4>'; R\TC exp ft J jA \<f>; -R > (29)

Each matrix element in (29) has a path-integral representation. Standard manipulations
[30,31], [2, p.156] result in the representation:

Z[j) = N J[d4>][dr]exp | t J^dr Jd3x[n(r,X)4>{T,X) - Hfax] + j(r,x)<f>(r,£)]] (30)

where >̂ is a time derivative of <j> with direction tangential to the contour, C. In going
from (29) to (30), the field operators, <j>(r,x), have been replaced by c-numbers, (j>{r,x).
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The time argument, r, of such a number indicates at which time it is considered to be an
eigenvalue in eq.(21):

4>(T,X)\4>{X);T >= <p(r,x)\4>(x);r> (31)

Take note that 4>(T,X) is actually independent of time

#r,i) = #£) (32)

in the following sense:
In the Schrodinger picture one has

4>s(x)\<P(x) >= <K*)\<K*) >s (33)

The Heisenberg-picture quantities in (31) in terms of Schrodinger-picture quantities are
as follows:

\4>(x);r> = etf!T\<j>{x)>s

Thus, from (31), we have:

4>{T,X)\4>(X);T > = eif{T^s{x)e-iflTelflT\<j>{x)>s

= eiiiT<j>{x)\<j>{x) >s (by using (33))

= 4>{X)\4>{X);T) > (34)

Comparison of (31) and (34) produces (32). The trace operation in (20) leads, via equa-
tions (24) to (29), to the presence of a leftmost bra, < <f>; —R - i(5\, and a rightmost ket,
\4>; —R >, in (29). In the latter two kets the presence of the same symbol, <j> (as opposed
to e.g. <p',4>" and <j>'" in the other kets appearing in (29) ), points to the fact that these
two kets have the same eigenvalue, <j>(x). In consequence, the path integration in (30) is
over all fields satisfying the periodicity condition:

With a Hamiltonian density of the form

rt[<p, 7TJ ^= — 7T + ~7<P\ ~ V -f- T/l )(f> -f- V [<p]

where, e.g.,

eq.(30) becomes, after the integration over the canonical momentum variables, TT(^), and
up to a normalization constant,

] = J[d<t>] e x p i Jc(C[<f>] + J4>) (36)
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where

C[4>] = ^<K-°c ~ m2)4> - V[<j>] OC^~^-V2 (37)

and wtiere the time derivative is the directional derivative along the contour. In (36), the
change of variables

4>{x) - <p(x) + f d*yD0{x - y)j(y) (38)
Jc

where
(-De - m2)D0(x - y) = 6c(x - y) (39)

leads to

j] = exp | - i Jc d*x'V [ f ^ j ] } exp [-1- Jc d*x jc d4yj(x)Dp(x - y)j(»)| (40)

By introducing a contour step function

eC{Tx-Ty)= fTldr"6c(r"-ry)
Jc

one may write

D0{x -y)= D>(x - y)9c(Tx - ry) + D<(x - y)0c(Ty - TX) (41)

The change of variable in (38) and the periodicity condition, (35), lead, via the represen-
tation of Ds(x - y) in (41), to the boundary condition (also called the KMS condition)
for eq.(39):

D}{TX -Ty- ij3,x- y) = Dj{rx - ry,x - y) (42)

After Fourier transforming with respect to the spatial coordinates, the solution (An explicit
derivation is given in reference [32, p.279]) is [24, p.112]:

D0{r-r'-uk) =

where
= \Jk2

m2

We next focus on the crucial steps leading to the 2 x 2 matrix structure. When one
takes the limit, R —* oo, in order for the contour, C, in Figure 5 to include the complete
real-time axis, one obtains

D/3(n - T2;uk)-+Q as R — oo (43)

if T\ lies on C\ or Ci and ri lies on Cz or C4.

This result follows from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, the application of which in this case
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is explained in detail in [2, p. 171-173]. The result in (43) has the immediate consequence
that Z[j] in (40) factorizes:

j] = Z[j-CiC2}Z[j;C3C4] (44)

where

Z[j;ClC2] = exp(-i

xexpl-1- [ d4x [ d4yj(x)D0(x - y)j(y)} (45)

where Jc c d4x means that the integration variable, x0, is restricted to C\ and C2 and
Z\j\CzC^ is similarly defined.

Real-time Green functions are generated by functional differentiation of Z[j] with re-
spect to sources, j , with real time arguments. Since only the factor, Z[j;C\C2] in (44),
contains sources, j , with time arguments on the real-time axis, C\, the factor, Z[j;C3C4],
is irrelevant in obtaining real-time Green functions and may be absorbed into the normal-
ization of Z[j}:

Z[j] = Z[j;ClC2]

The time integrals over C2 in (45) cover times with non-zero imaginary part. All the time
integrals in (45) may be rewritten in terms of real-time integrals by some appropriate
redefinitions. Let

Mx) = j(x) J2(x) = j(*o-j,Z) (46)

x) (47)

Df{x-y) = -D<(xo-{yo~j),x-y} (48)

Dfix-y) = -D>((xo-
l-f)-yo,x-y) (49)

where all the time components, xo and yo, appearing in arguments of quantities on the
left hand sides of each of the above six definitions are strictly real.

These definitions enable one to rewrite (45) as:

= exP
{-*7
I Jcic2

d4x / d4yj(x)D0(x - y)j(y)} (50)
JC1C2 i

/ /
C\C2 JC1C2

"21-00 dx°Jd3x Loo dyoJ d3yJaWDt(x - y)M
= Z[h,h\ (52)
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where a, b = 1,2 and a sum over a and b is implied.

The indices, a and 6, in Dag label the matrix elements of the 2 x 2 matrix propagator
for which the momentum space expression is given in (16). Note that a,b - 1 in (46)-(49)
and (51) are associated with times on C\ in (50) while a, 6 = 2 are associated with times
on C2 in (50).

Since all time integrations in (51) run from — oo to oo along the real-time axis, but C2
in (50) runs anti-parallel to the real-time axis, one obtains a relative minus sign between
the two V's in (51) and a factor of - 1 in (48) and (49). When times are on different
contour segments, as in (48) and (49), the propagator is necessarily retarded or advanced.
The difference in sign between the two V's in (51) explains the relative minus sign between
the type-1 and type-2 vertices in (17).

3.3 The doubling of degrees of freedom in the real-time formalism

The presence of physical and thermal ghost fields is also referred to as the doubling of
degrees of freedom. There are three ways of understanding this doubling of degrees of
freedom:

1. As was shown in section 3.2, only the two infinite contour segments, C\ and Ci in
Figure 5, are relevant in the path-integral approach to the evaluation of Teal-time
thermal Green functions. Each of these two contour segments has its own field
associated with it. The necessity of having at least both these contour segments
in the real-time formalism comes from setting out with the trace in (24), requiring
the inclusion of the complete real-time axis and treating the factor, e~@H in (20),
perturbatively. The latter treatment requires, via (27) and (28) and bearing in mind
the intermediate path-integral expression, (30),(35), that the contour, after having
included tlie real-time axis, has to return to the point —R — if3. This requirement
gives rise to at least a second infinitely long contour segment which, for the case in
Figure 5, is Ci-

2. As was mentioned at the beginning of section 3, an operator formulation of finite-
temperature quantum field theory, called thermo field dynamics, has recently been
developed. In thermo field dynamics, a doubling of degrees of freedom naturally
arises when one attempts to represent the statistical ensemble average of an arbi-
trary operator, A, which involves a trace over an infinite number of states, by the
expectation value of A in a single finite-temperature vacuum, |0(/?) >:

< A >= (Tre-^)-1Tr(e-^i) =< 0(/?)|i|0(/3) > (53)

The construction of such a vacuum, |0(/3) >, is impossible in the original Hilbert
space and necessitates the introduction of a second fictitious dynamical system,
identical to the original one [23].

3. The requirement of a doubling of degrees of freedom has also been shown in the
formal and abstract field of axiomatic statistical phyisics through the use of the
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C"-a!gebra [2, p. 181-193]. The relation between this operator-algebra approach and
thermo field dynamics (referred to under the previous point 2) has been clarified by
Ojima [33].

4 Conclusion: Advantages of the real-time formalism

Real-time thermal Green functions are needed in calculations involving time-dependent
processes in a heat bath, such as, decay and scattering reactions and even [27] for the
evaluation of thermodynamic quantities. One of the main advantages of the real-time for-
malism is the direct way in which real-time thermal Green functions can be derived without
having to perform potentially very complicated analytic continuations of imaginary-time
Green functions. The elegance of the formalism naturally leads to further advantages.

The Feynman diagram method involving thermal real-time causal Green functions is
formulated very much like in the conventional zero-temperature formalism. The topologi-
cal and combinatorical structures of Feynman diagrams do not change in going from zero
to non-zero temperature, but are generalized to a two-component formalism so that, e.g.,
the free propagator acquires a 2 X 2 matrix structure. This so-called doubling of degrees of
freedom provides a mechanism for the cancellation of singularities, which arise (see the end
of sections 2.2 and 3.1) from products of Dirac delta functions with coinciding arguments,
among themselves. As discussed in section 3.1, the two-component formalism leads to an
increase in the number of diagrams, but, the number of diagrams to be evaluated, may be
greatly reduced by making use of finite-temperature Cutkosky rules.

In section 2.2, it was mentioned that the thermodynamic potential, from which static
thermodynamic quantities can be derived, could be evaluated in the imaginary-time for-
malism. However, the discrete energy summations (see eq.(ll)) associated with loops
can be very tedious to evaluate, especially in the presence of overlapping loops. These
summations are usually transformed into contour integrals. On the other hand, in the
real-time formalism, the continuous energy integrals associated with loops simplify cal-
culations. Niemi and Semenoff [27] applied real-time methods to calculations of ther-
modynamic quantities and found them much simpler than the imaginary-time methods.
They were able to perform systematic low-temperature and high-temperature expansions,
whereas low-temperature expansions are less accessible in the imaginary-time formalism.
The reason for this is that, in the real-time formalism, the zero-temperature and finite-
temperature contributions to the free thermal propagator (eq.(16)) are well separated.
This is not the case in the imaginary-time formalism (see eq.(13)). One notices that, in
the zero-temperature limit (/3 —» oo), the off-diagonal matrix elements of the real-time free
thermal propagator vanish and therefore also the indirect coupling between the type-1 and
type-2 fields. Since tfr'; second terms in each of the diagonal matrix elements of the real-
time free thermal propagator vanish too, the zero-temperature theory for the decoupled
type-1 fields is recovered.

Matsumoto et al. [34] found the proof of renormalizability more transparent and sys-
tematic using real-time methods. They found that all ultraviolet divergences in perturba-
tion expansions of real-time causal Green functions at finite temperature can be eliminated
to all orders by the counterterms prepared at zero temperature, provided the theory is
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renormalizabie at zero temperature. The same result has been found in the imaginary-time
formalism, but with increased difficulty [35]. The fact that, at finite temperature, ultravi-
olet divergences are treated in the same way as at zero temperature, stems from the fact
that ultraviolet divergences arise from the singular short-distance behaviour of quantum
field theory, which is unaffected by the presence of a heat bath. The presence of the heat
bath, however, does worsen the infrared divergences owing to an additional divergence in
the Bose-Einstein statistical weights. This may be seen, e.g., from the expression of the
free thermal propagator in eq.(16) where a factor, such as,

diverges in the limit, ko —> 0. Using real-time methods, the cancellation of all infrared
divergences at finite temperature has been proven for some physical processes although,
so far, only up to one-loop order [14,15].

Finite-temperature field theory is not manifestly Lorentz invariant, since the heat bath
defines a preferred frame of reference. It is, however, possible to maintain manifest Lorentz
covariance in the real-time formalism by introducing a four-velocity for the heat bath [36]:

u" = 7(1,5)

7 = (1 - w2)~2 u2 = 1 c- 1

The boson thermal distribution function, for example, is then written as

where j3 is considered to be a Lorentz invariant parameter and interpreted as the inverse
temperature of the heat bath for v = 0. Thus, the expressions used in this article, e.g.,

1

were those for the heat bath at rest (v = 0).
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$ — fermion
- antifermJon
~J photon
^ gluon

q(q)
g

1"

= (anli)quark
= gluon
= rnuon
= iiiitiinuon

= virtual photon

Quark-gluon
plasma at

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of some contributions to the thermal production of ;i+/t
pairs in a quark-gluon plasma in thermal equilibrium. In this case, the quark-gluon plasma
is assumed to be created in an ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collision.
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Im t

-id

©

Re t

Figure 2: The finite imaginary-time interval of the imaginary-time formalism as a contour
in the complex-time plane.

fc-P

Figure 3: An example of a graph where the use of the indirectly derived real-time free
propagator leads to an ill-defined expression.
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T = 0 :

T / 0 :

fc-P

k-p k-P

where, e.g.:

fc-P

• / •

{k - l){i\)iDf(k)Mp)

where 4>\{p) = 1 for the scalar theory under consideration £6,p.149]

Figure 4: An example of the application of the real-time thermal Feynman rules.
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Im t

Re t

+ R- ifi/2

- R-

Figure 5: The contour, C, of eq.(20), consisting of segments Ci,C3,C2 and C\ in the
complex-time plane. In order to have that C includes the complete real-time axis, the
limit, R -* oo, is implied.
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Abstract

Thus far most calculations in cavity QCD have relied on pertur-
bation theory to leading or next to leading order in a,. In this paper
we want to go beyond perturbation theory and solve cavity QCD to
arbitrary order in a, in a truncated Hilbert space. To this end, the ma-
trix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian are evaluated, using basis
states containing a sufficiently large number of gluons and/or quark-
antiquark pairs. The spectrum and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian
are obained by diagonalizing the Hamilton matrix.

As a simple example, we treat here the interacting quark-antiquark
system in a truncated basis consisting of quark-antiquark and quark-
antiquark-gluon states.
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1 Introduction
The dynamics of quarks and gluons which form the constituents of the
strongly interacting particles, the hadrons, are believed to be described by
QCD. The procedure usually adopted to incorporate confinement into the
theory is to impose boundary conditions on the particle wavefunctions, giv-
ing rise to the various bag models widely used in low-energy hadronic physics
(see for example [1]). In cavity QCD, many-particle states describing the
hadrons are confined in a spherical cavity. Energy levels are commonly cal-
culated by making use of the Gell-Mann-Low theorem [2]. This allows one
to express the energy shift Ek — El due to the interaction part of the QCD
Hamiltonian as a perturbative series in as:

Ek ~ El

00

= lim V

•<4>k\ T(Hint(0)H?nt(h) • • • HLt(tn)) | 4>k >connected d )

Here, 4>k are the eigenstates of the non-interacting part of the Hamilto-
nian, and Hfnt(tn) denotes the interacting part of the Hamilton operator at
time tn, containing an adiabatic damping factor e~ff'*l.

In practice, only the lowest-order parts of this series can be evaluated. In
this paper, we wish to propose an alternative to this perturbative approach:
we attempt to solve cavity QCD to arbitrary order in a3 by evaluating the
matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian in a truncated Hilbert space
and subsequently calculating the eigenvalues of such a system.

2 Construction of the Hamilton Matrix

Based on the QCD Lagrangean,

C = ( 7 M ) | M ( 7 ) ^

-^d^-d^-id^-VCS , (2)

the QCD Hamiltonian takes the form (see e.g. [3])
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- n * • nk - ^-ff° • n° + n* • dkA° - fi° • dkA
k

(3)

•Hint = - ^

-g Uk • (Ak x A0) + -
4

(4)

Here the operators IF , fi'', XM denote the canonical conjugate momenta
of the gluon and the two ghost flilds, respectively. The expectation value of
the noninteracting or free part of the Hamiltonian, HQ, can be found easily
and is used to obtain the quark and gluon cavity modes.

The interaction part of the Hamiltonian, which depends linearly and
quadratically on the coupling constant g, gives rise to four different interac-
tion vertices:

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1: Vertices of the Interaction Hamiltonian

These vertices describe the emission or absorption of (a) a gluon by a quark,
(b) a gluon by a ghost, (c) a gluon by a gluon, and (d) the elementary four-
gluon vertex.
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We now construct a matrix; consisting of matrix elements of the interac-
tion Hamiltonian as follows:

1. For a given hadron, say a meson consisting of a quark-antiquark pair
with up or down quarks, we construct a truncated Hilbert space of
basis states. Such a basis could exist of states such as: a qq state, a
qqg state, a qqg2 state, etc. This basis is truncated after the addition
of re — 1 gluons; in other words, the nth state of the Hilbert space
describing such a meson would be the state | qqgn~l >•

2. For these basis states, we choose convenient quantum numbers for the
cavity modes. For example, we may choose to include all quark cavity
modes up to the lp^ state and all gluon modes up to radial excitation
N = 2. Obviously, each additional degree of freedom (excitation) of
the single-particle cavity modes will greatly increase the number of
basis states.

3. To facilitate calculation, we couple these basis states to good color, an-
gular momentum and isospin, in this way effectively prediagonalizing
our Hamilton matrix.

-4. It remains to calculate, making use of the QCD Hamilton operator,
the matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian between the ba-
sis states we have chosen. This matrix can then be diagonalized to
yield the eigenenergies of the interacting many-particle system which
represents the hadron under consideration.

3 Expansion in Cavity Modes

The basis states for the Hilbert space are constructed as superpositions of
product wavefunctions of cavity modes which are coupled together in such
a way as to obtain specific well-defined quantum numbers.

We expand the field operators in terms of cavity modes un(x) as follows:

1. The quark field operators $ c / are written as:

f/>0
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With this expansion we have effectively separated the quark field op-
erator $cy with the explicit quantum numbers c (color) and f (flavour)
into a sum of quark and antiquark cavity modes which carry the quan-
tum numbers n:

n = {/>, K,(fi)}, (7)

where v, K and // denote the radial, Dirac and magnetic quantum
numbers. The operators a\n (acn) and b\n (bcn) now describe the
creation and annihilation of quarks and antiquarks, respectively. They
satisfy the usual fermionic anticommutation relations

{aCn,aC!n'} = {bcmb^,} = 8CC> &nn> . (8)

2. The gluon field operators take the form:

Again, c^ and cjm are creation and annhilation operators for gluons
with the quantum numbers

m = {N,J,(M)} (10)

and E, where N is the radial quantum number, and J and M denote the
spin and magnetic quantum number respectively, while E is the polar-
ization of the gluon. These operators satisfy the bosonic commutation
relations
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lcL<&) = -9™ 6aa>6mm. . (ID

Here, the metric g~" is given by

ff
ss = { 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 } , E' = E = {5,M,£,£:} . (12)

3. Finally, for the ghost field operators, we proceed in analogy to the
above cases and obtain the expansions:

u)a(x) =

1 ( , 0 / -»\ — iU° t , A 0 / ~\

JM
/V>0

= E
.v>a

where the creation and annihilation operators obey the anticommuta-
tion relations

(15)

4 The SU(3) Wave Functions

In order to be able to easily couple the basis states to good color, we intro-
duce here the tensor notation for the SU(3) wavefunctions [4], [5]:

The quarks reside in the fundamental representation of SU(3) - they have
three colour degrees of freedom. We represent this fact by writing the quark
wavefunctions in the tensor notation as

c\ e = 1,2,3
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Similarly, the antiquarks reside in the other fundamental representation
of SU(3), so they are described by the wavefunctions

c,, i = 1,2,3 .

This notation takes care of the fact that c' and c, transform under SU(3)
transformations as the components of the contravariant and covariant ten-
sor, respectively - in other words they reside in the triplet and antitriplet
representations of SU(3). The gluons live in the adjoint representation of
SU(3), or in the octet representation, which is equivalent to a tensor pos-
sessing one upper and one lower index. Hence the gluons are represented by
the tensor

Gj, i,j = 1,2,3.

By taking tensor products of these basis states we can form higher states,
i.e. states which reside in higher representations of SU(3). To this end, we
are guided by the following theorem of tensor algebra:

Theorem: .4 general tensor T^""'^ belongs to an irreducible representation
of SU(N) if and only if it is

• symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of any two
covariant or contravariant indices, and

• traceless with respect to contraction of any contravariant with any co-
variant index.

One immediate consequence of this theorem is that

G\ = 0,

which is clearly required in order for the gluon to have exactly eight degrees
of freedom.

In order to build higher representations from the given single-particle
wavefunctions, we need to define the scalar product between basis states.
This is defined as follows:

> = Su,

> = «»*«,y-^?# (16)
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Note that the normalization (16) of the gluon wavefunction can easily bo
obtained by normalizing a color octet quark-antiquark wavefunction. The
gluon wavefunctions are constructed precisely to have this property.

It is now a straightforward matter to build up any many-particle color
state from our fundamental wavefunctions. For example, for the quark-
antiquark pair, we can get, using the abovementioned theorem, the following
independent wavefunctions"

= cncn (17)

) - 1 - 6 ) c « c n , (18)

and it is clearly visible that (17) represents a color singlet while (18) repre-
sents a color octet. Note that we are making use of the Einstein summation
convention throughout.

However, these states are not yet normalized. By using our normalization
description (16), we find

= 3

so that the normalized wavefunctions are finally

[qq] = -±=c" cn (20)

= c c j 6 c c n .

One can easily check that these wavefunctions are in fact orthogonal, as
required for our Hilbert space.

5 Example: A Simple Mesonlike System

We now illustrate our diagonalization procedure with a simple example: we
wish to consider here a mesonlike system with a basis consisting of | qq >
and | qqg > states. These states are supposed to represent a meson, so we
consider only color singlets. Furthermore, it is clear that the | qq > state
can have spin J = 0 or 1 and also isospin / = 0 or 1, while for the | qqg >
state we can have J — 0, 1 or 2 and / = 0 or 1. We thus have 12 states
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altogether in our truncated Hilbert space, since we are restricting ourselves
to the lowest-lying cavity modes in this example.

5.1 The Color Wave Functions

If we look at the four different vertices of the interaction Hamiltonian. it
is easy to see that to our simple system, only the vertex represented by
figure l(a), or the first term in the Hamiltonian in (4), can contribute. The
states can thus interact with each other only through the quark-gluon or the
antiquark-gluon vertex. There are three different ways in which we could
couple the three particles in the | qqg > state to good color: These three
possibilities are referred to as the | (qg)q >, the | (qg)q > and the J (qq)g >
bases, corresponding to which two of the three particles we couple together
first. It is, however, easiest to do all calculations in the same basis, and this
we choose to be the | (qq)g > basis, in which it is easiest to compare the
quark-gluon and the antiquark-gluon interactions.

We have already discussed the quark-antiquark couplings in section 4 -
there is only one way to couple a quark and an antiquark to a color singlet,
the wavefunction being given by:

[qq}=-j=cncn . (22)

There is also only one way to couple a (^)-pair and a gluon together to
form a color singlet: The (qq)-p^v has to be in a color octet. The resulting
normalized wavefunction is given by:

{!}>= -^M) G\ = ±cn G\ c, . (23)±c

5.2 The Hamiltonian

The only vertex that can contibute to the interaction in our example is, as
we have seen, given by

%nt = -\g* !*>>*• & (24)

In terms of the cavity modes, this is given by
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ig ' i a

Cam (at>n> a™ Qn'nm + al'n' bln Qn'-n

+ bc'n' O-cn Q^n'nm + bc'n' bln <5bc'n'

+ Complex Conjugate , (25)

(26)

where the vertex function Q^nim is defined by

n(?)l^n>(?)a£{7)d3r . (27)

However, since the basis states are given by expressions like

| qq > = a\n bL | 0 >

it is clear that only the first and last terms of (25) and their respective
complex conjugates can actually make a contribution to the matrix element.

5.3 Color and Spin Factor from the Matrix Element

To calculate the matrix elements, we switch from the second quantization
picture, where we deal with creation and annihilation operators, to the first-
quantized notation, where we deal with actual wavefunctions. The kets of
the second quantization approach of cavity QCD are mapped onto the first-
quantized wavefunctions as follows:

• Quarks:

alftt\0>—ci \^> l j / > « = l,2,3(color)

/ = flavour

fi = spin (29)
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• Antiquarks:

i 1 i 1

• Gluons:
/ X a V S ' ' | L l / > (31)

a = 1,2 8 (color)

M = spin

M = polarization (magnetic for lowest cavity mode)

The phases and signs in these mappings are necessary to obtain the
correct behaviom under SU(2) and SU(3) transformations.

With this prescription, it is now straightforward to calculate matrix el-
ements of the interaction Hamiltonian (25) between basis states of the kind
(28). The color factor resulting from coupling the wavefunctions to color
singlets, which is basically an SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, is obtained
using the correct wavefunction (22) or (23) with the mapping prescriptions
(29) to (31). For example, the matrix element

< (?5){i} I " \ r I (qqg){i} > (32)

with the color wavefunctions

-, | 0 > (33)

Crf,fm, 4 , n , I ° > ( 3 4 )
v " c l C l d i V . v 4 / c i

and the vertex

is given by
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( 3 6 )

To obtain the correct spin and isospin factors for this matrix element,
we use the fact that the vertex function Q^, n m can be separated into an
angular and a radial integral. The labels n^ and n\ contain the spin and
isospin quntum numbers of the interaction vertex, so the correct spin and
isospin factors are obtained by attaching the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients to the angular part of the vertex function.

i .4 Diagonalization of the Matrix

Obviously, the quark-gluon interaction does not mix states with different
quantum numbers; so having coupled the basis states to good quantum
numbers means that we have reduced the Hamilton matrix to block-diagonal
form. There will thus only be non-zero off-diagonal matrix elements if the
quantum numbers of the initial and final state are identical. In other words,
we can separate the matrix into several submatrices belonging to distinct
quantum numbers, and then diagonalize these smaller matrices to obtain
eigenvalues belonging to these particular quantum numbers. For example,
the ingoing | qqg > state coupled to a color singlet with J = 0, / = 0 can
only interact with the outgoing | qq > state coupled to the same color, spin
and isospin. We thus obtain in this case a Hamilton submatrix

jp i jp_ - TT ~. i - TT_ ^ \
£jq T £yq <. Hqg > "I" <̂  Slqg ^ \

^ «- -. I ^ r/_ ^ \ t p , r_ , n I > (*>' )
ftf Hid ' H H a /

where < Hqg > is the matrix element resulting from the quark-gl aon inter-
action vertex. Note a special feature of this procedure: since the basis states
can usually interact through several vertices, the eigenenergy obtained will
in general be a combination of interaction and self energies. It will therefore
generally not be possible to separate out the part of the energy due to the
self-energy of the particles.

6 Results

We now illustrate the result of this diagonalization procedure with our sim-
ple example. The spectrum of eigenenergies obtained from this example is
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shown in figure 2. Note that this spectrum includes the self-energy part of
the interaction, it is thus not the pure interaction energy. To compare this
result with the well-known results from second-order perturbation theory,
we subtract out from this the self-energy part. To do this, we recall the
procedure of diagonalizing a matrix: given a matrix of the form

(38)
y y» ^2 )

the eigenenergies are

E2) ± \{El - E2)]]l + i £ i ^ (39)

For small values of the coupling constant g, this can be expanded in the
form

F g 2 i V I' ,
£ l ^ £2-£x

+""

<72 I V I 2

In our case,

F. — F J- F-t,\ — L,q + L,q

V = < Hqg > + < Hqg > (41)

This means that | V |2 contains terms of the form |< Hqg >|2 which
correspond to the quark self-energy S,, and terms of the form < Hqg > • <
Hqg >, which correspond to the quark-gluon interaction energy A, , . So if
we diagonalize a matrix of the form

Eg < Hqg > \ , 4 2 ^
. Hqg >' tq + Zg J

the resulting energy eigenvalues €1,2 will be the contribution to the quark self-
energy from the gluon cavity modes that have been included in the basis (in
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this case, only the lowest excitation transverse magnetic gluon}. Therefore,
to lowest order in a s , if we subtract from the eigenenergy obtained from the
matrix in (38) twice the eigenenergy obtained from the matrix in (42), the
result is the energy shift due to the gg-interaction:

= - A , 5 + . . . . (43)

The result of this calculation is shown in figure 3. Also shown in figure 3
is the result obtained from a second order perturbation theory calculation.
Note that for low values of aa, the perturbative and non-perturbative results
coincide, which is what one would expect. Notice also that for J = 1, the
perturbative and non-perturbative results almost coincide even for higher
values of a,, while for J - 0 the agreement is not nearly as good. This can
be understood if one considers the fact that the spin factor for the interaction
energy is - 3 for .7 = 0 and +1 for / = 1. Therefore, any difference between
the perturbative and the non-perturbative approaches will be amplified by
a factor 3 for the J = 0 case to lowest order in a,, by a factor 9 in the next
higher order, etc.

7 Conclusion

It is clear that there is a problem with the approach presented here: The
calculated eigenenergies for any system contain contributions from both the
interaction and the self-energies. To get rid of the divergences due to the
self-energy parts, one will have to diagonalize a renormalized effective Hamil-
tonian instead of the bare QCD Hamiltonian presented here.
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Eigenenergy
10

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Fig.2: Eigenvalues of Hamilton matrix for Simple Mesonic System consisit-
ing of | qq > and | qqg > states

Energy Shift

02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 22 Z4 2.6 2.8 3

Fig.3: Comparison between Perturbative and Non-Perturbative Calcula-
tions of Quark-Gluon Interaction Energies: Energy Shifts due to the Quark-
Gluon Interaction for (I) Second Order Perturbation Theory, and (II) Diag-
onalization Procedure
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Abstract

We describe hadrons containing one heavy quark as systems in
which a static heavy quark defines the centre of a cavity. This quark
produces a classical background field, within which the light con-
stituents (quarks,antiquarks or gluons) move. The colour Coulomb
interaction of the heavy quark with the other constituents is thus
treated exactly, while the hyperfine interactions are treated perturba-
tively. We find that the ^c — ̂ c mass splitting, which has proved
difficult to reproduce in previous models, is much improved.
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1 Introduction

The iiadrons containing a heavy quark (c or b) and other light constituents
(u, d, s quarks and possibly gluons) provide an interesting ground for testing
models of the hadrons derived from QCD. The experimental spectrum is
quite rich already, so there are plenty of data with which to compare the
predictions of such depictions of these hadrons, in order to evaluate their
efficacy in a hadronic regime midway between previously much examined
areas. For completeness, the hadrons listed in the Particle Data Group [1]
are recorded in Table 1, along with some more recently reported states, are
recorded in Table 1. We denote the up and down quarks by q, and average
over the masses of particles with Iz = ± | where both are known. The
quantum numbers of the mesons listed in the table are L(JP), while for the
baryons the pertinent quantum numbers are I(JP).

In describing these hadrons, it is possible to draw from the experience
gained in modelling b&th the light quark hadronic sector, as well as the heavy
quark systems, such as charmonium and bottomium. The picture presented
here follows on other attempts at describing the atomic-like hadrons. In
common with these previous models, our picture contains elements gleaned
from both potential models and perturbative cavity QCD calculations in the
framework of the MIT bag model.

By way of explaining the picture we develop here of hadrons containing
a heavy quark, we briefly chart one of the directions in which work on such
hadrons has taken.

Out of the MIT bag model, the "heavy quark bag model" [2] was de-
veloped, in order to provide a better description of precisely these Iiadrons.
In this variant, the heavy quark was fixed at the centre of the bag, while
the light constituents moved around freely in the bag, constrained by the
linear boundary condition of the MIT bag model on the quark fields. This
did not only mean the elimination of much of the kinetic energy associated
with the spurious centre of mass motion of the bag, but as an added bonus,
reduced the value of a,, the strong coupling constant, required to.fit the
data. This of course makes a perturbative approach to calculating the effects
of interactions of 0(a3) and higher far more acceptable.

The next developement which took the description even further from the
traditional MIT bag, was to consider the heavy quark as the source of a
Coulomb potential, within which the light constituents moved [3,4]. The
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Hadron

D
D'
D'
D"
D,
D;
D;
B
W

Ac
V
—'c

Afc

Quark
content

cq
cq
cq
cq
cs
cs
cs
cq
cq

cqq

cqq
cqs
CSS

bqq

Mass
in GeV
1.867
2.010
2.422
2.455
1.969
2.111
2.536
5.278
5.331
2.285
2.455
2.460
2.740
5.500

Quantum
numbers

0(0")
0(l + )

l(l+(?))
l(2+)(?)

o(o-)
0(1+)
1(?+)
0(0")
0(l+)
o(D

§a)+)
o(i+)
o(D

Table 1: Hadrons containing a heavy quark

cavity modes of the quarks were thus obtained by solving the Dirac equation
with a Coulomb potential. Spin-dependent interactions were then obtained
perturbatively in standard fashion, simply replacing the normal quark modes
("F-modes") by these Coulomb ("C-modes") modes. In other words, no
account was taken of the effect of the Coulomb potential on the gluons. For
instance, the gluon cavity modes required for determining the energy shift
due to gluon exchange remained the same. In this work, we work with both
quark and gluon cavity modes which see the Coulomb potential.

Extending the "C-mode" formalism to the gluons might seem a bit elab-
orate for a model, but there are good reasons for wanting to do this. In
particular, the previous models all failed to produce the correct splitting of
the He — Ac baryons. Because the parameters involved in a description of
the hadronic specrtrum are generally obtained in a fit to the states in which
the parameter-dependence is simplest, a, is set from the D — D* mass differ-
ence. In models in which the quark wave function is modified by the presence
of a Coulomb potential, the wavefunction increases in size near the origin.
Because the hyperfine splitting relies on the wavefunction of the light quark
near the origin, this means that the requisite value of a, is lowered. However,
the Ec — Ac mass difference is determined perturbatively by considering the
exchange of a single gluon between the two light quarks in the baryon. Thus
a small value of a3 leads to a small hyperfine splitting between the isoscalar
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and isovector baryons. In fact, in the model where quark C-modes and gluon
F-modes are used [3], this splitting is underestimated by a factor of about
four.

There are several possible explanations for this underestimate, each cor-
responding to a way of improving the description of these hadrons. The
simplest possibility is that the a, of the Q-q interaction is not the same as
that of the q-q interaction, but at the level of such a model this would simply
require the addition of a further parameter determined by fit to data. An-
other possibility is that treating the Coulomb interaction between the light
quarks perturbatively is not adequate: one could then either consider higher
order terms in the perturbation series, or a non-perturbative treatment of the
interaction by diagonalising in a truncated space of the quark cavity modes
(see for example [5]). The possibility which we consider is that of including
the efFect of the background field on the gluons. This should increase the hy-
perfine splitting because one would expect the overlap integral of the quark
and gluon cavity modes'to become larger. Gluon C-modes have been used
in calculating the mass of hybrids Qqg [8], but not in calculating the masses
of the Qqq baryons.

We present the way in which we incorporate a classical gluon field into
cavity QCD in the next section. Because we are interested in cavity modes in
the presence of a background Coulomb field, we discuss these cavity modes in
section 3, and then give the results of this study in the following section. Fi-
nally, section 5 contains a discussion and assessment of the picture presented
here.

2 Cavity QCD in the presence of a back-
ground field

We begin this section with a brief description of QCD in the presence of a
classical background field (a more detailed account may be found in [6] or
[9]), and follow this by outlining what we mean by cavity QCD.

2.1 QCD in the presence of a background field
We introduce a classical gluon field into the theory by writing the gluon field
A11 in the QCD Lagrangian density CQCD

 a s a sum of two parts,

AM = au + V"1 (1)

where the first part will be quantised, while the latter remains classical [6,7].
These fields are vectors in colour space. As always, we add a gauge fixing
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term to the Lagrangian density in order to quantise the aM field canonically.
The gauge fixing term CQF w e choose is the so-called background field gauge,

CGF = (t)abBb)aaii - -BaBa, (2)
a

where Ba is a Hermitian multiplier field. The background covariant derivative

defined in analogy with the full covariant derivative Vjf

With the inclusion of this particular gauge fixing term, the Lagrange density
£QCD + £-GF is invariant under a gauge transformation of V1' (if we perform
a simultaneous rotation of aM in colour space). However, if we transform the
field aM, we must constrain the phase u/(xM) to obey the relation

TrbVbc"uc{z>1) = 0 (5)

if we want CQCD + £-GF to be invariant. We can impose this dynamically by
adding a further term to the Lagrange density, Cpp

Lfp = —lU^u • D*x (»)

introducing the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields, u and x, so that the equation
of motion for Co is just equation (4).

Finally then, the Lagrange density from which we obtain the equations
for motion for the classical quark-, gluon- and ghost fields is

+(VflbBb)aa'1 - -BaBa - iV.x
a

We may equally well obtain these equations of motion by considering the
Poisson brackets of the classical fields with the classical Hamiltonian den-
sity. These equations of motion remain formally the same after the fields are
quantised, given that the background field is time-independent. We quantise
the fields 0, a**, a; and x by imposing the normal canonical quantisation
relations, noting however, that while the ghosts are scalars, they are quan-
tised via anti-commutation relations on the respective fields and canonically
conjugate momenta. The field V11 is of course not quantised.
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It is not easy to solve these coupled non-linear equations. We choose to
linearise the equations of motion in the quantum fields, treating the rest of
the interactions perturbatively. Formally this amounts to determining the
equations in the interaction picture. In this picture the Hamiltonian density
is written as the sum of two parts,

H(t) = H0 + Hint(t) (8)

a time independent part Tio, and a time-dependent part 7iint{t), containing
the higher order interaction terms of the quantum fields. 7i0 determines the
equations of motion of the fields via the relation

«6=[//o,O|. (9)

We then treat the interactions in Tiint{t) perturbatively, using the formalism
developed in [10].

2.2 Cavity boundary conditions on the fields

We know that there is no hope of producing confined fields by calculating any
number of perturbative corrections to the free field solutions of QCD. Thus
by itself, a perturbative QCD calculation is unlikely to produce a hadron of
finite size. We get around this problem by confining the fields to a small
volume of space - a static, spherical cavity in this case.

We do this by imposing boundary conditions on the fields at the cavity
surface. We choose the boundary conditions in such a way as to retain the
conserved quantities of the infinite space theory. These conserved quantities
are quark number, ghost number, colour and the BRS charge [9]. The sim-
plest way of implementing the conservation of these quantities is to use the
boundary conditions

{inkl
k - 1)0 |s = i'(»W + 1) |5 = 0 (10)

nkF^ |s = nkAk \s = nkdk{duXv) \s = 0 (11)

nkd
hd\s = nkV

kZ\s = 0 (12)

at the cavity surface S.
We may then expand the quantum field operators as a sum of cavity

modes which satisfy the boundary conditions given above. Explicitly, these
expansions are

k [ & ] (13)
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Y.JM
N>0

= E (2«°m)-' [rfam^Crie-"0-.' + c/L<(>r ^ . < ] (15)
iV>0

X* = E (2n°m)-i [ ^ ( r V ^ ' + eLa^rre'00- '] (16)E

3 Cavity modes in the presence of a back-
ground Coulomb field

As we are applying the formalism developed to model the hadrons containing
a heavy quark as outlined in the introduction, the particular form of the
background field in which we are interested is that of the Coulomb field,
which in the model accounts for the spin-independent interaction of the heavy
quark with the other constituents.

If the background gluon field V^ takes the form

V»=g»°- (17)
r

the quark field equation becomes

{i7^" + 7o^+ m}0(f, 0 = 0 . (18)

The equations governing the gluon field couple the timelike and spacelike
parts:

{V2 + (W + -)2}a + ^G° = 0 (19)

r r1

{V2 + (u, + -)2}ao + V ^ - a = 0, (20)

while the equations for the ghost fields UJ and \ a r e

{V2 + (u, + -)2}£ = 0 (21)
r

and
{V2 + (W + ^)2}X- = 0 (22)

respectively. Here a, the strength of the Coulomb interaction, is given by

a = a,cT (23)

where cr is given in terms of the eigenvalues of the quadratic Casimir oper-
ators on the colour representation of the source, the quark, gluon or ghost
and the colour representation of the coupled source and hadron constituent

c r = l / 2 ( C ? 0 , a , - C]0UTCC - C2
consttt). (24)
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Coulomb Interaction Strength a

Figure 1: Energies of the low lying quark cavity modes as a function of a

3.1 Quark cavity modes

Exploiting the spherical symmetry of the problem, we can write the quark
spinor as

(25)

t
The solution to this equation is [11]

In the above,

and
aE
—•
p

(26)

(27)

(28)

is a phase factor defined (to within an additive multiple of ir) by

(29)
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Coulomb Interaction Strength a
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Figure 2: Energies of the low lying TE gluon cavity modes as a function of a

and p is the momentum at infinity, i.e.

(30)

The boundary condition, expressed in terms of the radial functions, is

f(R)+g(R) = 0 (31)

The energies of lower lying positive energy quark modes are plotted as a
function of a in Figure 1.

The other three solutions, correspond to some linear combination of
the transverse magnetic (TM), longitudinal (L) and scalar (S) gluon cav-
ity modes. These modes all have the same parity and turn out to have
non-vanishing timelike and spacelike parts. In terms of the radial functions
we obtain the solutions

= a n $ n 6_(r) = /?„<&„ b+ = n = 1,3

where

(35)

(36)
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3.2 Gluon cavity modes

Once again we make use of the spherical symmetry of the problem to write
the gluon cavity modes as

= t{r)YJM(r)

(32)

We find four linearly independent solutions of the gluon cavity mode equa-
tions, for the radial functions given above, corresponding to the four possible
polarisations of the gluon. There is one solution for which the timelike part
vanishes, and this we label the transverse electric (TE) mode, because the
electric field is in fact transverse. The only non-vanishing radial function of
this solution is

• bo(r) = -(2iw)-M-ia<s(2iu>r) (33)

where A/_;Oii(2zu>r) denotes the Winttacker function and s is given by

(34)

J=1 TM

J=0 S.L

6 -

g 4 \-J=1 TM

2 - - • • •

I J=1 S,L

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Coulomb Interaction Strength a

Figure 3: Energies of the low lying TM, L and S gluon cavity modes as a
function of a
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and the sn are

s2 — si + 1 -f 2{(J + - ) + a } i (37)

The coefficients an, /3n and 7n are functions of J, the angular momentum,
and a.

The boundary condition which determines the energy spectrum of the TE
cavity modes, written in terms of the radial function l>o(r) is

bQ(R) dbo(r)

R dr

The resulting spectrum for the TE gluon is shown in Figure 2.
The other three solutions of equation (25) cannot satisfy the boundary

conditions on the gluon cavity modes, as they imply that both $n(R) and
°dy | r=f l vanish. We thus take the linear combinations of these solutions
to obtain cavity modes which obey the requisite boundary conditions. The
energies of these modes are shown in Figure 3.

3.3 Ghost cavity modes

If we express the gluon cavity modes as

W(r) = X(r) = v(r)YJAl(r) (40)

we find that the radial function rj{r) is also given by equation (23). The
relevant boundary condition determining the ghost cavity mode energies is

• U K = 0. (41)

The energy of the ghost modes in the cavity in the presence of a background
Coulomb field are plotted against the strength of this field in figure 4.

4 Hadronic spectra

We have calculated the masses of the non-strange hadrons containing a heavy
quark. These masses will depend on the quark masses, as well as the value
of a,. An ingredient still missing in the model is the hadronic scale: in the
above we have no way of setting the size of the particular hadron which we
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Figure <l: Energies of the low lying ghost cavity modes as a function of a

are examining. Of course a cavity radius could simply be chosen by hand,
but somehow another parameter must enter the model. We borrow from the
MIT bag formalism [12] in order to set the size of the hadron, by introducing
an energy associated with the volume of the hadron. This could also be
interpreted as an external pressure on the hadron, which must be supported
by the pressure of the constituent particles on the cavity wall. The radius of
the cavity within which we perform the calculation of the quark energy and
the interaction energy is then the radius at which these pressures balance.

We begin this section by presenting the results of our model for the
mesons, and follow this with a discussion of the baryon spectrum predicted
by this model.

4.1 The mesons
The mass of a meson containing a heavy quark is the sum of the energies of
the constituent quarks, as well as the energy shift produced by interactions
calculated as perturbations. The energy of the static heavy quark is simply
its mass, while the energy of the light quark is the cavity mode energy as
described in section 3.1. Since this energy includes the Coulombic interaction
of the two quarks, the only interaction energy term we need explicitly include
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Hadron

to
 to

 to
 to

Ac
V
—'c
V

Quantum
numbers

(« = +1,5 = 0)

(« = -2^5 = 0)
(« = - 2 , 5 = 1)

Mass
(in GeV)

2.233
2.443
2.297
2.316
2.445
2.570
2.737

mc = 1.45 GeV mb = 4.78 GeV a, = 0.46 £1 / 4 = 173 MeV

Table 2: Hadronic masses in this model

is that of the spin-dependent interaction of the two quarks. The mass formula
for the meson is thus

£(r) = mQ + Eq(r,a,,mq) + SQ.SqI(r,aa,mq) + -
TilQ 6

(42)

where the last term is the volume energy term. The expression I(r,a,,mq)
involved in calculating the hyperilne interaction is [11]

4K [R

I{r,aa,mq) = — / drf(r)g{r)
H.K.' — 1 JO

(43)

The parameters in the above equation are the quark masses, a a , and B. We
reduce the number of free parameters ncccessary for the calculation of the
entire non-strange spectrum to four by taking the up and down quarks as
massless. We fit the four parameters a,, B, mc and m^ to the D, D*, B and
B' mesons as best we can. These paramtcres are correlated so it is in fact
not possible to produce a "perfect" fit, but they yield masses of 1.864 GeV,
2.010 GeV, 5.282 GeVand 5.322 GeV respectively for the fitted mesons.

The parameters thus chosen are presented in Table 2, along with the
predictions of the masses of the mesons which we can compare with data,
and the masses of the mesons to which we fit the parameters in the model.

While postponing a general discussion of the results to the last section,
a comment about the excited states is in order. The question arises as
to whether these are "non-relativistic" states, or "relativistic" states, i.e.
whether we can define a good orbital angular momentum (as is done in Table
1) for the meson or not. The states we have calculated are the "relativistic"
states: we have considered the light quark to be in a definite cavity mode
indexed by the Dirac quantum number K. The orbital angular momentum
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of such a meson is not determinable, as the spin and orbital angular momen-
tum of the light quark are coupled to give a good total angular momentum.
To obtain the states for which the orbital angular momentum is defined, we
would have to take linear combinations of the above states (other than for
the maximally stretched states), taking the orbital angular momentum of a
quark as that of the upper component.

4.2 The baryons

We carry over the form of the mass formula for the mesons, with the difference
that there the energies of two light quarks to be considered now, as well as the
interaction between them. The energy shift due to both the spin-independent
and spin-dependent interactions of these quarks are calculated perturbatively
by considering of the exchange of a gluon with zero angular momentum and
angular momentum one (for quarks with j — \) respectively. Thus the mass
formula becomes

E{r) = rriQ -f Eq(r,a,,mq) + -1—'-SQ.SqI{r, a,, mq)
ni

+cTa3{J(r,a>,,mq) + Sqt.Sq2K{r,a,,mg)} (44)

The integrals J(r,aa,mq) and A'(r,Qs,m,) represent what is left of the
overlap integral

/ d.xijyy îlsCLu (45)
Jc

after the integration over the angular variables has been done [10].
The masses of the baryons calculated thus are presented in Table 2, along

with the results for the mesonic sector.

5 Discussion of results
Three obvious points to note about the results of this model are:-

1. The excited mesons are too light;
2. the baryons are too heavy;
3. the Sc — Ac splitting is much improved, but still too small.

What can be deduced about the model from this?
It would be possible to increase the mass of the orbitally excited mesons

relative to the mesons in which the light quark is in the ground state by
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increasing the value of a,. This can be seen from Figure 1 in which the
energy level spacing increases as a function of a,, because the energy of the
lowest lying modes drops rapidly with increasing a. This would also affect
the baryons, decreasing their mass, and of course, increasing the £c —Ac mass
difference. This is all very well, but of course with an increase in or,, the D
and D. would end up too light. Basically then, it seems as if the D meson
spectrum is pointing to the fact that while the introduction of a Coulomb
potential might be attractive both in terms of its roots in theory, and the
fact that it yields a problem that can be solved cleanly and analytically, the
light quark simply does not behave as if it sees a purely Coulombic potential.

Given that the spectrum of the beautiful mesons and baryons is still
rather sparse, it is not easy to say whether or not our assumption that centre
of mass energies may be neglected. This could be the cause of some of the
difficulties in reproducing the spectrum of the charmed hadrons.

However, the exercise was not entirely in vain. Using C-inode gluon
cavity modes for the perturbative calculations increases the Sc — Ac splitting
over previous models differing in this respect by a factor of more than two.
It is interesting to speculate what would then happen if we modified the
wavefunctions of two light quarks is the baryon in response to their Coulombic
interaction as well.
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The Quark Self-Energy in a Cavity

A J Stoddart and R D Viollier
Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics

University of Cape Town

Abstract

We present a new technique to calculate the self-energy of a quark
in a static and spherical cavity. This numerical method is based on
dimensional regularization, adapted to the case of cavity field theories.
It is simpler and more powerful than the existing multiple reflection
formalism. As an example we present results for the self-energies of
low lying cavity modes for massless quarks.
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1 Introduction

Non-Abelian gauge theories, in which the field operators satisfy some linear
boundary conditions on a static closed surface (usually a sphere) [15], are
of interest for several reasons. Firstly, as long as the boundary conditions
are not inconsistent with the field equations and the BRS symmetry of the
underlying gauge theory [2], the cavity theory will presumably preserve the
renormalizability of the corresponding infinite space theory.

Secondly, the fact that the field operators are restricted to a finite region
of space leads to interesting new and observable phenomena, e.g. the Casimir
effect [21], that are absent in the original infinite space theory.

Thirdly, while the ultra-violet divergences must be of the same nature as
in the infinite space theory, since these singularities are related to the short-
distance behaviour of the theory, cavity quantum field theory is infra-red
finite. Thus, it may well be that due to the well defined nature of cavity
quantum field theory in the infra-red limit, understanding of the low energy
behaviour may be extracted more easily. And, of course, we always have the
option of recovering the free space theory by taking the limit R —* oo.

Last, but not least, the results of cavity quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
can be directly applied to hadrons, using the quadratic boundary condition
of the M.I.T. bag model [15].

It is important to appreciate that this is not the only application of cavity
QCD, it is hoped that this tool may perhaps be used to study QCD directly.
In this respect, it is not unlike lattice gauge theory, in which infinite space
is "approximated' by a finite number of points. Of course, thus far, cavity
field theory has no successes comparable to the strong coupling limit on the
lattice.

A number of authors have developed cavity QCD in previous years, [6,
7.12] By now, tree diagrams are straightforward to calculate, and ref [2]
contains an exhaustive list of all the finite graphs to order as- Selected finite
graphs to order a | , like two gluon exchange and two gluon annihilation,
have also been calculated [16,17]. The latter splits the mass of the TT- and
77-mesons.

Considerable time has elapsed since the first attempt to calculate a cavity
loop diagram [19]. Since the self energy of a massless quark in the cavity
is finite, some authors attempted a direct numerical calculation. In this
manner, Chin, Kerman and Yang [9] arrived at a value for the lsi/2 state of
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D = 0.40a.,//?. However their paper contains as error (in equation (4.20)).
Breit [10] attempted a similar calculation with the results S = 0.65a,,/R, [10]
or S = 0A0as/R, [11] depending on which order he did the multiple sum. It
has been suggested [5] that this lack of agreement is caused by the fact the
finite self-energy is the sum of a conditionally convergent series.

Other authors have separated out the divergence analytically, and ap-
plied a gauge invariant regularization procedure, to get their result. Baacke,
Igarashi and Kasperidus [12] reported £ = 0.85as/R. In order to deal with
this problem, Hansson and Jaffe introduced the multiple reflection scheme
(MRS) [3] to cavity QCD. In this scheme the propagators, and thereby the
self energy, is expanded into terms containing zero, one or more reflections.
In this manner they calculated the self energy of a quark in the lsx/2-state
of a cavity, S = 0.910 ± 0.001o,/i?. [4,5]. Marbach and Zimak [13] have
repeated their calculation independently and report S = 0.91 ± 0.0las/R.
However this method involves considerable analytical and numerical work,
which seems to have deterred anyone from extending the work to other states.
The problem of the electromagnetic self energy shift has been tackled by Mohr
and Sapirstein [18], and Goldhaber, Hansson and Jaffe [5].

In this paper we examine closely and check some of the assertions made
in the literature, concerning the series for the quark self energy, and its
convergence. We then introduce a new method for evaluating the self energy
of a massless quark. The paper is laid out as follows: In section 2 we present
the expression for the quark self energy. In section 3 we discuss the series,
and in section 4 we present our method of computing it. Finally we note
that in this paper we keep to a minimum the repetition of by now standard
results. Our notation is similar to the recent review of Buser, Viollier and
Zimak [2] in particular, and we refer the reader to this for more detail.

2 The quark self-energy
We firstly derive an expression for the quark self-energy in a cavity. From
perturbation theory we obtain the self energy of a quark in a cavity as

Ec(p) = Jdrdr'u(p,r)Zc(uj = ep,r,r')u(p,r'). (2.1)

The label p is shorthand for the quark radial, angular momentum and mag-
netic quantum labels p = {i/ ,«,/ /}. Sc(u>, f, r') is the Fourier tranform of
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r,t r*,0

Figure 1: Order as self-energy

S c (t, F, f'). From the Feynman rules in configuration space (see figure 1) we
obtain an expression for the self-energy

- iSc(t,r,r') = C(-igla)iS
B{t,r,r'){-igl0)iD

a0{t,r,r'). (2.2)

The factor C — 4/3 takes account of the colour matrices.

If we substitute in the cavity propagators (A. 15) and (A.24) we get firstly

S r(p) - aC £ A/(Pl ,p2 ,£2)
P1,P2,S2

(2.3)

J 2;r (u-^Y-el+iO (u:2y-el + id- {~ '

The expression is summed over all the cavity modes of the intermediate
quark p^, and all the cavity modes and polarizations of the intermediate
gluon P2-, S2. M contains the vertex integrals, defined in Appendix B, and is
given by

M(Pl, P2, S2) = 4*g^Q*%>Q%;F. (2.5)

The remaining piece is an energy denominator. After doing the integral over
du>2 we get finally

E C ( P ) = a C £ " ( » - » - E ' W J ( » ) * « r (2'6)
3 Properties of the series

We now have an expression for the quark self energy. It is an infinite sum
over four separate indices, the quark radial and Dirac quantum numbers
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(from -co to oo), and the gluon radial and angular momentum quantum
numbers (from 1 and 0 to oo respectively), and a finite sum over the gluon
polarizations and the magnetic quantum numbers. This quantity is supposed
to be finite, and originally some authors tried simply to evaluate it as it stands
[9]. Since it is not rapidly convergent, in fact it oscillates, they applied some
sophisticated convergence accelerating algorithms. Later, it was claimed that
the series is only conditionally convergent, and that it has no meaningful
result.

We have examined these possibilities in some detail. We note firstly that
the self-energy, as given by equation (2.6), is the sum of terms T(pi,p2, S2),

S C = E T(p1,P2E2). (3.1)
p1.p2.S2

We use this to define the function

Self(E)= £ T(Pl,p2,S2), (3.2)
£ P 1 , e P 2 <E

in which the series is simply truncated at some energy E. The value of this
function is shown in figure 2. The function is sampled at intervals of 0.2, and
we can see that it is rather rapidly and irregularly oscillating, and it is not
clear whether it converges to the correct value.

The series is composed of terms that oscillate in sign. Is it conditionally
convergent? To answer this we plot a new function, the sum of the absolute
value of the terms in the series, in figure 3.

Sum(E)= £ |r(pi>P2S2)|. (3.3)

We note that the free space integral for the self energy diverges linearly,
i.e.

s ~ / A 4 ~ / d(il ~ A (3-4)
Thus we see that our graph is exactly as expected.

A conditionally convergent series may have a different limit if it is summed
in a different order. Is this the case for our example? Originally Chin [9]
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tried to accelerate the convergence of the sum over the quantum numbers of
the intermediate quark. Suppose we define the quantities

P2^2), (3-5)

T(P2)= E T(PnP2Z2). (3.6)

In other words we sum over all possible cavity modes of one particle, while
fixing the quantum numbers of the other. The sum over the other particles
angular momentum is finite, and the sum over the other particles radial
quantum number is rapidly convergent, and may be truncated after 4 steps
either way, to give 4 figure accuracy. The magnetic quantum numbers of
both particles are summed.

Finally we can sum over a finite set of the remaining quantum numbers

Iq(N)= Y, API) (3-7)
W\M<N

Ig(N)= J2 r(P2) (3.8)
N,J<N

We show these two quantities in Figure 4.
From the graph it is not clear whether these curves are in fact convergent.

The analytic version of the series is not very transparent, and the computing
time increases as something like IV3. It would be difficult to say with certainty
that the series converges, there could be a small logarithmic component.
However it seems likely that it converges like 1/iV, as can be seen from a plot
of lq vs 1/iV in figure 5.

In any case, from Figure 4 it is immediately clear that /, and Ig do
not converge to the same result, nor do they converge to the correct value,
indicated by a dotted line.

From this we see that the series is, at best, conditionally convergent and
it has no unique limit. While / , and Ig are clearly hopeless, it is not quite
so clear that Self(E) does not converge to the correct result, however it is
clearly not practical to use it as it stands.
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4 A new method

It has been shown [5] that the cavity self-energy can be split into two parts,
one corresponding to the free space self energy £°, and one in which either
the quark or gluon undergo at least one reflection, S. The free space part
contains all the divergent quantities, whereas the reflection part has been
shown to be finite and unconditionally convergent.

^ = 1 + 1 , (4.1)

At this point we introduce the dimensional regularization scheme [20]. The
free space self-energy in the Feynman gauge in D = 4 — 2e dimensions is
given by.

In this work we set the quark mass to zero. We convert to Euclidean space,
and then elevate the propagator denominators to exponential factors

After changing the order of integration, the integral over / is finite, and may
be done analytically, by a shift of variables. With a change of variables
ti — zt and t2 = z(\ — t) we get

JOOdzZ°(z;t), (4.5)

dt z£-le-52l((1-()< (4.6)

This gives the usual result for the regularized self-energy of a massless quark
in the dimensional regularization scheme

~2;h (4.7)
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How can this be of use to us working in a cavity field theory? To answer
this we need to look more carefully at how the singularity arises. We can
split

E°{z, /) = S(z, t) + F(z, *). (4.8)

The singular part in D dimensions is chosen to be

S(J.z) = -C^t(l-e)zl-ee-\ (4.9)

which evaluates finally to

S ( 0 C f M 1 ]
£

(4-10)

where the 1/s comes from the gamma function F(e). We observe here that the
only divergent part in the integral over z is proportional to ^. However terms
like this vanish when sandwiched as in equation (2.1). This conveniently
removes the divergence. To show this we need the identity

0 = jdru{p;?)\epl
Q + n.Vr - mo)u(p;r). (4.11)

This equation does not follow automatically from the wave equation alone,
since it is not obeyed on the boundary. Using the M.I.T. boundary condition,
the identity was shown in [3].

We see now that the quark self energy in a cavity, T,c(p), is finite, and
that the integral over dz can be evaluated in D = 4 dimensions. The l/z
singularity is not present in Sc(z). To evaluate the self energy all we need
to do is calculate the integral

= r
Jo

dzZc{z). (4.12)

The "z-form" of S c is generated from equation (2.4) in an entirely analagous
way to equation (4.2). We simply elevate the denominators. The cavity
self-energy becomes
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where the function K is given by

V47T

We note that

n
Jo - sgn{Pl)£P2 - £P1)

(4.15)

Thus our new form for the quark self energy is superficially the same as the
old form given by (2.6). However the crucial difference is that, by what in
effect amounts to an exchange of limits, we achieve a procedure sufficiently
well defined and convergent to take to the computer.

Before quoting the results we want to make a few comments about the
computation of S c , with particular reference to accuracy. We need firstly the
eigenenergies ep. With accurate numerical spherical Bessel functions, these
can be calculated to an accuracy of one part in 1014. We need the radial
part of the vertex functions, Q, which can also be numerically integrated to
a similar accuracy. (This can be verified by checking their normalization.)
The radial vertex integrals are calculated once and stored.

The expression for E c is an infinite series, and truncating this series is the
major source of error. Fortunately it is suppressed by the exponential factor
A'. The series is cut off when either e or Q exceeds seme energy Emax. An
estimate of the error can be made by comparing the result for T,c for some
Emar and Emax + ir. IT is chosen because it is approximately the spacing
between energy levels in the cavity. The error is vanishingly small for z ~ 1
and blows up in the region of some zmin given by

*•».»££„ ~ 1. (4.16)

There are some convenient built in checks. The vertex factors obey a sum
rule (see Appendix C).

While the integral of E c is finite, the function TF{z) diverges like z"1/2

for small z. It is convenient to rather express it using a change of variable,
= = y\

j"'dzE(z) = 2r'dyyZ(y). (4.17)
Jo Jo

The function yY,c(y) has the attractive feature that it is regular at y = 0.
Because of (4.16) we do not have access to Sc(j/) below a certain y. To
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Table 1: Self-energies for low-lying states

Cavity mode
l-Sl/2
2s1/2

lPl/2
1P3/2

14/2
14/2

Eigenenergy
2.04279
5.39602
3.81154
3.20392
5.12311
4.32730

Self Energy
0.91191 ±0.00000
1.90261 ±0.00010
1.50305 ±0.00002
1.75380 ±0.00000
2.03445 ±0.00010
2.36113 ±0.00002

compute (4.17) we fit a polynomial in y through points sufficiently above
yiitn = zmin to be accurate, and use this to estimate the 'missing' integral.
This crude method works remarkably well. The rest is integrated directly,
and the error, which comes mainly from the 'missing' part, may be estimated
by changing the order of the polynomial. In this fashion we can get up to 6
figure accuracy, for Emax ~ 40.

Hitherto the most reliable figure for the quark self-energy has been due
to Goldhaber. Hansson and Jaffe [4,5]. Their result for the self-energy of a
massless quark in the lowest cavity mode is

= ep,p = p = ls1/2) = 0.910 ±0.001 as/R. (4.18)

We have inserted explicitly the cavity radius which carries dimensions of
inverse energy. The analytical work involved seems to have deterred them
from extending their calculation to any of the excited states. We present our
results in Table 1. The value for the lsi/2 state is slightly outside the errors
quoted by Goldhaber, but has a much higher accuracy.

A The Cavity Modes

A.I Quarks
In this appendix we present the cavity modes for quarks and gluons confined
to a static spherical cavity [2]. For simplicity we use units in which the cavity
radius is equal to unity. The time-independent wave equation for a massive
spinor is

(7°u; + H.V - m)u(r) = 0, (A.I)
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with the usual boundary condition,

(n.r + l)u(r) = 0, rtS. (A.2)

The eigenmodes are

where the radial wave functions are given by

gp(r) = NpJt(kpr), (A.4)

fP{r) = NP sgn{K)kvl{ep + m) jj(kpr). (A.5)

K and fi are the Dirac and magnetic quantum numbers of the spinor spherical
harmonics. kp stands for the momentum satisfying the boundary condition
(A.2) with radial quantum number v. p summarizes these quantum labels

p={t/,/c,/z}. (A.6)

The other quantum labels are given in terms of K by

J(K) = mod(K) - 1/2, (A.7)

HK) = J(K) + sgn(K)/2, (A.8)

l(K) = J{K) - sgn(K)/2. (A.9)

Using (A.3) the boundary condition (A.2) simplifies to

j,{kp) + sgn(K) jj(kp)/(ep + m) = 0. (A.10)

The normalization constant is given by

Np~
2 = [2ep(ep + K) +

If we allow negative v to label the negative energy states, the energy of the
cavity mode is now

ep = sgn(v)\k2
p+m2)xf2. (A.12)
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The eigenmodes satisfy orthonormality and completeness relations in three
dimensions

J2J (A.13)

a(p;r)u'0(p;r') = S(r,r')Sai3. (A.14)
p

The propagator for a quark propagating in the cavity and obeying the above
boundary conditions is

A.2 Gluons
As we will need the gluon cavity modes, we repeat the above treatment for
the giuon. The time-independent wave equation for a massless vector field is

(V2 + ft2K=0. (A.16)

The gluons must satisfy the boundary conditions of the M.I.T. bag model,
i.e.

r.Va°(r) = 0 reS,
r.a(f)=0 reS, (A. 17}
r x ( V x a ( f ) ) = 0 rtS.

The eigenmodes come in four polarizations, the scalar, longitudinal, trans-
verse magnetic, and transverse electric which we label by S = 5, L, M, E
respectively. We introduce the label p = {;V, J, M}, n, J, M being the radial,
angular momentum and magnetic quantum numbers of the gluon, respec-
tively The Scalar mode is non-zero in only the zeroth component of a*1.
Including a phase, it is given by

a°(v = S,p,f) = NSpijj(nSpr)YJM(r). (A.18)

The S = L, M. E modes contain only a spatial part. These modes may be
expanded in terms of the vector spherical harmonics,

S(^,p;r) = NZp(2J + 1)I/2 x £ ajLjL(iltpr)YJLM(f), (A.19)
L=\J-\\
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where the cavity mode a(E,p;r) satisfies whichever of the boundary con-
ditions (A. 17) is appropriate, at a discrete set of eigenenergies fivp. The
non-zero coefficients a^L are given by

j = [J + il1/2

(A.20)

= -\J)1/2-

It is useful to introduce the metric tensor in polarization space,

o s^s'
which enables us to write the orthonormality and completeness relations
simply as

j p - ^ a ^ p ^ r ) = g™'S(p,p% (A.22)

r>"-(E,p;r ' ) = . 9 ^ ( r , f ' ) . (A.23)

The propagator for a gluon propagating in the cavity and obeying the above
boundary conditions is

B The Vertex Integral
The vertex integrals that describe the absorption or emission of a gluon by
a quark in the cavity are defined as

f;% /(/>i;^«(p2;r-K(S,;?3;r>, (B.i)

and
QnPk = l J "(Pi 5 ^fMP2; r V ( £ , p3; n = -<?=* . (B.2)

Our notation is consistent with [2] and further details on how to compute
this quantity may be found there.
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C The Sum Rule
The factor M(p.p',px,p2, E2), is the most vital ingredient in the numerical
calculation. To evaluate it is a lengthy analytical and computational task,
and it is therefore worthwhile to have a check on this quantity. A simple sum
rule provides a strong check. M is defined by

p and p' label the incoming and outgoing quark, pi labels the intermediate
quark, and p2, E2 label the intermediate gluon. We obtain a sum rule by
summing over p2, E2, and using the gluon completeness relation, equation
(A.23)

^2 M{p.p'.p,,p2.^2) = -47T I driip, rjf^CiPi^^ipur^^ipip^r).

(C.2)
The latter quantity is easy to calculate numerically, by an entirely inde-

pendent computer program. The numerical agreement usually depends on
how many gluon modes are included in the sum on the left hand side. Sum-
ming up about 12 modes already gives agreement to 5 decimal places. In the
calculation described in section 6, the sum is suppressed by an exponential
factor, and the accuracy of the self energy is considerably higher.
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The Hadron Spectrum from Lattice QCD

G.J. Boyd and J. Cleymans
Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics

1 Fundamentals of Lattice QCD

There are three steps in the construction of the lattice version of QCD[33]:

1. A quantum system of fields, described by an Hamiltonian H — Jd3xH{x) can
be treated as a statistical system, and has a partition function, Z = Tre~@H.
This can be re-written as a path-integral:

= j[dA\

(1)

e~s (2)

where 3 has been sliced into infinitesimal elements dr to provide the fourth
integral. This is now a path-integral in Euclidean space-time, where 'time'
has been Wick rotated, r = it. S is the action of the system. Note also that
time represents the inverse of the temperature of the statistical system [29].
The key point to bear in mind is that Lattice QCD does not have any real
time axis; as yet, no questions involving real-time, finite temperature can be
answered by the lattice approach.

2. Replace the continuum with a discrete lattice. There are two types of lattice
in general use:

• All 4 dimensions are discrete; used in the Lagrangian formulation[38],
which is the one most commonly used.

• The time dimension is left continuous, while the 3 space dimensions are
discrete; used in the Hamiltonian formulation[22].

The following convention is being used here: x is an integer 4-vector, with ax
{a being the lattice spacing) the physical distance, x + /x denotes a shift by
one site in the fi direction from x.

There are two factors, not expected for any a priori reason, that have made
the lattice approach relatively promising. Firstly, small lattices are already
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beginning to give fairly interesting results. Secondly, the fact that the Callan-
Symanzik equation [5,18,33] (which connects the scale-change, ie. change in
the lattice spacing, and the coupling strength) holds indicates behaviour close
to the continuum limit.

3. In continuum QCD the vector potentials A^ generate the infinitebimal connec-
tions, which allow comparisons between points to be made, without breaking
the restriction of local gauge invariance (which forbids comparison at a dis-
tance). To make comparisons on the lattice, the connection between adjacent
lattice sites must be constructed. In the continuum, it is the exponent of the
path-ordered product of the infinitesimal connections; the usual lattice imple-
mentation of this is to take the value of AM at the mid-point of the link joining
the two sites, multiplied by one lattice spacing.

IT. _ p-i^.-XjYA^1-^-)

where x,: represents adjacent lattice sites i and j . The connections U are now
elements of the gauge group.

The lattice path-integral for QCD is:

Z = J[dU}dH4'e-Sa-SF (3)

where [dU\ is is the left-invariant Haar measure [1] for an integral over the full
gauge group; the integral over ifi and 0 is a Grassmann integral [34,35] over the
anticommuting fermion fields.

."V; is the action of the gluon sector, the Wilson action being the one commonly
used [1$] and given by

SG = ~-2Y.Tr{Ur> + Ul) (4)
9 p

where £ p is a sum over elementary plaquettes (see Fig. 1), and

Up = UXiX+llUx+liiX+ll+l,Ux+l,<x+li+l/UXiX+u

The elements of the gluon action are the connections U, living on the links. This
corresponds to F^v in the continuum; F^ is built from the product of the infinites-
imal connections involved in traversing an infinitesimal loop (TrPexp(ig f A.dl) +
h.c): the lattice equivalent is built from finite connections involved in traversing the
smallest possible loop on the lattice.

The fermionic action is defined in terms of Grassmann variables defined on the
sites, with the continuum derivative Dirac equation

S = rj>(ijlid
li + m)0
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X + fl + V
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Figure 1: An Elementary Plaquette

replaced by a discrete difference equation.

= a4

2a

(5)

This brings us to the major stumbling block for LQCD; the so-called fermion
doubling, or spectral multiplicity problem; the above fermion action produces 16
massless fermions on the lattice for each continuum fermion! To see how this comes
about, let us do a Fourier transform into momentum space of the 1-dimensional
lattice derivative, and examine the dispersion relation:

a f; de
x=—oo

d

ipxa

Uax',ax+a "ar'.ox—aUax',ax+a

2a

"ax',ax—a ipx'a

ipa 2_^ e'1"" *~* a

x=—oo x

sinap
p ~ —

Now. on an infinite lattice with periodic boundary conditions the momentum space
is the first Brillouin zone; p G (^p, j ] . The Dirac propagator for massless particles
is of the form -; the poles represent the 0-momentum states of the particles.

There are two zero-energy momenta; the one we want, representing a mass-
less fermion at p = 0; and another at p = ^. This is an unwanted addition
to our theory! In 4 dimensions, we would get 15 of these unwanted fermions, at
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Figure 2: Dispersion Relation for Naive Fermions.

Even an attempt to populate only the zero-momentum state will not work; the
other modes will be excited by vacuum fluctuations and scattering processes, partic-
ularly those resulting in a scattered momentum outside the Brillouin zone (umklapp
processes.) These get transformed back into the Brillouin zone as low-energy parti-
cles moving in the opposite direction.

Examining the slope of the dispersion relation around the poles (see fig. 2, one
can see that the extra fermion has negative slope; this corresponds to a right-handed
lerrnion. In general dimensions, the fermion doubling provides equal numbers of left
and right-handed fermions. This is also the most serious problem involved in trying
to place the full standard model on the lattice; since one has equal numbers of left
and right handed fermions automatically, there is no way of putting neutrinos onto
the lattice.

It was soon proven, by Nielsen and Ninomiya [30,31], that having Chiral Sym-
metry and no unwanted fermions were mutually exclusive requirements.1 This is a
serious problem for QCD, since it has chiral symmetry for massless quarks.

So far, only two approaches to putting fermions onto the lattice without spectral
multiplicity, and giving the correct continuum limit, have been proposed. The first
was t he Wilson fermion [38], where a mass-like term, which becomes zero in the
continuum limit, is added to the 15 unwanted fermions (see fig. 1). However, one
loses all forms of chiral symmetry on the lattice. The second was the Kogut-Susskind,
or Staggered Fermion [22,36]. In this approach the original action, in terms of a
4-field i/>, is transformed into a diagonal form in the spin (7^) matrices, with ifr
becoming a 4-component x field. The 4 components of the resulting equation are
identical; one chooses one of them to work with on the lattice. This yields a 1-
component complex \ field on the lattice. The degeneracy has been reduced by
a factor of 4; one sacrifices local chiral symmetry, but preserves a global form of
chiral symmetry. One constructs a fermion spinor by using the \ field o n 4 sites;
one can think of the fermion as being 'spread out1 over an elementary plaquette.

'This is also linked to the exact cancellation of the axial anomolies on the lattice [21], which is
to be expected; the lattice is a mathematically rigorous renormalisation scheme from the start, so
an anomoly-free theory is to be expected.
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Figure 3: Dispersion Relation for Wilson Fermions.

The four fermions defined on the lattice by the Kogut-Susskind formulation can be
interpreted as four flavours; the interpretation is not that clear, however.

The Kogut-Susskind transformation goes as follows:

ip(x) = T(x)x(x)

Mx) = .x-(x)Tt(x)

where

thus

= X{x)v,t{x)x[x +

- i ® n

7,3 = ( -

rj4 = ( -

where rj^ = ± 1 comes from the fact that there are only even powers of j matrices
in the kinetic terms. At this point one chooses only 1 component of the x> and the
corresponding component of the rj^ matrix, to represent the fermions on the lattice.
Note that the field \(x) is a colour triplet, and carries neither spin nor isospin; it
is also dimensionless, and satisfies the usual fermionic anti-commutation rules. The
other interesting aspect of the transformation is that flavour, spin, parity etc. are all
now given by one of the translation operators; this, as will become apparent later,
causes some confusion when attempting to calculate the mass of hadrons!

With these problems, plus the problem of the vast amount of computer time
needed for a full QCD simulation on a lattice (1000 CPU hours on a CRAY X-
MP for a 204 lattice), it is not surprising that LQCD has yet to make any really
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^olid predictions. However, the results that are coming out for hadron spectroscopy,
weak interactions, confinement, QCD phase-transitions, wave-functions etc. are in
the correct region.

In other words, whilst there are problems with the lattice approach, it is the
only tool that is available at present to solve QCD from first principles over the
entire range of the coupling constant, from weak to strong limits. It is the only
way of getting any real idea of the nature of the phase transitions in QCD. There
is still, however,(Jaffe [17]) a strong feeling that a deeper meaning should be found
for confinement, and that it should not just be left to a CRAY!

2 Implementing Lattice QCD on Computer

There are only two input parameters in LQCD for the hadron spectrum; the lattice
spacing a and the quark mass mq. Typical values for these in current simulations
are:

a = 0.5->0.1fm

amq = 0.1 -> 0.025 => m, = 40 -» lOMeV

Note that the Callan-Symanzik equation links the coupling constant and the
lattice spacing, and hence they are not independent parameters.

In practice, one calculates all quantities in terms of the lattice spacing and the
quark mass. Once hadronic spectra have been calculated, these two are fixed using
the experimental mass for two of the hadrons as input.

A Lattice QCD calculation involves evaluating the partition function, eqn 3.
I sing Kogut-Susskind fermions the fermionic action is given by:

where
h'(x.i;yj) = 2m6xJ

tJ

where -ŷ  >-»• 7/r/1 = ± I and the i,j are colour indices running from 1 to 3.
Thus eqn 3 is an integral over the gauge group and the fermionic variables. The

latter is a Grassmann integral, with integrand e~*Kx. K is the fermionic 'hopping
matrix*, so called because it describes the propagation of fermions in hops from
one lattice site to another. It is very expensive, both in memory and time, to
perform the Grassmann integrals on computer,' these can fortunately be integrated
out analytically first. The Gaussian integral leaves a factor (det/C)n' where nj is
the number of fermions originally placed on the lattice. K is a matrix formed by
taking the direct product of colour with the space matrix of positions x and y.

Hence eqn. 3 becomes:

Z = J[dU](det(K))n'e-Sa (8)
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For a lattice with n sites in each direction, one uses a Monte-Carlo routine to
generate values for the gauge field on each of the in4 — 4n3 links, with a probability
for the ith link

) = i(det A')n'e-5c

This yields a configuration of the set of links {Ut}.
To calculate hadron masses we need to put a real quark on the lattice; the

simulations to date have used between 1 and 10 quarks. The sources are ^-functions
in spacetime and colour (remember that in the Kogut-Susskind formulation the fields
carry only a colour index).

The expectation value of an operator is given by

< O >= \ f[dU}O{det K)n'e-S° (9)

This becomes, using a number of generated gauge configurations {£'}•> (where i
runs from one to .V, the number of independent configurations generated), just the
average of O(L') over the number of configurations;

<0>=-^£0(t/) (10)

To determine the masses of mesons and baryons, one measures the expectation
value of the zero-momentum propagators for the corresponding meson or baryon.
For infinite continuum 4-space the propagator is the vacuum expectation value of
ihe lime-ordered product of the creation and annihilation operators for the field of
the particles concerned.

These are replaced on a finite lattice by the correlation functions, defined as
follows:

C(x) = <\(x)x(0)> (11)
= Tr[5-1x(0)SX(0)) (12)

where the 5 are translation operators on the lattice. These become the normal
2-point Green functions in the limit that the lattice size goes to infinity. If one
considers purely time translation, the 2-point Green function is;

wh'ch becomes, after inserting a complete set of energy eigenstates;

n=0

For a large enough t, only the ground state will contribute, hence one expects the
correlation function to behave as an exponential,

Cix) % ce~Bnt 0<c< 1 (13)
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Where c denotes the projection onto the ground state.
The meson propagator on the lattice [15.9], using Kogut-Susskind fermions. is

.Wr(r.O) = < x(i)I>(iK(0)rv(0) > (11)

where h'(x.r.y.j) is the Kogut-Susskind hopping matrix for a quark, i.j are colour
indices. 0 is the source point and x is the sink point. The F project out the appropri-
ate quantum numbers for the meson in question, and is one of {1,7s, 7M,7s7u. <?ni>}
for a scalar, pseudoscalar. vector, axial-vector or tensor meson respectively. Note
ihat. due to the one-component formulation of the Kogut-Susskind fermions, these
become weight factors Wr(i) — ± 1 and have position dependance, in the same way
that ->„ — 7xw = ± 1.

The baryon propagator on the lattice is

fl(r.O) = <\( r ) \ ( i ) \ (x)x(0) \ (0)x(0)> (16)

= y y t'W* ! I \ (17)

One can obtain the zero-momentum propagators from equations 14 and 16 by
averaging over the spacial dimensions of the lattice, yielding:

\lr(t.O) = £M r (£ ,« ,0 ) (IS)

B(t.O) = X>(£.(,0)

Following equation 13. these are of the form of an exponential, (where the energy
of a zero-momentum propagator is simply the mass of the particle). For the meson
propagator this gives:

ae~mt

(20)

The second term in the first line comes from the fact that, with periodic boundary
conditions, half the lattice only is independent. The second line fits to the meson of
opposite parity: as mentioned earlier, the Kogut-Susskind formulation mixes parity
and translation, resulting in the propagators having components for particles of both
parities.

3 Results

3.1 Quenched Approximation
In the quenched approximation, one reduces the computation time required by set-
ting the fermion determinant to 1 in eqn. 8. ie. the number of fermions in the
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theory (nj) is set to 0. This is also known as the Valence Approximation, in that
this procedure excludes quark loops from the calculation.

The following results were obtained by Rajan Gupta et al. in 1987 [8] in the
quenched approximation, on an 183 x 42 lattice at the weakest coupling used to that
date. One thing to remember in all of the following plots, is that the Kogut-Susskind
transformation mixes parity and translation; this results in each propagator carrying
information on both the desired particle and a parity doubled partner. Hence one
gets two versions of each particle. In the tables below, the column sans tilde is the
desired, and more accurate, particle.

Looking at table 2 in fig. 4 one can see that the pion mass tends to zero with
the quark mass, as expected for an approximate Goldr' ne Boson. The other meson
and baryon masses also drop with the quark mass, tending towards a stable value.
In order to gain a rough idea of the quantities in physical, rather than lattice,
units. I have given the approximate value of the masses in MeV for the zero quark
mass result. This is not accurate, in lli^t the exact value of the lattice spacing is
dependent upon whether one uses the pion or a baryon to fix it.

The errors in the results become obvious when one looks at the so-called Edin-
burgh Plot. fig. 5. In this, the ratio of the Nucleon to Rho mass is plotted against
the ratio of the Pi to Rho mass. The hollow square at the bottom left gives the
experimental value, while the one at the top right gives the value calculated for
infinite quark mass. The curve is that calculated using a naive quark model. As
can be seen, the values are well clear of reality! In addition, the error bars are still
^•tv large. The results are in the region of 10% accuracy. It is clear that the lattice
spacing is still too large, the lattice itself is probably still too small (here, about
2fm). and. obviously, the value of the quark mass is still too large!

A more recent calculation, by Born et al. from a November 1988 preprint [4]
on a 123 x 24 lattice is somewhat more encouraging. Looking at the results for the
itadron masses in fig. 6. one can see that the errors are reasonable; again, the pion
mass tends to zero as the root of the quark mass, while the rho and the nucleon
u>iid towards a finite value. These results are still off from the continuum limit (ie.
the lattice is still too coarse, as can be seen by the fact that the latter two masses
are both of the order of one lattice spacing.

The Edinburgh Plot (fig. 7) gives one very encouraging result, however; the solid
dot with dashed error bars is the preliminary result for their smallest quark mass;
it is obvious that the point is moving in the right direction.

3.2 Full QCD
Turning now to the studies done using dynamical quarks, ie. including the contribu-
tion from the sea quarks, one finds that the results are encouraging. However, due
»o the added processing load from the inclusion of the fermion determinant in the
partition function, the lattices used are both smaller and coarser than those used
in the quenched approximation. Hence the results obtained are no better than the
lO7i level.
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TABLE II. Staggered meson spectrum: odd parity.

Mass

0.03
0025
0.02
0.0175
0.015
0.0125
0.01
0.0075
0.005
Ollm)
O.(sq)

0.355(03)'
0.333(10)
0.287(05)'
0.310(40)
0.274(23)
0.270(40)
0.206(05)'
O.2!3(33)
0.153(091'
0.18(2)

-0.02(3)

jf

0.374(4)
0.340(4)
0.307(4)
0.285(6)
0.264(7)
0.242(7)
0.223(7)
0.195(9)
0.120(50)"

450 MeV 0.149(6)
- 0 MeV 0.057(26)

p

0.45(1)
0.43(2)
0.40(2)
0.41(4)
0.38(3)
0.38(5)
0.35(4)
0.35(7)
0.44! }J*
0.31(3) =
0.30(4) =

P

0.47(1)
0.45(2)
0.43(2)
0.41(4)
0.39(3)
0.39(5)
0.36(5)
0.36(7)

0.34tM'
770 MeV o.32(3)
750 0.31(4)

•LNLT correlator. l"1 = 2-5 GeV

TABLE IH. Staggered meson spectrum: even parity.

Mass

0.03
0.025
0.02
0.0175
0.015
0.0125
001
0 0075
0.005

t

0.56(31'

0.44(5)'

O.31U0)'

I

0.64(09)
0.56(13)
0.46(9)
0.3 H6>
0.30(9)
0.25(5)
0.24(9)
0.20(7)

A,

0.63(13)'

0.66(61)
= 1.4 GeV

A>

68( 11)
0.68(10)
0.69(13)
0.67(10)
0.70(10)
0.66(12)
0.70(10)
0.64(17)

B

0.55(13)
0.62(13)
0.65(6)
0.57(9)
0.57(10)
0.51(11)
0.52(13)
0.42(16)

'LL correlator.

TABLE IV. Staggered baryon spectrum.

Matt

0.03
0.02
O.OJ
0.005
Otlinii

Otsqt

flip)

0.79(2)
0.73(2)
0.64(3)
0.60(4)

/V{p=O)

0.73(2)
0.67(2>
0.59(3)
O.52<4)
0.48(3) *
0.46(41 =

A(p)

0.89(4)
0.77!?
0.73(5)
0.7211

1 .2 GeV
1.15 GeV

A(p=0)

0.83(4)
71*?
0.67(5)

66!?
0.60(6)
0.59(7)

Figure 4: Results for the Quenched Approximation ex Gupta et al. {8].
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1 0

FIG 13. Edinburjh plot of both SF aad WF data. Tbe SF
pout « m, «0.005 u not included because of lie very larje
errors is mr. Tbe square* are the known liailiaf poises, and
the curve ts a naive quirk -'.odd.

Figure 5: Edinburgh Plot ex. |8].

Figure 6: Hadron Masses ex. [4j.
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Figure 7: Edinburgh Plot ex. [4].

The following results were obtained by Steven Gottlieb et al. in 1988 [9] on three
lattice sizes (63 x 24. 83 x 24. and 103 x 24) with two different couplings for each
lattice size, and using two flavours of dynamical quarks.

Again, it is clear that the meson and hadron masses (see fig. 8) are giving rea-
sonable results (the approximate value in MeV has been added).

Needless to say. the values of the Nucleon to Rho masses were far too high,
ranging from 1.5 to 1.7 for mq = 0.1 —* 0.025.

A recent paper by Apoorva Patel et al. [32] shows some promise; here, they
investigated the effects of using different masses for the valence and sea quarks on
I lie hadron spectrum''. The Edinburgh Plot (see fig. 9) does not look that promising,
until one examines the three data points that I have connected with a vertical line.
This shows that, at a fixed value for the pi to rho mass, reducing the mass of the sea
quark with respect to the valence quark reduces the nucieon to rho mass ratio. This
lends credence to the belief that the calculations will move in the right direction as
'he Tjnark mass is lowered to more realistic values.

4 Conclusion
As one can see. the lattice is giving results of the correct order of magnitude, starting
from the pure theory of QCD, without any model-dependent parameters tainting
the results. Futhermore. there are only 2 independent parameters! One is also able
to examine all values of the coupling and temperature non-perturbatively.

However, the results from Lattice QCD are still no better than 10% accuracy; in
order to obtain more accurate predictions, the size of the lattices must increase by
an order of magnitude, whilst both the lattice spacing and the quark mass must be

2This is easy on the lattice; the sea quark mass enters the partition function cqn. 8 while the
propagator contains the valence quark mass (see eqn. 9)
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TABLE V. Pion mass estimates and their confidence levels. In all cases we use single-particle fits
with £>„,,„ =7. The V ("valence"! tag on the quark mass indicates a quenched calculation. No entry in-
dicates thai we did not measure this operaior during the indicated run or that there was no such run.
The "small" and "large" columns refer to the smaller and larger lattice at each coupling—6*X24 and
8' « 24 for the aT, - j runs and 8'x24 and 10Jx24 for the aT, = £ runs. The quoted errors are statist-
ical only.

0 !
0.05
0.025
0.1
0.05
0.025
0.05( V\
0 O25( V)

6/g2

5.375
5.32
5.2875
5.525
5.47
5.4375
5.865

Small C.L.

0.8120(191 0.59
0.5833(17) 0.67
0.4213(20) = 240MBV0.14
0.8315(10) 0.61
0.6123(17) 0.75
0.4496(20) =400ffeV 0.02

Large

0.8088(7/
0.5827(7)
0.4184(9) 240MeV
0.8262(8)
0.6099(10)
0.4490(17)400HeV
0.5877(27)
0.4263(42)

C.L.

0.23
0.05
0.93
0.82
0.36
0.75
0.0002
0.84

TABLE VI. p mass estimate and llieir confidence levek. For the aT, = j runs we use Jwo-particlc
fits with £>m,n=2 and for «he full QCD uT, = i runs we use one-particle fits with 0m l n=7. For the
quenched runs we use one-particle fits with £>min - 8. The notation is the same as Table V.

am,

0 1
0 05
0 025
0 1
0 05
0.025
0.05 V
Q.Q15V

5.375
5.32
5.2875
5.525
5.47

Small

451(19)
.315(45)
.3981160)
.231(22)
.130(1121

5.4375 0.918(286)
5.665
5.865

C.L.

0.09
0.55
0.56
001
0.94
0.11

Large

1.408(11)
1.406(48)
1.342(46)
1.210(16)
0.937(45)
0.856(106)
0.777(26)
0.644(59)

C.L

0.55
0.58
0.33
0.04
0.03
0.25
0 52
0.56

TABLE XI. Sue Icon mast estimates and their confidence levels. For the oTr = j data we use two-
particle fits with Dmm = l. For Ihe aTr = j) data we use one-particle even-distance-only fits with
£»,,•. =4 for the full QCD runs and Dmir. =6 for the quenched runs. The notation is the same as Table
V.

am.

0.1
0.05
0.025
0.1
0.05
0.025
0.05) V)
0.0251 V)

b/g1

5J75
5.32
5.2875
5.525
5.47
5.4375
5.865
5.865

Small

2.122(2181
1.8081119*7 lOMeV
1.866413)
• 583(36* lOSONeV
1.571(176)

C.L.

0.02
0.8S
0.38
0.74
0.45

Large

2.273(11)
2.193(41)
2.368(315)
1.848(10)
1.588(27)
L4OK57) 930NeV
1.200(24)
0.949(40)

C.L.

0.69
0.48
0.43
0.36
0.88
0.002
0.76
0.32

Figure 8: Hadron Masses ex. [9\.
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Figure 9: Hadron Mass Ratios ex. [32].

drrreased by an order of magnitude [37]. This will require approximately 3 orders
of magnitude more processing time! A reasonable mass spectrum calculation will
require of the order of 50 years of CPU time on the CRAY X-MP!

In addition to all of these correctable faults, there will always remain the problem
>i{ ffimion doubling something unavoidably linked to the fundamental properties
<>l ihe momentum manifold!

Thus, while the lattice approach is extremely unsatisfactory in some aspects, it
remains the best available at the present.
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Abstract

It is shown that the ratio of the isoscalar and isotensor amplitudes, as determined froii

the K —• 7T7T decay data, can be understood in terms of a resonant decay mechanism

that proceeds via the weak formation of a strongly interacting resonant two quark - two

antiquark system which subsequently breaks up into two pions through rearrangement.
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The A/ = | selection rule of the hadronic weak interactions [l] has been introduced to

account for the rather surprising observation that the K% —> IX+JK~ decay rate is orders

of magnitude larger than the K+ —• 7r+7r° decay rate [2]. Although this remarkably

successful and universal selection rule was postulated more than three decades ago, it

has never been understood in a firm theoretical framework. Today, it is therefore still

considered as one of the most challenging and longstanding mysteries of low-energy par-

ticle physics ([3],[4]).

Neglecting the strong interaction, the driving terms of the K —» mr decays are the

spectator diagrams, in which the s-quark of the K- meson decays into u,u and d quarks

through the weak interaction, while the u-quark or d-quark in the ff-meson remain a

spectator. Due to the short-range nature of the weak interaction, the decay particles u,u

and d are produced at or nearly at the position of the s-quark, well inside the hadronic

bubble of the A"-meson. Moreover, this decay process is very soft, since the energy re-

leased is of the order of the hadronic scale, i.e. 220 MeV.

It is therefore conceivable that the doorway state, shortly after the nearly instanta-

neous weak interaction, is a hadronic state consisting of two pairs of strongly interacting

massless quarks and antiquarks, trapped in the hadronic bubble that is left by the de-

caying if-meson. The lifetime of this dimeson state should be at least 3 • 10~24 sec,

corresponding to the time a relativistic quark takes to propagate a distance of the size

of the hadron, implying a resonance width of about 300 MeV or less.
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Although this time scale is relatively short, it is long enough to allow the quarks and

antiquarks in the hadronic bubble to exchange or to annihilate into gluons. This conjec-

ture is supported a posteriori by the fact that the strong interaction shifts of the various

dimeson levels are indeed much larger than their widths. Thus, depending on quantum

numbers and masses, some resonances will play a prominent role as intermediate states

in the K —+ nn decays.

The purpose of this nots is to show that the A / = | selection rule in K —* TTTT de-

cays can indeed be understood in terms of this resonant dimeson decay mechanism. A

similar idea, though in less quantitative detail, has been put forward recently by Stech

[5], who argued that the A / = | enhancement is due to virtual diquark-antidiquark

states which subsequently decay into two pions.

The part of the amplitude relevant for the K —* nn decay via the virtual excitation

and subsequent break-up of a dimeson state N is given by

Here, | * n ) are the internal wave functions and mn the masses of the various composite

particles, n = a,b, N and K. The plane wave Xab stands for the relative motion of the

distinguishable decay products, a and 6. T^ is the total width of the intermediate state
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N. The isoscalar operator B descibes the isospin and parity conserving strong interac-

tion, while the isospin and parity breaking weak interaction W is a sum of two tensor

operators in isospin space.

Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, we can easily factor out the trivial dependence on

the isospin projections of the matrix elements in eq. (1) yielding

(2)

and

(3)

Here In and in denote the isospin and isospin projection of the spinless particles n =

a, b, N and K, while the isospin / and isospin projection i stand for the difference of the

quantum numbers of the final and initial states. We can expand the amplitude (1) in

terms of isoscalar and isotensor amplitudes defined as

^ mK-mN + iTN/2
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In order to determine the complex amplitudes AQ and A-i, we need a reliable estimate

of the spectrum and eigenstates of a dimeson system consisting of two pairs of strongly

interacting massless quarks and antiquarks. In particular, we are interested in the colour

singlet states with the quantum numbers IG{JPC) = 0+(0++) and IG{JPC) = 2+(0++),

since these are the states that can be excited in K —> nn decays.

The properties of dimesons have been calculated [6] in the framework of the M.I.T. bag

model [11-13], with the quarks and antiquarks occupying the lsi-mode of a spherical

cavity and their interactions given by the one-gluon exchange diagram. The one-gluon

annihilation graph, however, which plays an important role in lifting the isospin degener-

acy of the dimeson levels [7-9], has been neglected in the previous analysis [6]. Dimeson

resonances are in general deformed states which should be described using a deformed

basis [10]. However, since we are interested in the spinless resonances, we will work

in a spherical basis, including all two-body interactions to order a,, i.e. the one-gluon

exchange and annihilation diagrams. This means that our interacting q2q2 states will be

coupled to q2q2g and qqg intermediate states.

Details of the calculation will be presented elsewhere [14]; here we merely quote the

results. Using the parameter set of the original M.I.T. bag model, which fits the ordi-

nary hadron sector reasonably well, we arrive at the spectrum shown in Fig.l, in which

the lowest of the dimeson resonances carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum. While
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this low-lying intermediate state, which we interpret as the unobservable cr-meson of the

nucleon-nucleon force, contributes dominantly to the K% decay, it is inaccessible in the

K± decays. The resonant dimeson decay mechanism offers thus a natural dynamical

explanation for the longstanding puzzle of the well-established A/ = \ selection rule in

K —• 7T7T d e c a y s .

The eigenfunctions of the dimeson system can be expanded in a two-meson basis

, (5)
ab

where Kn stands for the Casimir and multiplicity quantum numbers, while nn denotes

the projection quantum numbers of the semi-simple group SU(3)c0i0ltr ® SU{2)tpin ®

SU{2)isO3pin. The dynamics of the dimeson system is contained in the coefficients D^b,

which represent the probability amplitudes for finding two distinguishable, preformed

and spatially uncorrelated clusters, o and 6, in the dimeson resonance N. The non-

vanishing coefficients of fractional parentage D^b are shown in Table I for the interact-

ing dimeson system with the quantum numbers IG(JPC) = 0+(0++) and IG(JPC) =

2+(0+ +). Here, the index c = 1,8 of the quark-antiquark pairs T]C,7TC,UJC and pe denote

the dimensionality of the colour representation.

The reduced matrix element of the strong interaction can be approximated by a product
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of the probability amplitude D^b, a universal strength parameter Bo and a form factor

which describes the momentum dependence of the vertex function. Assuming that the

mesons are produced at the surface of the dimeson resonance with radius R^, we thus

find for a decay in a s- wave

where q^b denotes the relative momentum of the particles in the decay channel N —* ab.

The partial width for the decay of the dimeson resonance N into two mesons, a and

6, in a relative s-wave is given by

where the En(n = a,b) denote the energies of the decay particles in the centre-of-mass

system. Summing up the partial widths of the open channels, we arrive at the full two-

meson decay width
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TN =Z T(N -> ab)O ((«£)') . (8)

Similarly, the reduced matrix element of the weak interaction can be expanded in a

two-meson basis yielding

wtftf.O = £ ^ ( ' . 0 % (»)
a*

where the elementary weak amplitudes contributing to this decay are

(10)

The straightforward calculation of the Fermi and Gamow-Teller amplitudes, aT = —7.623-

10~9 GeV and ap = -8.133 • 10~9 GeV, respectively, which describe the external W-

emission in the hadronic bubble of the if-meson in absence of any strong interaction,

will be reported elsewhere [14].
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Inserting eqs. (6) and (9) to (11) into eq. (4), we arrive at the isospin amplitudes

Due to the form factor and the energy denominator, the isospin amplitudes are largely

dominated by the contribution of the first IG{JPC) = 0+(0++) and IG(JPC) = 2+(0++)

resonances. Since the lowest isoscalar resonance is much lower than the lowest isotensor

resonance, |v4.0|
 IS much larger than |J42 | . Moreover, \D^r\ dominates over \D^p\ for these

low-lying states, leading to a dominance of the Fermi over the Gamow-Teller contribu-

tion.

Using the parameter set of the original M.I.T. bag model [11-13], which fits the low-

lying mesons and baryons reasonably well, we can by varying Bo plot the phase of the

ratio AQ/A2 as a function of its modulus (Fig.2).

If the sum over the resonances in eq. (4) includes the dominant contributions from

the intermediate states, the phases B\ = arg A\ should not differ too much from the inr

5-wave phase shifts. The solid line in Fig.2, representing the resonant dimeson decay

mechanism, misses the point favoured by an analysis of the /f-decays [15], a well as
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the error band of the nir s-wave phase shifts suggested by Kleinknecht [16], at the value

representing the experimental ratio ]̂ 4o/-̂ 2|- However, the model is in general agreement

with the 7T7T s-wave phase shifts, as determined by Devlin and Dickey [17] and Biswas

et al. [18], at the ratio |A0/A2j = 22.2. Using for instance phases favoured by Devlin

and Dickey, <50 — S2 = (41.4 ± 8.1)°, which fix the only free parameter of our model to

Bo = (10.3 ± 1.5) GeV-i, we obtain

theor
= 19.5 ±2.5, (13)

which is surprisingly close to the experimental ratio [3] of

A2
= 22.2 ±0 .1 . (14)

exp

Moreover, based on the quoted value for Bo, we arrive at an acceptable width of the

CT-meson of T(a -* TTTT) = (310 ± 85) MeV, which is one of the reasons why the tr-meson

is so difficult to observe.

In this context it is interesting to note that the observed low-lying axial vector reso-

nances hi(1170), &i(1235) and o1(1260) [19], can be interpreted as dimeson resonances

(Fig.l), as well. For instance, for the 6i(1235) resonance, which is observed with a mass
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of (1233 ± 10) MeV, our model yields 1221 MeV. The coefficient of fractional parent-

age for the decay mode 6i —» un, which is the only open two- meson decay channel,

is DbJr = -.3173. Fitting the observed width of Tfa -> WTT) = (150 ± 10) MeV, the

strength parameter is Bo — (9.0±0.3) GeV~a which corresponds to |A0/i42| = 21.7±0.5

and So — £2 = (35.0 ± 1.5)°. We thus conclude that the resonant dimeson decay mecha-

nism is indeed able to describe the A/ = ~ selection rule in K ~> nn decays.

The theoretical value for the modulus | J40/-^2 | rests largely upon the form factors and

the energy dominators, although the Gamow-Teller amplitude ap contributes a factor of

about 1.5, as well. The other factors in eq. (12) are approximately of unit value. The

modulus and the phase are therefore very sensitive to our ability to describe the dimeson

resonances properly, in particular the masses of the low-lying resonances.

It is difficult to estimate the systematic error in the calculation of the ratio of the isospin

amplitudes, as we must be careful not to spoil the agreement between theory and exper-

iment in the ordinary meson and baryon sector. While the form factors can be slightly

changed without contradicting our experience, any modification the {3} quark-quark,

the {1} quark- antiquark interaction or the bag parameters will destroy this agreement

at once. However, we can arbitrarily modify the {6} quark-quark interaction and the

{8} quark-antiquark interaction, since these cannot contribute to the ordinary mesons

and baryons.
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Thus the remarkable agreement between the theoretical and experimental ratio of the

isospin amplitudes can be interpreted as a sensitive test for the validity of the {6} quark-

quark and the {8} quark-antiquark interaction, as given by the one-giuon exchange and

the annihilation diagrams, which cannot be tested in ordinary hadrons. The agreement

can also be seen as evidence for the presence of dimeson resonances in intermediate states

of K —> 7T7T decays.
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Figure 1: The mass spectrum of the q2qi system interacting through the one-gluon

exchange and annihilation diagrams. The spectrum is calculated using the parameters

of the M.LT. bag model. The states are labelled with the quantum numbers IG{JPC).
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Ia(Jpc )

mass
radius

I * 1 ; * 1 )

I/*1;?1)

I'?8;'?8)

k V 8 >

l ^ 8 >

l

; 0.668

0.881

0.4514

0.5940

0.0010

-0 .0699

0.0496

0.1862

-0 .2332

-0 .5891

0 +

1.237

1.082

0.4608

-0 .4306

0.1958

0.0809

-0 .4573

0.0568

0.4997

-0 .3087

(0++)

1.445

1.139

-0 .1949

-0 .0295

0.3094

0.5371

-0 .1781

-0 .5797

-0 .3401

-0 .3058

1.816

1.230

0.0655

-0 .0504

0.6385

-0 .3980

0.5462

-0 .2905

0.1965

-0 .0759

2+(0

1.107

1.042

0

0.6442

0

0.1770

0

-0 .4068

0

0.6230

1.805

1.227

0

0.0408

0

0.7430

0

0.6464

0

0.1688

Table I: Coefficients of fractional parentage for the interacting q2q2 system with the

quantum numbers IG{JPC) = 0+(0++) and IG{JPC) = 2+(0++). The masses are given

in GeV, the bag radii in fm.
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Abstract

Results are presented for relativistic spin—1/2 particles which are bound in

(Dirac-scalar + Vector)-type potentials 7 (1 + 7 )M(r), M(r) = m + c r^. We

particularly emphasise the harmonic oscillator (p=2) for which analytical solutions

exist. We give explicit formulae for selected weak and electromagnetic form factors,

including recoil corrections. The effect of the previously derived "gauge condition" on

ccntrc-of-mass corrections will be demonstrated.
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I. Introduction

A relatively simple way of modelling the quark core of (he nucleon is to confine

the quarks in a static Dirac-scalar potential. Simplifying assumptions about the

effective quark-quark interaction must be made in order to do this [1]. We consider the

effect of an additional Dirac-vector potential component on low energy parameters of a

bound three quark system. The harmonic (Dirac—scalar + vector) potential allows us

to qualitatively study aspects of the quark confinement in the nucleon, without having

to resort to heavy numerics. Formulae have been derived for all of the nucleon form

factors in the relativistic harmonic oscillator case [2]. However, for reasons that will

become clear below, we concentrate on the axial and charge form factors here.

II. Scalar + Vector Harmonic Oscillator Potential

An ansatz for a spherically symmetric Dirac—scalar potential is

M(r) = mq + cprp. (1)

We will neglect the current quark mass m (5—10 MeV) in comparison with the typical

ground state energy E of 500 MeV.
0

The choice of this potential is guided by some of the qualitative requirements

imposed by QCD, namely asymptotic freedom and confinement. This is illustrated in

figure 1. In addition to the Dirac—scalar, we now consider a Dirac—vector potential

component, in the Coulomb gauge :

(2)

We restrict ourselves to identical scalar and vector potentials, so a=+l . The general

case a^l has been dealt with in refs [3,4].
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The problem now is to solve the Dirac equation

The technical details of solving this equation can be found in ret [2]. Thus far, explicit

solutions have only been found in the case p = 2, that is

M(r) = cor2. (4)

The solutions have the form of I.aguerre polynomials times a Gauss function. They are

characterized by a state dependent scale parameter r , which is proportional to the root
0

mean squared radius of the quark core.

III. Validity of the Model

In order to see how realistic this model is, we look at the weak neutron decay

constant g,/g ,. For the simple power law potential (2), we can show that in general

gA 5

°v
3

P+ l +F1

(5)

for quarks in the ground state. If we ignore the quark mass, this ratio clearly depends

only on the power p. Values of the axial to vector charge ratio as a function of p are

shown in figure 2 [-1],

Experimentally it is found that gA/gv - 5/4, but for p = 2 and a=+l , we get

!* = 25 = 0.93 (6)
°v
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which is much too small. A purely scalar potential on the other hand, with a=0 and

p=2 or 3, is much more successful with g,/g = 1.20-1.26. These potentials can

however only be solved numerically. The discrepancy in (6) indicates that the model

can only give qualitative results and should not be expected to reproduce observablos

quantitatively.

IV. Low Energy Parameters

Bearing in mind the conclusion of the previous section, we now consider some

low energy parameters and their model dependence. We only consider massless quarks

in their ground state for p=2.

The quark core contribution to the proton magnetic moment is related to g,/g

by [2.:S]

in units of nuclear magnetons; M^ is the nucleon mass. Considerations of the spurious

centre—of—mass energy of the 3—quark system lead to the identification Mv = 2E , with
'' 0

error of the order 10—20%. In non-relativistic and no—recoil models we would get M =

3E , as expected,
o

Thus with a=+l and g /g from (6), we get

/(quark = 2<6? (2.7928444(H), ref [5]) (8)

with the experimental value in brackets. Considering the value for g /g used, this

close agreement is remarkable. We have not included the contribution of the pion cloud

here, and so it appears as if the Dirac—vector component simulates some effects usually

attributed to the pion cloud.

L . /-1_!J1 rr\ : 1 _ i:
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which holds exactly for pure scalar models, also holds for this model [2]. Using (C)

again, and remembering that g ,=i from gauge invariance. we find

N N = 9 .3(13 .5 , re f [7] ) . (10)

The factor M../f_ - 10 and so, given the small value for g /g ., we do not expect close

agreement here.

AH of the nucleon form factors can be calculated analytically; the expressions are

given in [2]. We show here only the charge form factor for the proton and tne axial

form factor :

2/4
( l l a )

( l + q 2 r 2/10)
o

( l i b )

where we are using rj = -q2/4MN
2 ; |q| = 2M J J?(1+^) in the nucleon rest, system.N ; |q| = 2M

It is constructive to compare mean—squared radii, where these are defined in the

usual wav :

dq2
| 2

1
(12)

We find the order [21

2\l/2 (13)

In the non-relativistic limit these are all equal [6]. This confirms the result for scalar

potentials [6], that the pion—nuclcon form factor is always softer than the axial form

factor.
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For r = 0.73 fin. we in fact find

< r2 ) lJ2 = o.92fm (0.88(3) fm. ref [S])
L p

and

( r2 >l/2 = 0.63 fm (0.5-0.8 fm, ref [9]) (14)

Thus then1 is an npprcciable difference between the charge and spin distributions of the

quark core inside the nuclcon. This is unexpected as all quark models take the spin as

coincident with the charge of the quarks (point particles). Again the Dirac-vcctor

component seems to have a similar effect to that of the pion cloud.

As was mentioned above, the 3—quark system has a large centre—of—mass

contribution to the total energy. Clearly a correction to the total 3—momentum of the

system is also necessary, in order to obtain translationally invariant wave functions for

the nucleon. The standard method here is a translationally invariant projection

technique [C], However this is not Lorenz invariant, and so the procedure is restricted

to small momentum transfers, where —q2 <<4M,,2. The lack of Lorenz invariance

automatically leads to the violation of gauge invariance [6]. A gauge condition has been

suggested [6] in order to fulfill gauge invariance and thus ensure the conservation of the

vector current (CV'C hypothesis).

Taking recoil and the gauge condition into account, G^(q2) and G (q2) are given

below.
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with

/:-' q '? ro / '6 [ £744 988 - 2
[ 6561 + 196S3 q

, f -0.06901 f-0.00114] , f -5 .01 , n
and % = [ -0.0428 J' a* = [ -0.00072 j - a

6 = [ -3.0 J x 10

O.OOlo J 6

where t he upper ( lower) n u m b e r s in b racke t s app ly wi th ( w i t h o u t ) t h e g a u g e cond i t ion .

For t he o t h e r form factors , see [2,10].

V. Axial and Charge Form Factors

We firstly consider the axial form factor without recoil corrections. Figure 3

indicates the ranee of G . (q2) with different values of the scale parameter r . The data

has been onnalised to one at —q2 = 0. Since G^ (0) = g /g T (before normalisation)

we note that g /g is independent of r . The centre-of—mass corrections tend to reduce

the radii, so we choose r = 0.7 for further study.
u

Recoil corrections for the axial form factor with r = 0.7 are shown in figure 4.
o

The curve without the gauge condition gives a quite reasonable fit, unlike that with the

gauge condition. The gauge condition causes a rather drastic reduction in radius. Thus

there seems to be a conflict between the gauge condition and the Dirac-vector

component, which needs further study.

The charge form factor for the proton is shown in figure 5. This shows electron

scattering data with the usual dipole fit. Again the recoil correction reduces the radius,

but the effect is not as pronounced as for G . . The gauge condition appears to be less

successful in this case too. The recoil corrected curve without the gauge condition gives

a good fit up to fairly large momentum transfers (|q| < 300 MeV/c). For larger |q|

however the lack of Lorenz invariance becomes evident.
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V I . Conclusion

Two main points have arisen in the discussion above. It appears as if the gauge

condition is in some way inappropriate when a Dirac—vector coinponent of the

confinement is considered. Moreover the vector part has a quite different effect on the

charge and spin distributions inside the nucleon. The presence of the pion cloud is

believed to have a similar effect on the distributions. These properties of the vector

component are not well understood and require further investigation.

In general however the model seems to be a convenient one for explicitly

studying aspects of quark confinement in the nucleon. The model gives results that are

qualitatively similar to more realistic models, which have only been solved numerically.

The vector component possibly has some interesting implications, such as different sizes

for the nucleon and antinucleon and different weak decay properties for the antineutron.

This depends on the charge conjugation properties of the origin of the Dirac—vector

part, which is presently unknown. Such effects should soon be experimentally

observable, should they exist.
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Fig. 1.

/
M(r)

/^Confinement

x 1.0 r[fm]
Asymptotic Freedom

1) The confining potential M(r) has some of the qualitative features imposed by

QCD. In the hadron centre M(r) is flat, in accordance with asymptotic freedom.

Towards the surface M(r) grows rapidly beyond all limits.
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g./g . as a function of p. The solid curve is for a = 0 in eq (2), the dashed curve

indicates the effect of m = 10 MeV in eq (1). The long-dashed curve

corresponds to a = + 1 in eq (2). The shaded area represents the experimental

value for g /g r from the decay of the free neutron [5].
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3) The axial form factor G A (q2) normalised to 1. Data are taken from ref [9]. The

shaded area is the theoretical prediction for 0.5 fm < r < 0.8 fm.
o

E?
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G \(q2) as in fig 3 but now with centre-of—mass corrections (r = 0.7 fin). The
o

solid (dashed) curve is with (without) the gauge condition [6], see text.
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5) The proton charge form factor Gp
p(q2) for r = 0.7 fm. Data are from ref [Sj.

The short-clashed curve is the empirical dipole fit [l-q2/0.71 GeV2]"2.
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A DIRAC DESCRIPTION OF NUCLEAR
POLARIZED BEAM SCATTERING
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GENERAL POLARIZATION FORMALISM

PART 2:

RELATIVISTIC DIRAC EQUATION EFFECTS IN
MICROSCOPIC ELASTIC SCATTERING CALCULATIONS
OF THE VARIOUS POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES
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1 GENERAL POLARIZATION FORMALISM

CONTENTS:

1.1 Introduction

1.2 The spin description of a polarized beam

1.3 Scattering formalism

1.4 Differential cross section

1.5 Polarization of the scattered beam

1.6 Discussion of some polarization observables

1.1 Introduction

The National Accelerator Centre (NAC. at Faure) will in due course install an ion source
for polarized protons and deuterons. In preparation to use polarized beams in nuclear
reactions, we are studying the whole polarization formalism, the meaning of the so called
polarization observables and the value of various types of experiments with polarized beams.
We also calculate, for NAC proton energies, the polarization observables for elastic scatte-
ring of protons on even-even nuclei in order to compare the results for a relativistic (Dirac)
description of the incoming beam with those from a non-relativistic description.

Part 1 discusses the meaning of polarization observables, using the simplest case of a
spin-half polarized particle scattering by an even-even nucleus;

Part 2 deals with the theoretical basis to calculate the necessary transition matrix elements
for this particular case of scattering, according to a Dirac relativistic description of the
incoming beam.

1.2 The spin description of a polarized beam

As was mentioned, a beam of spin-half particles (eg.protons) is considered. The spin func-
tion of the t-th particle can be expressed in terms of the two possible projections with
respect to a c-axis (m = +£, - i ) as:

\li)= £ C$\m> (1.1)

The spin-distribution of a whole (polarized) particle beam can be described in terms of its
density matrix of which the (ra, m')-th element is:

< m\p\m' > = ±-Y < m\X
{i) >< Y(i) I m' > (1.2)
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with p being the density operator.

The expectation value of any observable (eg. ft):

First consider the numerator of (1.3): After insertion of unit operators and rearranging
bra-ket factors, it can be expressed in terms of the density operator:

N u m e r a t o r = ^ ^ ^ < \ ( i ) | m' > < m' | ft \m > < m | \ ( t ) >
i m' m

= iV 2^ 2_, < in\p\m' > < m' \tl\m >

A similar treatment of the denominator of (1.3), replacing only ft by the unit operator,
naturally yields NTrp. Thus (1.3) becomes

For the special case of ft = a, the Pauli spin matrices, the expectation value of a is defined
as the beam polarization:

;i.5)

As the Pauli spin matrices (<7i,^2,^3), together with the unit (2 X 2)-matrix / ( = <r4),
obey the "ortonomality" relation:

"the density operator, itself being an operator in the spin space, can be expanded as

4

The expansion coefficients cu follows from (1.7) with (1.6) applied. They develop (1.7)
into:

1 4

P = ^^Tripa^a, (1.8)

or A = ^Trp(l + P-a) (1.9)
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1.3 Scattering formalism

The elastic scattering of the spin-j polarized beam (protons) of par 1.1 by a spin zero target
(even-even nucleus).

scattered beam
((^-independent)

incoming
beam

' 'Z

plane wave

(i)

—̂*/ „ am Xm
m

spinpart
(polarized)

e'kT ^ ^-^
Vf — / ^m / T-TTI'TT

v *—' ,
TO m '

ekT ^
— y , "rn'Xm'

r rr
The spin reorientation due to the scattering is, according to (1.10) described by:

bm> = 5 ] W M ) « m (1.11)

with T(8.(t>) the spin transition matrix, which can be expressed as:

T(O.0) = f{k'2,cos6) + g(k2,cos6)y -d (1.12)

with y normal to the plane of the incoming and the scattered beams (the scattering plane);
see also (1.15) below. The form of (1.12) ensures the symmetry of T under time reversal.

The density operators of the incoming and scattered beams pi and p; can now be related
by the transition matrix T: First the spin distributions of the two respective beams can be
expressed according to (1.1) and (1.2) as:

< m |
1 N

m

and m\Pf\m'
N

t = i

The relations (1.11) between the a's and 6's leads to the required relation:

(1.13)
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The scattering kinematics can be described by the following momentum or wave number
( k = p/h) diagrams:
(k and k' refer to the projectile and target momenta; because the scattering is elastic.
i hi I = \kj | )

Laboratory
system (1)

Centre-of-mass
(CM-) system

k'i

Particle
helicity
frames
(CM-system)

mcoirung (1)

y = z x x

Relation of the coordinate-axes to the momenta:

~ _ ki + kj -^

I ki + kj |

. k{ x kf
and y = -p J-

!J = Z x X

ki x kj |

(If masses m' and m are equal, e.g. in nucleon-nucleon scattering, then

&{l) = 0/2 or Z/fkf ,

which means that Z is along the scattering direction in the laboratory system.)

(1-14)

(1.15)
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1.4 Differential Cross Section

The differential cross section for scattering at an angle 8 can be expressed as:

Trpj
TrPi

using (1.13). If the expansion (1.8) is employed, u(8) can be expressed in terms of Pi the
polarization of the incoming beam as:

(1.18)

( 1 - 1 9 )

(1-20)

the analyzing power of the target; the target analyzes by means of Ay the polarization P
of the incoming beam.

The simplest analysis of P by means of (1.18) comprises the scattering in a plane perpen-
dicular to the vector P and recording the difference in scattering at a certain angle 9 to
the left and to the right; the so called left-right asymmetry.

Diagrammatically. with P directed outwards:

where ao{9) = -Tr{TTf),

the differential cross section resulting from an unpolarized beam (P — 0), and

_ Tr{TaT^) _ TrjTT^a)
y ~~ Tr

Scattering to the: Left ( L ) Right (R)

According to (1.15), y is: outwards I inwards

Eq (1.18) becomes: aL = <r0 (1 + Ay P)

The difference clearly yields the asymmetry 2a0 Ay P, which expresses the polarization as

P = — (1.21)
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1.5 Polarization of the scattered beam Pj

Per definition (1.5):

p _ Tr(pja)
! ~ Trp,

Tr n.- Tr{Tn:T^rf\
using (1.13) againTrPj Trp,

S _
1 " aid)

Tr(TTc)+

Tr(TTt)
a) Tr(TffTlg) _ -

Where (1.16) and (1.19) have been employed and the expansion (1.8) for p, has been
substituted. We now separate the contributions of the three components of P, with respect
to the incoming helicity frame (xyz), to the three components of Pj with respect to the
final helicity frame (XyZ). This yields (1.22) into a form

ao[0) r , , , - i
p — "y ' / I I r~) p. X C, t f /?' p 1 / I P t 7 X J /^ A -L /? P- \ V i / 1 O^ \

<7{V) I J

where D. Qt, R. Q' and R' are the polarization observables (equivalent to D. A. R. A'
and /?.', the Wolfenstein parameters) together with A and D. The lengthy expressions for
these parameters in terms of T or its constitent functions / and g will not be derived
here (see references (i) and (ii) ).

1.6 Discussion of some polarization observables

These parameters are not all mutually independent; in the present case of spin-1 particles
scattered by spin-zero nuclei, there are only three independent observables.

Ay (analyzing power):

If Pi = 0,

then Pf = Ayy (1.24)

Therefore Ay y is also the polarization resulting from the scattering of the unpolarized
component of the incident beam.

D (depolarization):

D is the relative change of P!y, the component of P, perpendicular to the scattering plane.

R,Q, R'.Q':

For the change of the polarization vector in the scattering process, these four (mutually
dependent) parameters describe the rotation in the scattering plane from P, to Pj, where
each is described with respect to its own helicity frame.
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This rotation can also be expressed in component vector form:

Pz
Px

with 0 the change of angle with respect to the local helicity frame. Clearly, one parameter
is sufficient to specify this rotation. Presently, for the results of Part 2 we choose the
parameter:

J (1.26)

Summarizing: The presently used spin observables are:

Ay,Q, and ^ (1.27)

References:

(i) L Wolfenstein, Ann Rev Nucl Science 6 (1956) p 43

(ii) M K, Pal, "Theory of Nuclear Structure", (Scientific and Academic Editions, 1985)



2 RELATIVISTIC DIRAC EQUATION EFFECTS IN MICROSCOPIC
ELASTIC SCATTERING CALCULATIONS OF THE VARIOUS
POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES

Aims:

1. To describe the philosophy we adopt for performing microscopic elastic scattering
calculations using the Dirac equation.

2. To compare relativistic and nonrelativistic calculations of the
observables (fa . Ay , Q).

CONTENTS:

2.1 Theoretical Framework:

2.1.1 Dirac equation with an external field

2.1.2 Microscopic approach

2.2 Cakulational Framework Partial wave expressions

2.3 Result obtained previously using this formalism

2.4 Conclusions

Abbreviations and their meanings:

LS => Lippmann-Schwinger
KMT =>• Kerman. McManus and Thaler
NR => Nonrelativistic
OP => Optical Potential
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Introduction

The question arises as to why we consider relativistic as opposed to nonrelativistir calcula-
tions. Let me explain.

When the word "'relativistic" is mentioned, most students picture an object moving at high
speed i.e., speeds comparable to the speed of light. Thus it is thought that we need only
consider relativistic calculations when the kinetic energy of the projectile is .iigh. This is
true if we wish to describe the kinematics involved correctly. Indeed, for a projectile of
high energy one may employ the Schrodinger equation and include relativistic kinematics
when performing microscopic calculations of the various polarization observables. For low
energy experiments one may use nonrelativistic kinematics when solving the Schrodinger
equation. Both the above-mentioned uses, however, fail to predict the spin observables
correctly, when one employs elementary microscopic input in the calculations.

When we use the word "relativistic" in this paper, we refer to two things:

1. The use of relativistic kinematics. AND

2. The use of the Dirac equation as the basic equation of motion.

The point that I would like to bring to the readers attention is the following. In the
last decade a lot of research has been done in the relativistic regime. Jt has been found
that relativistic effects play an important role, especially at low energy experiments, since
only the use of a relativistic Dirac formalism predicts the spin observables correctly when
performing microscopic calculations.

The success can. amongst other things, be attributed to the following aspects:

1. The enlarged Hilbert space which includes particle and antiparticle degrees of freedom.

2. The increased strength (as opposed to a Schrodinger formalism) of the spin-orbit
interaction which is a natural consequence of the Dirac Formalism.

So, hopefully. I have succeeded in motivating the importance of considering relativistic
formalisms when performing microscopic calculations of the spin observables.

Our description involve the following aspects:

1. Dirac-based LS equation to be solved.

2. A first order KMT optical potential.

3. An ansatz relating the relativistic to the nonrelativistic optical potential.

4. The Optimum Factorization Procedure.

The input employed in our calculations consists of the free nucleon-nucleon (NN) t matrix
of NN scattering measurements and target densities obtained from electron scattering.
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I would like to emphasize at this stage that the optical potential discussed here is not
a phenomenological one. simply parametrized and adjusted to fit data. We speak of a
microscopic prediction of the N-Nucleon scattering which makes use of elementary input.

We consider:

1. Elastic scattering.

2. .V = Z spin saturated nuclei eg. ^°Ca, 24Mg, 32S.

3. Projectile is treated as a Dirac particle.

4. The target ground state retains a nonrelativistic treatment.

•5. Energy range: 100 - 650MeV.
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2.1 Theoretical Framework:

2.1.1 Dirac equat ion with an external field

The differential form of the Dirac equation for scattering of a spin ^ particle of mass m
from an external central field U is

[jp- m - U)\ 4? >= 0 (2.1)

where p = 7Mp^ = "tMpfl (pronounced "p slash")

p^ — {E, — iV) , p — (E, iV)

li = 0,1,2,3

and the -^ s represent the Dirac matrices.

Now. the positive energy free state with momentum k and rest frame spin projection -s
satisfies

(/>-m)\k,s{ + ) > = 0 (2.2)

Equation (2.1) and equation (2.2) => Integral equation equivalent of equation (2.1) is

| * > = | f e . , l + , > + 7 _ l T 7 j ^ | ^ > (2.3)

which implements outgoing spherical wave boundary conditions with the limit 6 —> 0+.

Define the transition operator

T\k,s(+) > = U\4> > (2.4)

Equation (2.3) and equation (2.4) =>

T = U + U T (2.5)
p - m + id

Equation (2.5) is equivalent to the differential form of the Dirac equation (2.1). In future
we shall assume the i6 term.
To make contact with more standard notation, we introduce an operator T such that

f = 7°T (2.6)
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Then the physical transition matrix element are given by

T++(k>J = < k\.s'(+)\f\k.s(+:
s's

= < k'. s'( + )\T\k. s{ + ) >

= < \$'\T
++(k',k)\Xs > (2.7

where T++ (k', k) = < k', + | T\ k , + > (2 .8 )

s ince | £ , s ( ± ) > = \k,± > \\s >

and < k, ±\ =< k, ±\-/°

and | \ s > is the usual Pauli two-comp«~>nent spinor.

The primed quantities refer to the projectiie nucleon, after the incident nucleon has been
scattered elastically by the nucleus.

To make the integral equation (2.5) more explicit, the Dirac propagator can be expanded
as

When equation (2.9) is employed in equation (2.5), and matrix elements are taken with
respect to the same complete basis, the resulting coupled pair of integral equations can be
written in the form:

+ f d3k" U++(k', k") l T++ (k" , k)
J E — fcik"

+ / cPk" U+~(P ,1?) _ ^ _ T~+ (k", k) (2.10)
J t + £<k"

+ fd3 k" U~+ {9 , k") _ l._ T++ (k", k)
J t - tk»

+ I d3 k" u~ (i?, V1) L r-+ (9, £)
j t + &k"
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The remainder of this talk concerns uncerstanding and solving these coupled integral equa-
tions.

.Vow. if one were to truncate the formalism so that only the particle degrees of freedom

were allowed, then in equation (2.9) and equation (2.10) we would have = 0 . and
E + Ek"

the equations that determine T++ would simply become the usual LS equation (with
relativistic kinematics), viz..

T++ [k'. k) = U++(k', jfc) + [d3h" —
k1', k)

E - Ek,

It is therefore natural to interpret T++ as the "nonrelativistic" component of the transition
operator. The other components, namely T~* . T h are purely relativistic components.

Thus, the essential relativistic feature of the Dirac equation is the enlarged Hilbert space
due to the appearance of the antiparticie degree of freedom on an equal footing with the
particle degree of freedom.

2.1.2 Microscopic Approach

We adopt some form of Multiple Scattering Theory (MST).

Brief outline of important developments in MST which are of interest to our calculations:

Watson (1953) —• KMT (1959) developed a more complete
First developed MST form of MST where the antisymmetry

of the target nudeons is taken
into account.
Projectile is, however, distinguished
from the target nudeons.

Kowalsski. Picklesimer
and Thaler (1980) include
antisymmetry between Projectile-
and target nucleons; Pauli
principle included in theory
of elastic scattering.

The First-Order Kerman-McManus-Thaler Optical Potential in nonrelativistic multiple
scattering theory is

f'.vft {k'. k) = (A — i) < k'; <po\ t\(f>Q; k > (2.12)

Notation

\k > : Schrodinger plane wave
| 4>o > '• target ground state normalized to unity
t : NN collision operator

Now. we will not follow a field theoretical approach in our relativistic calculation. Instead we
seek an extension of the nonrelativistic first order mechanism for use in the Dirac equation.
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In this talk we show that a very simple ansatz for the relativistic extension to the neg-
ative energy sector can reveal significant insight into the important features of the Dirac
description of elastic scattering.

The following approximations are implied by equation (2.12):

(i) The Impulse Approximation (IA)

If the incident nucleon energy is sufficiently high compared to the binding energy
of a single target nucleon, it appears reasonable to enforce the so-called IA. By IA
we mean that the collision operator r , for a bound nucleon involved in scattering, is
replaced by t, which describe free NN scattering. This approximation also implies
that one neglects all NN interactions inside the target and all kinetic energies except
that of the struck nucleon.

(ii) Coherent Scattering Approximation

This approximation assumes nuclear coherence at every stage of the scattering process,
i.e., between each particle-nucleon scattering event, the nucleus remains in its ground
state.

We now continue the discussion that appears in the paragraph preceding the section on
''Approximations implied by equation (2.12)"

We proceed to make the identification

U++ {k1, k) = UNR (k', k) (2.13)

and hope to specify the other purely relativistic components (U+~ , U~+ , U~~) of the
Dirac optical potential.

An Optimum Factorization treatment of the matrix element in equation (2.12) yields

U++ {k1 ,k) = Uc {P ,k)+l-d • k'xkULS (9, k) (2.14)

where

Uc{k',k) — rj(k', k)tc(q, K)p(q) (2.15)

uLS (k>, k) = ' ^ 77 (k' ,k) x ( 4 r r O tLS ( ? , it) P(€)

Notation

The superscripts "c" and "£5" refer to central and spin-orbit terms, respectively.
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;; ( Moller factor) implements the transformation of an on-shell ,V;V / - matrix element
form the .V,V centre-of-inass (cm) frame to tlie ,V • Nucleus cm frame.

q — k' — k (momentum transfer)

/)(</) refers to the point nucleon density normalized such that p(<j= 0) is the number of
target nucleons.

/'" and tL^ are the central and spin-orbait components of the NN I - matrix that survive
summations over spin co-ordinates of the target nucleons.

We now change to the Dirac representation by writing

r++(k', jfc) = < k', + | 5 + 7 ° V ' | i t , + > ( 2 . 1 6 )

where S is a Lorentz scalar, and V is the timelike component of a Lorentz four-vector
which together describe the .V -nucleus interaction l'++.

A n s a t z : The 5 and V derived from the forced equality of the representation in equa-
tion (2.14) and equation (2.16) are to be used to calculate the pure relativistic extensions
r1-- . r - + .and r—.

That is. we take

( • • ' ' ' ( k 1 . k ) = < k ' . a | S + 7 ° V \ k . b >

where a and b can either be -f or - .

2.2 Calculational Framework — Partial Wave Expansions

The Dirac momentum-space integral equation (2.10) and equation (2.11) are to be solved
separately for each angular momentum state. Here we outline the expansion of the quan-
tities '/ + + , T~+ , ir++ . (' + ~ , ( ~+ , and U in Pauli spinor spherical harmonics, and
derive the resulting projected form of the integral equations.

More explicitly, we write

k'. + \U\k,+

= < I? + \ S

' ' ' ' ' " x ( * ' • i t -i- iff • k' x k ) \ ( 2 . 1 ;

w h e r e
ck = Ek + m = (k2 + m2)2 + m
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Do the same for U + ~ , t-'~+ and U~~.

It is useful to define auxiliary quantities D and F:

D(k'. k) = Nk, Nk [V(k', k) - S(k', k)

D(k', k) = Nk. Nk \V(k', k) + S{k', k)

The full Dirac optical potential can be expressed as

C++(k'.k) = F(ic'.k)+ ^ x(k' • k + iv-ic' x k) (2.18)

- (2.19)
k

k) (2.20)

t ? ~ ( / ? . j t ) = g ( f c > . f c ) + ' '(k1 • k + iff • k'xk) (2.21)

Only two types of expansion required, since

F - D => U++ - U —

F D => fr+" - t ' " +

(,'ornpare equa t ion (2.14) and equa t ion (2.18):

U + + ( k ' . k ) = U c [ i ? , k ) + - 5 • k ' x k U L S { k f . k) (1.14)

C++(k'. k) = F ( k ' . k ) + °{k'' k) x ( k 1 • k + i a - k ' x k) (1.18)
ft ff

Then our ansatz for determining V(k'. k) and S(k', k) can be expressed as

D{k',k) = €-^ULS(k'J) (2.22)

F[ I? . k) = Uc [ i ? , k ) - l k' • k ULS ( I ? , ft) (2.23)

The angular momentum expansions for the various quantities are based on the following
quantum mechanical considerations:

1. The expansion of an abstract operator:

\n >< n\Q\m >< m\
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2. The Wigner-Eckart theorem

3. The assumption that the iV-nucleus interaction is rotationally invariant

These considerations will also determine which quantum numbers are to be used as labels
in the various expansions.

Angular momentum expansion for F(k', k):

F(l? ,k) = 4ir J^ yj{ (k1) FL (k', k)yf^ (k) (2.24)
JLM

where the Pauli spinor spherical harmonic is:

i) = Y y/v/£ (ifc) | \ s > < LML ; \s1 JM > (2.25)
ML . s

and i'^v L is a normal spherical harmonic.

Similar expansions exist for D , Uc . and ULS.

By making use of these expansions, and a recurrence relation for the Legendre polynomials
we get

DL (k', k) = ^ p UtS (k', k) (2.26)

k ' k ( - 1
- • •"• • " n ' • r- — x \(L + l)UH, + I Ut-t C2.27)

Expansion of 6 r++:

6-++ (i? . k) = 4TT £ > j [ (&') t/++ (fc', fc)JJi (fc) (2.28)

with
k'k

U j £ ( k ' , ifc) = FL (k' , k ) + DT{k', k) (2.29)
^k' f/t

— (also use equation (2.18))

where
I = 2.; - i

Expansion of U+~~:

Using the expansion

D{k'-, k) = 4w Y, y'ji (fc') DL {k'. k)yf^ (k) (2.30)

and the identity

= -y,Tu(9) (2.31)
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we set

where

—« (also use equation (2.19))

/ + - ( * ' , * ) = F L ( k ' , k ) - - — D L ( k ' , k ) (2.33)
ffc fit'

similar expansions exist for t ; +(fc',A:) and (/ (k', k).

Expansions for T + + and T~+

. . : (* ) (2.34)

P\Tr+ih' b\v¥.+(k) (2.35)
JLM

where

' If \ « ft / ~T~ "i 'I dk"k"2 UJL (k''

E ~

and

where A+ = + 1 , A_ = — 1

(2.36)

k",k) (2.37)
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Calculational procedure can be summarized schematically as follows:

Input: p , tc . tL^

1

1
uftik'.k). r+r . uj+. £/-
t

Scattering ^ . Ay , Q.
observables

Note: All the partial wave expansions contain both Di (k', k) and FL (k', k). These are.
in turn, expressed in terms of t r£(fc', k) and U^s (k', k). It is these latter quantities
that contain the microscopic input to our calculations i.e., U[(k', k) and U\f can be
calculated in terms of JV.V/-matrix components and the nuclear densities.

For

'/ =
H. =

/-* =

X =̂

A'2 (

example

I'tik'. k) -

Moller factor

neutrons

protons

cos 6 = k' • k

: k'2 + fc2 - 2k

4

i r-H

2U

'kx

k2 + 2k'kx)

tc
y ( q [ x ] , K ( x ) ) x p* [q{x) (2.38)

2.3 Results obtained previously using this formalism

Some representative calculations for elastic scattering of protons from 40Ca were preformed
by Hynes, Picklesimer, Tandy and Thaler and are presented in figure 1 to 4. This target
nucleus was chosen because it is a zero-spin, spin-saturated, N = Z nucleus, for which the
neutron and proton distributions may be considered to be almost identical. Thus, the only
input to these calculations consits of the density of the target nucleus, inferred from electron
scattering measurements, and the nucleon-nucleon / matrix, inferred from nucleon-nucleon
scattering measurements.

Calculations are shown for the differential cross section — , the analyzing power Ay, and

the spin rotation function Q.
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Comparison between relativistic and nonrelativistic calculations is also indicated.

Furthermore, the sensitivity of the relativistic calculations to the following factors is ex-
plored:

1. Off-shell and non-local effects

2. Uncertainties in the nuclear densities

3. Variation of the scalor and vector composition of the optical potential

Results are obtained by numerical solution of equation (2.36) and equation 2.37 for a set
of (J , L) values up to some maximum values such that the Born approximation

is sufficiently accurate beyond that point.

.Vonrelativistic results are obtained simply by setting U + ~ to zero, thereby removing cou-
pling to negative energy states.

Note:

Only input required for calculations is the nonrelativistic optical potential.

2.4 Conclusions

Overall, we observe (Energy range: 100 - 65O.V/eK) that where the nonrelativistic pre-
dictions are far from the data, the differences between the relativistic and aonrelativistic
predictions are often dramatic, and the relativistic result is in far better in accord with
data, (see fig 1)

When nonrelativistic predictions are in good qualitative agreement with data, the rela-
tivistic addition turns out to be small, and in the appropriate direction to improve the
description of the data.

Thus the arguments in favour of the relativistic addition are compelling.

We see that relativistic effects are very important for spin-dependent observables at all
energies in the range 100 - 650MeV.

Comparison of figures 2 and 3 shows that a complete knowledge of the nuclear distribution
is more important than a specific treatment of off-shell and nonlocal effects.

Furthermore, if one takes s' (a) = (1 -f a) S and varies this parameter about a = 0 , then
it is found that the case a = 0,01 provides an essentially perfect fit to the data. This
illustrates that the spin observables are very sensitive to small changes in the Lorentz S, V
composition of the optical potential, (see fig 4)

Finally we note that the results of this work depend crucially upon our ansatz.

A more correct approach would be a theoretical framework, which takes a relativistic view-
point close to field theory from the beginning.
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FIG. 1. Differential cross-section,
analyzing power, and spin rotation function
for 500 MeV protons scattered from "°Ca.
The solid and dashed lines represent the
reiat ivist ic and nonlocal effects as re-
presented through the optimum factorization
prescription are included. The curves are
from ref. 2.

FIG. 2. Differential cross-section
analyzing power and spin rotation function
for 500 MeV protons scattered from **aCa.
The solid line corresponds to the same
relativist ic calculation employed for
earlier figures. The cross-hatched areas
represent the uncertainties due to off-
shell and nonlocal effects as described
in the text. The curves are from ref. 2.
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FIG. 3. Differential cross-section,
analyzing power, and spin rotation
function for 500 MeV protons scattered
from "°Ca. The solid line corresponds
to the same relativistic calculation
displayed as a solid line in earlier
figures. The cross-hatched areas
represent the uncertainties due to
incomplete knowledge of the nuclear
density as described in the text. The
curves are from ref. 2.

FIG. 4. Differential cross-section,
analyzing power, and spin rotation function
for 500 MeV protons scattered from ""Ca.
The solid line corresponds to the same
relativistic calculation displayed as a
solid line in earlier figures. The cross-
hatched areas represent the effect of ± 1%
variations in the Lorentz scalar and vector
composition of the optical potential employed
here. The curves are from ref. 2.
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COHERENT NUCLEAR ENERGY LEVELS IN A SUPERMAN I r% OLD

J.A. de Vet, Box 51-4, Plettenberg Bay, 6600, South Africa.

ABSTRACT

A model for the nucleon is presented which, starts from

an irreducible representation, or minimal left ideal, of the

Dirac ring- instead of the harmonic oscillator. Tensor

products of tills representation yield an integrity basis in

the enveloping algebra for A = N + Z nucleons. A fibration

factors out the possible phases of spin, parity and isospin

and reduces the 4 x 4 angular momentum operators to the

(P + l)(N + l) dimensional matrices of an uncoupled system

of protons and neutrons. These matrices lie in the horizon-

tal subspace m of a Grassmann manifold which contains just

the odd elements of the integrity basis corresponding to the

odd-odd and odd-even nuclei whose energies are proportional

to the eigenvalues of the most symmetric odd Casimir operator

in the basis. A comparison with experiment appears in Figo 1,

The even-even nuclei lie in the vertical subspace h where the

fundamental even Casimir operator is now a spherically symmet-

ric multipole operator as illustrated by Fig 2. The method

for calculating the vector coupling coefficients in the

Casimir operators is believed to be new and there is a connec-

tion with supermultiplet theory because the angular momentum

and parity operators generate the Lie algebra of 0 , but the

state labelling is different,

CONTENTS

1. Introduction

2. Nucleon representations in the enveloping algebra

3. Permutation invariance

k. Supersymmetry

5o Experimental confirmation

60 Conclusion
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J.A. de Wet, Box jlh, Plettenberg Bay, 6600, South Africa.

1. INTRODUCTION

The object of tais paper is to see ^ow far arguments

based, purely on symmetry can describe nuclear behaviour.

In other words what properties of the nucleus are dictated

only by the fact that we live in a four-dimensional space.

Then a nucleon is synonymous with the fundamental symmetries

that characterize a tangent space to this manifold; namely

the Dirac ring which has been used by many Authors to describe

the fundamental particles (see, e.g. Kahanfl], Barut and

Raczka [2] Ch.13). Since we will work only with pure or

coherent states our starting point will be a minimal left

ideal or 4-component spinorial representation of the Dirac

ring instead of the harmonic oscillator.

Representations of many nucleon systems are obtained

from the Kronecker or tensor products of the single particle

representations and are in turn the minimal left ideals of

the enveloping algebra A ( Y ) of the Dirac ring. These repre-

sentaticns are k -dimensional, if A = N + Z is the number of

nucleons, but many configurations are the same up to a permu-

tation that includes every possible exchange of spin, parity

and charge between nucleons such, that the nett spin, parity

and charge remains the same for that state, This is equiva-

lent to constructing the quotient space M = P/H, where P is

the h -dimensional flat configuration space (with coordinates

3«#.) carrying A(Y) and H is the permutation group. Then if £>j

denotes the configuration, and Nt>^ the number of permutations,

we may regard the N f v J phase changes as a fibre over a point f>

in M and say that the flat space P has become distorted t»y a

gauge field introduced to make the model invariant under
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phase transformations. However instead of imposing

connections on the fibre bundles, as in current practice, we

will work in the base manifold M because the permutation

group is not a Lie group.

The 4-cor.iponerrt spinorial representation is given by

(2.l) and by choosing the matrix representations (2.2) for

the elements of the Dirac ring and constructing the fibres

it may be s.'.ow. that the base space M decomposes further

inco subspaces defining an isobaric multiplet. When A = 2

a simple illustrative example is given by (3.5) and (3.6),

and continuing the process we find, in a given isobar, pre-

cisely tlie angular momentum matrices

O- = E ® V + Nf ® E , :. = 1, 2, 3 (l.la)

of an uncoupled system of protons and neutrons [31- Here
p

P , '. are (P + l)- and (N + 1)-dimensional Lie operators

of the rotation group while E p , E^ are (P + l),(N + l)

unit matrices and the T = 0 matrix of (3.6) (obtained by

choosing the coefficients k for skew-symmetry) is in the

form of (l.la). Similarly the infinitesimal rotations in 4-

space are

TT; = (E^® V. -"P. ® E p), j = 1, 2, 3 (Lib)

It will be shown in $ k that the equations (l.l) are in-

variant under the interchange P-*»-N. But for the moment we

note that the matrices (l.l) are the infinitesimal operators

of the four-dimensional rotation group 0 + so that we have a

supermultiplet theory. Actually it can be shown [ h~] that the

representations considered here will not exist unless the

'magnetic' quantum numbers S,T,Y used by Wigner f5] are defined.

As in supermultiplet theory the states C >1 = C X (x^ \ J are
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labelled by the partition

but the rr.ultiplet construction and state labelling is differ-

ent. In fact it will be shown in I 2 that a canonical label-

ling scheme is provided by choosing Z = >5 + "X̂  , N = >( + >^ ;

"X as the number of neutrons with a given spin and parity

and "̂ 5 , ~X^ as the number of protons with the same spin and

parity. Thus (> + \ ) i s t n e number of nucleons with a cert-

ain spin and (X + ">. ) the number with a certain parity. Then

by the exclusion principle the state L "X J will need 'X orbits.

As an illustration the rows of the matrix (l.l) are

labelled by the blocks

• • - ' f-J,i \ ' Jx -
1' J a ~ 2 . - - ' - J * } (1.3a)

Vhere j = X/2, j = Z/2 . The corresponding canonical label-

ling is • (1.3°)

{N 0 0 Z, N 0 l(Z-l), - - • N 0 Z 0},((N-l)l 0 Z,(N-l)l l(Z-l),"

(N-l)l Z O} { O N O Z , O N l(Z-l), • • • ,0 N Z o}

It will be noted that (>, + >z) and (> + ^ ) remain the

same because we are considering the angular momentum states of

a given nucleus, but in the first block one proton changes its

spin from j 2 to j^ -1 so that "X 3 goes from 0 to 1 and so on.

In the second block one neutron changes its spin from j ( to j -1

i.e. >t goes to 1 followed by >3 —*• 1 vxien j -*• jr-l etc. But

in all cases we find a succession of shells because each block

is labelled by a different >t signifying another orbit.

The general form of the tensor product of A self-repre-

sentations (2.1) is

^ f A )= £ c P (1.4)
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where C , given by (3.2), is an invariant operator expressed

in terms of products of the basis elements of A ( Y ) and in \ 2 it

will appear that Pt>1 is a projection operator

with the eigenvalues 0,1^ = y, "^V/Y** anc* consists of four

possible charge-spin states. Pf /-f is idempotent and since

the parameter TL> is irrelevant, P is a pure state in the

density matrix formulation of quantum mechanics (see e.g. L6j,

Ch.7.?)« In I 4 it will be shown that the invariant operator

C , associated with each nuclear state Cyj , may be written as

the homogeneous polynomial

CCM = £ a.iV*' Tf (1.6)

where the a > are vector coupling coefficients(derived in | U )

and j + k + i + m = A .

Equation (l.4) expresses a collection of A nucleons in

terms of an integrity basis used by Gilmore and Draayer 17 ~\

t •) define a Hamiltonian for the system. But because P can

only assume the eigenvalues 0, ~f (in other words only one

state at a time) there is an enormous simplification and we

may select the most symmetric state LAI (which need not be the

ground state) and determine only the spectra of the invariant

operator C „ A comparison with the observed energy levels

of two odd=odd nuclei and three odd-even mirror nuclei is made

in Fig. 1. Their behaviour is quite different for reasons

discussed in $ 5» but measured levels do fall along the same

lines when a normalization factor of >/N£/O is employed,, Also

calculated levels that span the energy gap are found„

We now come to supersymmetry, and begin by observing

that the Dirac algebra is an exterior or Grassmann algebra [11

and is thereforeftogether with A ( Y ) a spin-graded Lie algebra
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on the tangent space to a Grassmann or super-manifold [8,9l^

The grading is not lost by fibration as may be demonstrated

directly by simply interchanging rows and coluii'Jas so that the

matrices (l=l) may be rewritten in the form

p q

~" * (1,7)p

q X

i

i

T"
1

T

-X
- - —

where X is a real matrix whose elements define local p-planes

in the Euclidean space E^ [101 „ The representation (l,?)

is just the horizontal subspace m of a Grassmann manifold Gp,q

transformed by the group SO(p+q) that rotates the p-planes

[11, Ch.IXl. This is the dual of the generalized Lorentz

group 50(p,q) and defines the nuclear manifold. Conceptually

we can .~.ow substitute motion on this super-manifold for particle

motion within the nucleus and replace mechanics by geometry.

For example the geodesies on Gp,q are determined by the wave

functions [ibid, Cli.X, Corollary 2»5] which therefore provide

an indication of the nuclear surface dictated by the coherent

action of the A nucleons in the horizontal subspace m. But

we will also rely heavily on another property of a spin-graded

manifold namely that the even elements C 3 belong to the

vertical subspace h and that the odd elements C belong to

the horizontal subspace m 18,91- If g is the Lie algebra of

SO(p+q) we write g = h + m where

[m,mioh,[h,nilcm, [ h, h ] c h (l»8)

In I 4 it will be proved that if (^i+/V,) is °̂ d ^CAJC<HV

(odd-spin) but if (A
1+

A
3) is even CtA1 £ b (even-spin). As a

consequence it follows that the even—even nuclei have states

lying in I. and are therefore spherically symmetric because
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chere is no distortion in m where our representations are

defined. Tiiis is confirmed experimentally by comparing the

energy levels of Fig-. 1, which do not pass through the origin,

with those of Fig. 2 for Be. It would appear that the vertical

subspace contains a multipole operator. Moreover if A is even,

calculation confirms that C is homogeneous, that is, all of

the zero eigenvalues of C are even states belonging to h if

LA~} C m and vice versa. These calculations appear in f 5 and

also bring out the fact that all of the four charge-spin states

of P have the same energy (as in Supermultiplet theory) and
» ̂  J

all belong to either m or h. However if A is odd, C is

inhomogeneous, and both even and oda states belong to the same

quadriplet £\~l (although the energies are still the same), Thus

tue nuclei fall naturally into three distinct categories : (a)

even-even (b) odd-odd and (c) even-odd corresponding to the

three lines in Figs. 1,2. Only the first class is spherically

symmetric in the ground state.

2.NUCLEAR REPRESENTATIONS IN THE ENVELOPING ALGEBRA A ( Y )

In our view a nucleon is synonymous with the fundamental

(internal) symmetries assumed to charaterize physical space.

In particular the spin is characterized by a half angle in

accord with the neutron rotation experiment which shows that a

neutron with spin does not return to its initial state when its

orientation is rotated through 360 . Instead it takes two

full turns or a 720° rotation to do this. As pointed out by

Biedenharn and Lduck [8,Ch.4] the quarternion group provides

tLe correct mathematical description of half-angles. But the

Dirac ring is the tensor product of two quarrernion rings and

a representation of this product is needed to accommodate 'joth
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left and right translations (Tbid. p,199)» This coincides

with the ideas of Eddington. [12J who long ago used represeii-

tatioiij of the Dirac ring as a model for the nucleons. From

an algebraic point of view the space of ket vectors is a left

ideal and a coherent state is associated with a primitive

idempotent: therefore we will begin with a minimal left ideal

or '^-component spinorial representation of the Dirac ring as

derived by de Wet C^i , namely

= (îV-, + E •J' + E^if + E o } / - ) e (?.l)JL
where we have adopted Eddington'i notation which is related to

that of Dirac bv

\ = E E » E. , 5

The commuting- elements E E and E are respectively

infinitesimal rotations in 3-space, 4-space and isospace that

correspond physically to the spino",, parityir and charge T

carried by a single nucleon and e is a primitive ^-component

idempotent. The parameters -^ , -ŷ  , ŷ  ai*e half-angles of

rotation and a suitable matrix representation is

o 1

0

j
(
(
: o
- i

i

0

. E =
6

-i

-i

,E =
' 14

-LA,
I 0 -1

; i n

(2.2a.b

while the operators obey the multiplication table

(2.3)

The A tensor product of (2.1) with itself is a minimal

left ideal in the enveloping algebra A ( Y ) which has the general
•* A

'-*• x k matrix element
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i _ ,

e. e w

with EMj in the C -th position. The elements E ^ , E^v

commute and A ( Y ) is found to have the basis elements Lki

C = H E J v + E * „ + • • - + E * v ) , v = 1, - • • ,5 ( 2 . 5 a )

'^v = '^ I, - T v \r = 2-(E^, + E., + -•• + E ^ ) ( 2 , 5 b )

VT = Eov© • • - • ® Esv = E ^ E^ EAov (2.5c)

ri^ = V^nl = *>' V " ' E/-" C"^ = !' •" • '5) (2.5d)

These algebras were called de Brog-lie algebras by Boerner

[13J and the Kemmer algebra Cl4T corresponds to A = 2. Then

the minimal left ideal in A(Y) decomposes Into the sum (1:^) of

projection operators Pt>-] that represent all four possible

charge-spin states of A nucleons in the state C>1 = L>, >z>.3 >*."]

corresponding to the partitioa (l.2)[15j . (The number of
A A

states is not k . but h = 5 [si ; whers 2* \ is the dimension

of the base space M. This point will receive more attention

in the next section.)

Explicitly the projection operators are (2.6)
X f ~ \ tr ~\1/ 1J/' ^1/ -W, L. -yy -tL \L "\L *iẐ  + 7? lA "^ 'V' "̂ r +• 77 "T r̂ ^^ 7* ) ^

where € = e @ - - - 0 e = e e ••• e is the idempotent in A(y) .

Equation (2.6) is simply a generalization in many-particle

space of the basic representation (2.l) and moreover satisfies

(1.5).

By examining (2.6) we can confirm the canonical labelling

introduced after equation (1.2). We note that the first two

terms are characterized by the same values of Z and N but opposite

spins because ( >} + >^) is replaced by (\ + >4) . In the second two terms

( > +X ) has replaced (X)+^a) so the charge will be reversed

and again there are two possible spin states. Similarly the

parity (>x + >+) changes to (>, +>3) in the first and second pairs.
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Thus if (\ + "*.>) is assumed to be the number of nucleons with, a

negative spin (in accord with (1.3) ) and ( ̂ z + >„.) the number

with a positive parity then a possible labelling scheme for

N> Z is (2.7) :

o . w x j £\*i*i\j £>,**>»>*] r\x*>jX»]

Isospin T3=-^(EJs + ... +E;S ) - - + +

Spin s =-\(E^t + ... +E2* ) + - - +

Parity TT = -i(E^ + • • • +Ef^ ) +(-) -( + ) +(-) -( + )

Here T ,5 and TT are equations {2,^>a., b) multiplied by ~i

to make them real because the E-symbols are hypercomplex num-

bers with the eigenvalues ±i , The factor one half has been

absorbed in (2.1) by making -f̂  , -^ , -ŷ  half angles of rotation.

Later we will find it convenient to work with the purely imagi-

nary numbers Ta = 2*TS , erg - 2 is, TTo = 21TT

The first and last terms f>,>z\3>^l , £ ̂ "X, "XJli\fl or

second and third terms I \ >, X ^ l ; C i , ^ ^ , ^ ! with the

same spin are the conjugate states of the mirror nuclei (see

Table II of 15). However, there is nothing in nature to en-

force the convention (l,3a) which could equally as well have

been labelled the other way around. Moreover the relation

T
3 = 2"(z ~ N ) i s often written with the opposite sign, so we

are driven to the conclusion that the labelling is only deter-

minate up to the moduli of the spins and parity, but will follow

the current practice C16J of writing T 3 as above,-.

3.PERMUTATION INVARIANCE

, A
The enveloping algebra of the Dirac ring is k -dimen-

sional, but our states £X] labelled the rows of a smaller
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manifold M with the basis (l.l). In this section we will

examine the mapping

from the four dimensional flat configuration space P (with

coordinates xi ) to the quotient space M = P/H (with coordi-

nates t~ x ) where H is the permutation group which factors out

those configurations that are the same up to a permucation

which leaves (\ + ~Xj ) , ( "\ + \A) and ( \} + "X4 ) invariant.

Each partition ("X( +~>l+~>>i + \*) of A is a class of H and in

the irreducible representation, corresponding to a minimal left

ideal of A ( Y ) , is characterized by the integrity basis CCX]

which is also the exchange operator

— 1. ' L \ & • ' - £ , hi ' • ' • £j hj . . . . . U 1 ll.^cJ

L\] Z3 Zi iA, f* °* OS

where P denotes a summation over the Al/\ I permutations of the

(A ->,) generators in the bracket. We may consider (3.2) as a

factor of the product i ' o-̂ ' rr J T * where the multiplication

table (2.3) will exclude all products where two or more super-

scripts are the same. But <r, , no and T o can assume all pos-

sible eigenvalues ± i such that ("Xv +"X3 ) , ("Xj +>̂ .) characterize the

spin and isospin states of £>]. Thus the summation (3.2) will

contain all the possible combinations of different phases and

we may regard the N c > 1 phases as a fibre over the point I" in

the base space M, where the model is gauge invariant. Here

= Ai/A,J ^ i >5 ! X+l (3.3)

is smaller than A'./ >̂  I , but it can be verified that £_, N =k

which means that we do not count the X^I permutations in the

set {E ] , the "X3J permutations in the set {Er } or the "X^ I

permutations in the set { E l . In other words the spin-spin,

parity-parity and isospin-isospin exchanges are counted once
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only for a given choice of [ \2) , [ \ ] ifX^} out of A . Thus

\- ̂ i ; \ • states are repeated, and in an actual calculation

of C (equation (̂ .3a) of the next section) it is necessary

to divide the right hand side of(3o2) by this factor.

Returning now to (3.l)> the easiest way to make the reduc

tion to the equations (l.l) is to consider tha simplest case

A = 2; and use the diagonal matrices

-iE =
12

- 1

-1

Then s'^-^E^ +E | a® i

- 1

EJ

mav be written in the tabular form

(3.5)

The right hand side of (3.5) showr the decomposition of

a 16 x 16 matrix into three irreducible components characterized

by T = 1 (2 protons), T = 0 (deuterium) and T = -1 (2 neutrons).

The spin-labelling is opposite to (l.3a) because of the minus

sign in (2.7), but this choice was made to accommodate the T^

convention of Ref. 16 as will become apparant in the next sec-

tion. The parities have been labelled by assuming that (\ + ̂ 4)

is the number of nucleons with a positive parity.

If now we use the mapping on the right hand side to map

the 16 x 16 matrices 2i S( = (E^& E + E ® E ) into a

10 x 10 rspace we find the decomposition

(3.6)
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Here E is given by (2.2a) and the right hand matrix is found

bv choosing k / k , ratios such that skew-symmetrv is preserved.
T O W **<*' J

(1.1

The T - 0 matrix is an elementary form of (l.la) for one proton

cxzxu. i_rae xie'jcx-on. axid ( 1 _ l b ) e arc t> <& o o t a i^TX&r± i_n ca. s imo. l a r r a s n l on

"toy e v a l u a t i n g 2 i. TT̂  = (_•£ ® IS, — •£. ®> E, \ . TVve -px-ooess ma-y 'fee

COIlCiJIUCU ~t)Y induction u n t i l *tie general for-ms ( X , 1 ) are obtained

(T3 ], Cl5j) but there is still one undetermined parameter k

'.vhicti may be ciiosen a.s in £5 to find the square root normalizer

used in Fig.l.

We note that the matrices (3.6) are the doubled-valued or

spinorial representations of 0^ as may be confirmed by (l.l).

We find the -o commutation relations

co-- o-.i = E <g r pr ' 'r 7 + r"r . T i ® E , (3.7a)

to-; ,rr;7 = EN ® fr . / f o - r n , -r.j ® E P

«.yfc (EH « ^ + " f ® E p) = £tjfe ^ ( 3 . 7 c )

where f C. , H ] = *--fe T. , i , j , k = 1, 2 , 3 (3-7d)

4. SUPERSYMMETRY

This section will be concerned with the evaluation, of the

exchange operator C given by (3.2) and, in particular, the

distinction between the even and odd elements. We will begin

by proving the theorem stated in the Introduction after equa-

tion (1.8), namely

Theorem 1. Consider the invariant operator C , if

( Az + A3 ) is odd C A C m but if ( Az + A3 ) is even C O h

Proof. Write
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where t'ae summation contains all terms arising from repeated

indices E E^ ,E Ê  ,E EQ5 • - - which yield a single

term as in (2.3). Consider first the diagonal of (2.3),

products of equal E-numbers will cause

A, AlA1A+-v(A,+2)(Ai-2)A3A^,(Ai+2) A Z ( A J - 2 ) A 4 or ( A, +2 ) A.A, U +-2)

now consider the off-diagonal members of (2.3), here

A A A A-*( A +1)(A -1)(A -1)(A +l),(/\ + l) (A -l) (/\ +l) ( A -l) or

In both these cases (A2+A3) remains odd or even. The process

-nay ba continued until zeros are obtained but (̂  +/*,) will re-

tain its character. Therefore in the final decomposition

C = x. a i o; 7To T all terms will be characterized by (t +k)

odd or even. Because T - +2iT is just th-? diagonal matrix

i-.-ith elements equal to j(Z - N) it follows from (lo8) that

CCA}C h if (A^+Aj) is even, but C <£ m if (A^+Aj) is odd which

proves the theorem.

However only transformations in the tangent space m to

the nuclear manifold M at the origin are defined by the develop-

ment of i f 2,3. In particular nuclear distortions as described

by (l.6) will not be present in h. Now consider the symmetric

operitors

C = C (-4- 2

In the paragraphs below it will appear that th.is relation is

only possible when N ^ P if A, = A^ . Thus we have the following

possibilities for the even-even nuclei

(1) Ai = \= even =$- A2> A 3 even ; (Az
+/\3) = even

(2) A, = A + = odd = ^ Az, A, °<*d 7 (Aa.
 + * J) =

 e v e n

(Since (A, +A, ) , (Aj +A,, ) are even by definition). The 4n nuclei

are characterized by A, = A t = A& — A^ , so in all cases the even-

even nuclei have ground states lying in h and we have

Corollary 1. The even-even nuclei are spherically symmetric
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(j=0) in the ground state.

The matrices contained in h are believed to be multipole

3

operators and in Fig. 2 the calculated levels of Be are com-

pared with experiment which confirms the corollary, because

unlike Fig. 1, the plot passes through the origin.

Turning now to the evaluation of C , the simplest

method of finding the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the coup-

ling of spin, isospin and parity angular momenta is to 'add'

one nucleon at a time because equation (̂ .l) is difficult to

use in practice and can lead to ambiguities. We will take

" Li as an example; Here a fundamental state c m and invariant

under the interchange A, Â -t-vAjA is C21211 and writing

cro = (E^ + • • +E^ ) , 7T, =(Etl + • -. +Ef* ) , T =(E^ +- . +Eo* )

< T T T =P(E" EJ E* )+iP(EV E^ )+iP(Ev EJ )+iP(E1' EJ ) + 6i3 (a)

where P denotes summation over the,6l/(6 .- n) I permutations of

the n generators in the brackets and the second, third and fourth

terms correspond respectively to j = k, i = k, i = j. The last

term occurs when i = j = k. Now add another nucleon by multiply-

ing (a) by 77̂  to obtain

2i P(E^ EJJ+ i{p(E flElE; ) + 10iV

2i P( E; E ; > 6iV. (b)

+ 8 i l P(E* EJ )+ I6i}irm (c)

Here each face bracket of (b) i s a modif ica t ion of one of the

terma of (a) which i s now enlarged s i x - f o l d , arid we may use

r e l a t i o n s such as JT,T#
2 = P(Ef- EJ3 Eef )+ 21 P^E^ EJ4 )+ 6i^,m ,

*-.T.= P(Ex" EJ
ei )+ iff,, to wr i te ( r e c a l l i n g (3 -3) ) (^.

C«.*.i= T v ^ . P C E ^ E i E,t E^ ) = i v ^ « . + *7Te
J
 + I2n.)

when T = 0 . This matr ix may be evaluated by s e t t i n g
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no =

and C.

y -

V'3 +~ -C B +D E

E -D B t C

- F E -C A

a n d i n g e n e r a l -^jm'lYj 1 jm>= <jm-U Yj I jm> = - £( j+m) ( j - m + 1 ) ] *

£ ( j - m ) ( j -

4-

E +F

J = { or%

Then (4.3a) becomes

24 (4.3d)

which is another decomposition into 4 x 4 skew-symmetric mat-

rices A, B, E given by the 3 positive terms of (4.3d) and sym-

metric matrices C, D, F given by the three negative terms.

Actually by the definition of the tensor or Kronecker product

the symmetric matrices may be obtained from the skew-symmetric

by a suitable reordering of the rows and columns C133 and are

therefore equivalent with the same eigenvalues. This is a

remarkable symmetry which also guarantees the charge inde-

pendence of th-? nuclear force as will now be shown by analy-

sing the case A = 7-

The states £AJ chosen for determining energy levels must

belong to m and if T = 0 be invariant under the interchange

A, A * > A A- They must also be as symmetric as possible" i.e.

A 3 ^ A + 1. In the case of the mirror nuclei equation (4.2)

can only be satisfied if A =A because otherwise C cannot be

symmetric under th<? interchange T̂-*-* i, but may symmetric under

the interchange A *-rA, • This considerably restricts the num-

ber of members of an isobaric multiplet and whan A = 7» possible

choices for the basic state Casimir operators are C for Li

and C for Be. In the first case
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CZZi Zl
Cr TT ->• C ' T\_. + -r

= 3E ® yJ+ V1 $ y + I1 3 E ® ya (^
^ p * p H "

• , .1K>;I T = - ', o r T = - 2 T i = - i b y ( 2 . 7 ) . B e c a u s e N = 4
3 ~ o -̂

ctiid P = 3, there will now be five 4 x '+ skew-symmetric matrices

. d u n ; rh;? main d iagonal as b e f i t s <ro -
 v- Q y E for Li

( this iri ttie reason for the choice of the s ign convention in

('2.7)). In rh'1 second case

23 y ®

when T = -V or T = i and again the matrices (-4.4a,b) can be

ob:ained from one another by a rearangeraent of the rows and

columns except that C has no matrices alon.5 the inain diag-

onal but four 5 x 3 symmetric matrices along the other diagonal

bi'criii.-i.- now the roles of -N~ and P have been interchanged in <r

Symbolically the equivalent matrices are

-

D

B

i -F G

-G

-H -F

and their eigenvalues (plotted in Fig.l) are the same which

confirms the charge independence of the nuclear force (see i 6)

Actually when A is odd the eigenvalues of the Casimir

Operator C are imaginary which indicates a phase factor of i

introduced bv the extra nucleon (Cf. e.g. Ref. 6, 5 3.22,Note 1

and % 3.23 Appendix D).

5 <> Experimental Confirmation

In this section we shall see how the operator (lo6) may-

be used to obtain those nuclear energy levels associated with

the fundamental state CAJ. T O beg-in with we note that the
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basic form of (1.6) namely (l.2) is an exchange operator because

there will be terms in the summation that label every possible

iiate of spin, paricy and charge carried by nucleon C or in

other words , spin-spin, spin-parity aad spin- is o.-s pin exchanges

art? allowed for. Moreover each term E in (3.2) satisfies

the relation Ef>J = (-) so that if A is even E = 1 as befits

an exchange operator (cf. Ref. 6$7-9i). When A is odd the

phase factor correction of i will again make E£ = 1 thus ( 3 • 2 /

is a general exchange operator of the type considered by Bieden-

harn and Louck (ibid).

Secondly (3-2) is in precisely the form of an invariant or

Casimir operator considered by Barut and Raczka (Ref.2, Ch.9S6)

up to the normalization constant, and these operator's have been

used by Giimore and Draayer £7] and Szpikowski [17J to determine

energy levels without postulating a nuclear Hamiltonian. The

normalizer proposed by Barut and Kaczka was the number of terms

A'./^ll in (3.2). but the factor k N" 7 of (3.1) is <• more rational

choice because it can be shown to be the number of exchanges be-

tween the nearest neighboursL3]. If we choose the undetermined

parameter k( to be [NI Zl/Ai]* and use Corollary 1 of Ref. 3 it

follows that

k* = l/^c, or k. NCM = A W i (3-D

and the normalizer is confirmed by the fact that different nuclei

follow the same line in Fig.l even though N varies widely.

The eigenvalues may be calculated either by diagonalizing

the matrices (4.3b) and (4.4c) or directly from the equations

(4,3a) (4.:ia,b) if a consistent labelling is adopted. For

example the eight states with non-zero eigenvalues of Li that

belong to m are set out in Table I together with ths values of

<r ,TT# if it is assumed that ( \ + >§) is the number of nucleons

with negative spin and (X^+X^) the number with a positive parity.
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Ad in supermuiriplet theory the four states in a charge-spin

mult inlet all have the same energy. An allocation of L to

make up the J values labelling the experimental energies

taken from Kef. IS and plotted against E/l/N in Fig.l, is

also provided.

TABLE I

In the spirit of the symmetry arguments used so far, each

state has both positive and negative energies, corresponding to

particles and antiparticles, but because the operators cro and

TTO are double-valued, it is only possible to assign a modulus

of the energy to any particular charge-spin state. Also the

absolute values of E will not change if ",,-> -7\a . but this is

no longer true if A is odd because then we get the Casimir

operator of the mirror nucleus as may be verified by comparing

equations (4.4a.b).

Table II is a list of the charge-spin states of 7Li and

Be together with the energies calculated by again assuming

that (̂•j. + V,.) is the number of nucleons with positive parity in

order to agree with the diagonalization of (k.kc).

TABLE II

As in (2.7) there is a parity change in the states

{CX,>X>S»J . [A+A,^>J } or ( C XXW\1 , f XjX^-X.^J } between

mirror nuclei in accord with CP invariance. But now only one

or other of these pairs lies in oi and is the one chosen for the

^ and no assignments in the Table. Thera is also considerable

degeneracy but it is possible that the high L states are not

actually realized.
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When A = 9 the con jug-are operators for Be and B are

B e : CC3.,3] = H^-a/) - 17(n-o-^) + +(«ro7ro
l-«rX) (5.2a)

B : C
C3,^i7 = M * W ) + 17(TT O + O ;) + + (<*<"+*>.) (5.2b)

and those for Li and C are

j^+TT,*) +^(ff-o+-p) + Idr.^+^VJ (5.3a)

•^'!-7r') + T ( ^ - ~ » ) +i(-i^-«->.) (3-3b)

A comparison of eigenvalues of these four nuclei with experiment

is given in Fig.l although the measured state labels are scanty.

The fit is not as good as for A = 7 possibly because of symmetry

breaking by the spin-orbit forces.

When A = 10 the Casimir operator for B is

Coz3*j =z£6cr*7t- + Y2cr°"° + 27r»S + 432»;X + 2O877,3 + 3630-O} (5.4)

and Table ill lists the 18 states <= m

Table III

There are three missing T^= 0 levels that do not, however,

decay to the ground state and may not be coherent, and a calcu-

lated level that spans the energy gap. All the other states

have zero eigenvalues and 2 is the only degenerate state.

When A = 8 the Casimir operator

C = H<r* + K?) * <£K * lM<C +".') + 88 (5.5)
E 2-2.2 2. J

l i e s in h and is • synrnetric under the interchanges <r, -*- - <r ,

~no-r -T\. . C t 2 - Z 2 2 J is of rank 25 and the 13 s ta tes in h are:

Table IV

All of the states in m, where (l.l) is defined, have zero

eigenvalues so a nuclear distortion calculated by (1.6) no

longer has the same meaning; but instead we find a spherically

symmetric multipole operator in h as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Here equal positive and negative energies are no longer found

in the same charge-spin multiplet but instead there are four

equal energies which are either all positive or all negative

and we cannot associate them with particles and antiparticles

with the same energy. The negative energy of -7- units is

considered to be a spurious eigenvalue.

6. CONCLUSION: Nuclear Democracy

The motivation for this paper has been the search for

symmetries based on treating all nucleons as democratically

as possible. Thus the Casimir operators C allow for each

nucleon to be able to carry all the available spins, parities

and isospins under the cons t raint s ( Xz + >j ) , ( >x + ~\+) and ( \j + >.̂  )

be constant. The first two requirements can be satisfied

simply by rotations but how can a proton become a neutron

unless there is an exchange of an electron (and neutrino)?

Actually in 1980 Barut C1°J showed that the strong interactions

may be electromagnetic caused by a spinning electron hopping

from a neutron (which then becomes a proton) onto a neighbour-

ing proton (which now becomes a neutron). Neutrinos must also

be exchanged to balance the spin-books. Now by (5-l) the num-

ber of exchanges between nearest neighbours is proportional to

/ N . and de Wet [ 3J was able to find a very credible fit for

the ground state energies of the 4n-nuclei if account was taken

of the volumes of th.9 nuclear manifold so that energy densities

could be compared. The energy exchange between nucleons was

found to be 2.56 Me V and there was also a potential well depth

of 30 Me V below which exchange force became inoperative.

Because only the low-lying energy levels have been consid-

ered there has been no mention of the short-lived particles such

as mesons and hyperons or even quarks (if the excitation energy
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is high enough). It is tempting to associate these 'new1

particles with subgroups of S0(p+q),S0(p.q) chat arise when

the field between nucleons is strong enough to alrer the

homogeniety of space time so that the fundamental symmetries

are broken. In such cases one would select the largest

subgroup that leaves the field invariant and use its irre-

ducible representations to model the new particle.
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Fig. 1. Odd-even and Odd-odd nuclei.
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Abstract

We calculate the spertruin and the form factors for inelastic electron scattering of the strong

K~ = I"*" states in l')4Dy. using a deformed Woods-Saxon potential and the quasi-particle

random phase approximation (QRPA) with a parameter free quadrupole-quadrupole inter-

action, spin-spin and spin-quadrupole interactions. The spurious content of the Ml-states

is excluded by introducing a residual rotation-vibration interaction and demanding that

the angular momentum phonon operators commute with the Ml-phonon operators. The

form factors are calculated in the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA). The single-

part irle levels are adjusted to the experimental values in neighbouring odd nuclei. We find

three strongly orbital Ml-states at 3.1 MeV which fit the experimental spectrum very well.

The form factor of the lowest of these states is also in good agreement with the experi-

mental form factor. A concentration of I4" strength of spin-flip character is found around

3 MeV* excitation energy.
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The prediction of isovector LT = 1+ vibrations in deformed nuclei by the phenomeno-

lo^ieal two-rotor (TRM) [ll and IBM-2 [2] models has caused considerable experiinental

interest in these states in the past four to five years [3]. Especially the form factors for

inelastic electron scattering of these states have attracted much attention in the last few

years [4.5]. since they provide a very sensitive probe to discriminate between the various

theoretical descriptions of these modes. In particular I6JDy has received much attention

in this respect since the strongest Ml-transitions in rare-earth nuclei [Gj and the largest

number of I"1" states [7] were found in this nucleus. Consequently, the form factors were

measured up to considerably high momentum transfer [4.5]. In turn, the experiment has

stimulated further theoretical investigations into these modes. The models used up to now

to describe the fe.e') form factors were IBM-2 and TRM [5.6]. as well as a microscopic

ORPA with a deformed Woods-Saxon potential plus quadrupole-quadrupole and spin-spin

residual interactions [S.9]. The only realistic calculations [8,9] suffer from a serious theoret-

ical deficiency: the spurious states, corresponding to isoscalar nuclear rotations, were not

properly excluded and the RPA wave functions of the 1+ states contain spurious isoscalar

admixtures. Moreover, the (e.e') form factors were calculated only for low momentum

ti an.sfer [S.9] and no comparison with the available [4] high momentum experimental data

foi J'''Dy was made ;£>].

The qualitative picture behind the 1+ mode, as predicted by the phenomenological

IBM-2 and TRM models, is that the deformed proton and neutron subsystems perform a

^inall amplitude out-of-phase rotation-like vibration with respect to each other [1]. From

thrrc also then the often used term "scissor mode". A consequence of this picture is that

the 1+ mode, predicted by these models, is purely orbital and the Ml-strength is mainly

concentrated in a single state, in contrast to the experimentally found fragmentation of

the Ml-strength. Furthermore at least all the valence protons and neutrons partake in this

scissor-type motion, which makes these modes strongly collective. The IBM-2 is successful

in reproducing the shape of the form factor [5,6], but its absolute value is overestimated and

a rescaling of the IBM-2 form factor by a free parameter is required to fit the experimental

data [5.6]. This shortcomiir- is probably due to the lack of fragmentation of the Ml-

strcngth and. when one compares with microscopic calculations, to the fact that too many
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single-particle configurations partake in these states.

A more realistic approach to the A"T = 1+ mode than the phenomenological models

is provided by the QRPA calculations. Nevertheless, the only realistic microscopic cal-

culations [9] of DWBA (e.e') form factors for 1+ states in rare-earth nuclei show large

discrepancies even with the few low momentum experimental points plotted for compar-

ison. 1i:* first diffraction maximum is underestimated and shifted to lower momentum

with respec to the experiment and a second maximum starts to show up at too low

incident energy. This ha.s led the authors to the conclusion that "the present nuclear-

structure theory may not yet very quantitatively explain the form factor of the Ml-peak

around q = 0.2 — 0.G fm"1" [9]. We show here that the QRPA with a correct restoration

of the rotational invariance and a more realist-'- ^ingle-particle level scheme around the

Fermi surface reproduces very well the complicated (including the doublet) experimental

Ml-spectrum in )64Dy [4-6] and the experimental (e.e') form factor [4.5] not only at low

i q = 0.2 — 0.6 fm~! ). but also at high (up to q = 1.6 fm"1 ) transferred momentum.

We start with an axially symmetric Woods-Saxon potential plus a pairing interaction.

As residual interactions we take the previously discussed quadrupole-quadrupole [10] and

-pin-spin interactions [11]. as well as a spin-quadrupole interaction which we introduce here.

In the BCS approximation to the Woods-Saxon potential plus the pairing interaction, we

arrive at the quasi-particle Harniltonian

H = H$ + HQQ + Hss + HSQ.I + HR\ • (1)

Here Ho is the quasi-particle mean field. HQQ. HSS and HSQ.I are. respectively, the quasi-

particle representations of the quadrupole-quadrupole [10], spin-spin and spin-quadrupole

interactions. The index / on the spin-quadrupole interaction denotes the angular momen-

tum to which the spin and quadrupole operators are coupled and takes the values / = 1.2,3.

In our formalism provision is made for any of these possiblities. The rotation-vibration

residual interaction. H R\ . is introduced in order to orthogonalize the RPA phonon wave

functions with respect to the isoscalar nuclear rotations [10].

The quadrupole-quadrupole [10]. spin-spin [11] and spin-quadrupole interactions are

given by:
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HQQ = -k Y^ n>lM+<n)Q2(m,n) + k(+.p)Q2(m,p) + 2k(-)Q(m,n)Q{m.p)}.
m = ±l

HSS = ~\ YL m{c(+->->)S2(m.n) + c{ + .p)S2{m.p) + 2c(-)S{m,n)S(m,p)},

m[y(+. n)\V?(m,n) + g(+.p)W?(m,p) + 2g(-)Wl(m.n)Wl(m,p)\ ,

.vhere

2. Q2i(t) =

S(m.t) = {S+(t)-mS-{t)]/2. S±(t) = Sx(t)±iSy(t)
 ( 3 )

Wtim.t) = [Wtl(t) - m\Y^(t)]/2. H;,,(f) = [S(t)Q(t)]n

Here in — ±1 is a signature . t takes the values p (proton) and n (neutron), and in the last

line of eq. (3) the square brackets denote coupling of the spin and quadrupole operators

to angular momentum / = 1.2 or 3 and projection K: = 1 on the intrinsic z-axis.

The quadrupole [10]. spin [11] and spin-quadrupole quasi-particle representations are

»iven bv

Q(rn.t) = Y^{q(ki.mt){A*(ik.mt) + mA{ik,mt)} +
i.k

* mA(ik,mt)}}.

Sim.t) = ^{*(iti.mt)(/!*(?Jfc.nj<) - mA(ik\mt)] +
,.k (4)

s(~ki.mt){AHik.mt) - m.Mik.mt)]}.

- mA{ik,mt)] +
i.k

ivi{ki.mt)[A'i{ik.mt) - mA(ik,mtj\}.

where AHtk.mt) are two-quasi-particle creation operators [10] and
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q ( k - i . m t ) - - t n k . / ) < k | Q ( m . t ) \ i > . q ( k i . m t ) - u ( k . i ) < k \ Q { m J ) \ i > .

. - ( k i . n i t ) = - r ( k - . i ) < k | S { m . t ) | t > . M k i . m t ) = r { k \ i ) < k \ S ( m . t ) \ i > .

i c i ( k i . w t ) — - r ( k . t ) < k | \ V t { m . t ) | i > . u u { k i . r n t ) = v ( k . i ) < k \ W i ( m . t ) \ i > .

u ( k . i ) = ( u k i \ + u , r k ) / y / 2 . r ( k . t ) = ( u k v , - u , v k ) / \ / 2

(5)

Here /(, and r, denote the BCS-tra:.formation coefficients.

The numerically solved RPA equations, which determine the phonon creation opera-

tors rUi'tn). result from the conditions

[H. r f( urn)] = UVrVm) .

'Jii/mirHv'm')] = 6{v.i/')6(m.m'). (6)

[Umj.rUi'm')} = 0.

v,'h»-ie /' m i is tlie total angular inonienturn <;p<jrator. defined in analogy with S(m. t) in eq.

• 3 I The last condition ensures the orthogonality of the RPA phonons with respect to the

-puiions rotational state-., and determines the coupling constants of the rotation-vibration

tesiiliiai interaction.

The reduced Ml-transit ion probability from the ground state to the 1+ one phonon

-fare ["*'//;//i 0 > is given by ;10]

Z?(.U1:O I = l.A' - \.v |j M\ II 0 > \2 (7)

H<-r«- Ms is thf intrinsir nuignetir dipole operator:

•>l\m — ' " i m •*" - " i n , •

(8)

9,\f) = = o.b8b7fi%.l'^it). g'™ln) = -3.82G3/i2
v. g^

Ros =< 1" i! -^rrblt il 0 > / < 1+ || A/,spin || 0 >

Here Ros »s the orbit-to-spin ratio of the Ml transition matrix element.
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We still have to specify the coupling strenghts of the quadrupole-quadrupole. spin-spin

and .spin-quadrupole residual interactions occurring in eq. (2). The coupling strenghts of

he quadrupole-quadrupole interaction are determined in a seif consistent manner as is

•scribed in ref. [10]. For the spin-spin interaction we use the repulsive strenghts [12]

r

fie;

c( + ,p) = c(+,n) = 2T2/.4. c{ - ) = -0.59 c(+,/>). (9)

where .4 is the nucleon number. For the spin-quadrupole interaction we use the isovector

.strengths [13.14]:

g{+.p) = g{+.n) = - 4 T K / . 4 < r 4 > . < / ( - ) = -g(+.p). (10)

We take K = 20 Me\' which gives rise to an attractive isovector spin-quadrupole force. Very

similar interaction strenghts for the spin-quadrupole force were used in refs. [13,14]. In

<<ur present calculations we restricted ourselves to a spin-quadrupole xbrce where the spin

and quadrupole operators are coupled to I = 2. The reason lor this is that in a strongly

deformed nucleus, such an 104Dy. the three different possibilities have more or less the

viinc effect.. In general this effect turns out to be rather small. One usually finds that the

-piu-quadrupole force influences the B(Ml)-values by less than 10% and the energies by

less f han "i'7<. Consequently there is also much freedom in the choice of the spin-quadrupole

sf rengtlLS.

When one starts to calculate the Ml-spectrum and form factors for l64Dy in the

frame work outlined above, using a realistic Woods-Saxon potential, one always encounters

the problem that too much spin admixture occurs in the low-lying states at 3 MeV. As a

consequence, it is extremely difficult to account for both the B(Ml)-values and the form

factors in the 3 MeY region. The question that arises is how to rectify this shortcoming.

One can blame it on the mean field or on the residual interaction, and try to improve

on either or both. However, this is an extremely difficult task. Instead we take here

the simple, but unsatisfactory, approach of generating the single-particle wave functions

by means of a particular Woods-Saxon potential and shifting some single-particle levels

around the Fermi surface, while the residual interaction is kept unchanged. Specifically
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we use a deformed Woods-Saxon potential in cylindrical coordinates [15] with parameters

from Gareev et al [1G] : Xeutron and proton well depths of T'U'
V — 44.8 MeY and V0

F = 59.2

Me\ . neutron and proton radii of r^ — 1.26 fm and r^ = 1.25 fm as well as neutron and

proton diffuseness parameters of aQ = 0.6 fm and a^ = 0.G1 fm. For the neutron spin-orbit

coupling we use the value of ref. [16] K = 0.43 fm'. but we reduce the proton spin-orbit

coupling from KP = 0 ?"5 fm2 to KP = 0.206 fm"'. as in ref [17].

The single-particle level scheme resulting from this choice of parameters is not very

satisfactory when compared to the experimentally known states near the Fermi surface

IS] and we have to shift several single-particle levels. We use three criteria in shifting

the levels. Firstly, we want to be as close as possible to the experimental level scheme

ISj. which allows stil! some freedom due to uncertainties in the positions of the levels.

Secondly, we know that in order to reproduce the correct form factors in the 3.1 MeV

region, we require strongly orbital states there. We can satisfy this criteria if we choose

'he ^ingle-particle levels in such a way that the two quasi-particle excitations lying in

'he 3.1 MeY range involve no spin-flip transitions, i.e.. they involve single-particle levels

"iiiiinating. in the spherical limit, from the same shell. The third criterium is that the

-tares in the 3.1 Me\ range have a "scissors character. We can satisfy this criterium if we

rlioo-c fiie proton and neutron two quasi-particle excitations to be more or less degenerate

in the 3.1 MeY region. The residual interaction will then cause a more or less equal mixing

of the proton and neutron two quasi-particle excitations, i.e.. a scissor-type state result.

but with only a few configurations partaking. We try to fullfil the latter two criteria and

simultaneously be ;LS close as possible to the experimental level scheme. It must be said

that these criteria are rather rough since many effects, such as the coupling to the rest

of the two quasi-particle space lying outside the 3.1 MeY range, are neglected. However.

judged by the results, they prove to be very fruitful.

The results of such a calculation are shown in figs. 1-G. Four neutron and nine proton

single-particle levels in the vicinity of the Fermi surface were shifted. The resulting proton

and neutron level schemes are close to that quoted in ref [18]. and are overall within

the allowed range of uncertainties. In fig. 1 we show the Ml-spectrum in the 2-4 MeV

range (upper part) together with the orbit-to-spin ratio (see eq. (8)) (lower part). In
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the 3.1 MeV region we have very good agreement with the experimental spectrum [6,7].

However, we have no Ml-strength in the 2.5 MeV region where three further, although

much weaker. A n = 1+ states are observed in nuclear resonance fluorescence experiments

i'7j. There are two possible reasons for this. Firstly, we did not make a dehberaie attempt

to reproduce these states. A more elaborate shifting of the single-particle levels, a better

set of Woods-Saxon parameters or a better choice of strengths for the residual interactions

may improve on this. Secondly, it must also be said that the experimental assignment

of these ./ = 1 states as positive parity states is based on partial evidence from (e,e')

experiments and is not beyond all doubt [7]. The orbit-to-spin ratios are very strongly

orbital in agreement with the combined results from (e.e') and (p.p') experiments [19].

Dark points on the top of the bars indicate that the spin and orbital contributions to

rhe Ml-transition matrix dement (see eq. (S)) are out of phase, which is a peculiarity of

the involved single-particle configurations. The spin-spin interaction, which removes spin

strength from the low-energy region, helps such configurations in gaining Ml-strength and

increases the orbit-to-spin ratio. Ros- °f <ul the low-energy 1+ states. In fig. 2 the same

information as in fig. 1 is displayed, but now in the 2-10 MeV region. This shows the

appearance of strong spin states {Ros < 1) in the 8-9 MeV range. They result from the

strongly repulsive spin-spin interaction which pushes the spin strength to higher energies.

The square of the transverse form factors for the three states at 3.1 MeV, calculated

in rhe DWBA a.s explained in ref. [20], are shown in figs. 3,4 and 5. The theoretical

form factor of the lowest state at 3.115 MeV (fig. 3) is in good agreement with the exper-

imental form factor for the state at 3.11 MeV [4], especially in the first maximum where

the measured form factor is very reliable. This state has a rather interesting structure.

Contrary to previous results [8.9] according to which this state involves almost exclusively

rhe lhn/9 proton two quasi-particle configurations, we find that by far the major pro-

ton two quasi-particle configuration is [413jo/2+x [404j7/2+(lg7/2) - However, we also

find a strong neutron admixture coming mainly from the [651]3/2+x [642]5/2+(lii3/2),

[523)5/2-x [514]7/2-(2f7/2) and [521)3/2" x [512]5/2-(lh9/2J two quasi-particle config-

urations. The restoration of the rotational invariance, which we achieved through the

rotation-vibration interaction. Hnv- and the third condition of eq. (6), leads to purely
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isovector 1 + excitations [10]. This means that neutrons and protons oscillate out of phase.

Such an isovector state can not consist of protons only. Thus, our results stand in contrast

to the previous ones [S.9]. obtained with RPA wave functions which are not orthogonal to

the total angular momentum operator, and contain spurious isoscalar admixtures.

In figs. 4 and 5 the theoretical form factors of the states at 3.2 and 3.21 MeV are

shown, respectively. The experimental points for the 3.11 MeV state art shown only for

the purposes of comparison with the 3.11 MeV form factor. The discrepancy between

experiment and theory in these two figures is of course due to the fact that the theoretical

and experimental form factors refer to different states. Although the form factors of the

3.2 and 3.21 MeV states are very similar in shape to the form factor of the 3.115 MeV

state, the first maximum occurs at considerably lower momentum transfer than the first

maximum of the experimentally measured form factor and of the 3.115 MeV state. We

also note considerable differences in the positions and depths of the minima and also in

the shapes of the second maxima.

To conclude, although the procedure of shifting single-particle levels, which is common

in nuclear structure and form factor calculations [21]. is not satisfactory, and the criteria

employed in the shifting procedure are rather rough, it led to a very satisfactory descrip-

tion of the complicated experimental situation in IG4Dy. resulting from (e,e') and (7, 7')

experiments: Three near lying 1 + states with strong Ml-transit ions, two of them being a

doublet, and a (e.e') form factor extending to high transferred momenta. Contrary to the

results of previous microscopic calculations [8.9]. which contain spurious isoscalar admix-

tures and claim that only lhjj/2 protons contribute to the strong Ml-states in rare-earth

nuclei, we identify the experimental strong Ml-state in l 64Dy with isovector rotational

vibrations built up from proton lgi/2 and neutron I113/2, 2f7/2, lhg /2 two quasi-particle

configurations. This identification is based on a much better agreement with a richer and

more complicated set of experimental data. An interesting question which arises now is

whether one can use the same guidelines as we used here to improve on either the mean

field, or the residual interaction, or both to account for the experimental situation. This

will most certainly be a more satisfactory approach.
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Fig. 1: The Ml-spectrum (upper part) and orbit-to-spin ratio (lower part) in the 2-4 MeV"

energy range, compared to experiment [6.7]-points with error bars.
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Fi°\ 2: The same as in fig. 1, but in the 2-10 MeV energy range.
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Fig. 3: The squared transverse form factor. The theoretical calculation (solid curve) is

that of the 3.115 MeV state and the experimental points are those of the 3.11

MeV state of ref.[4]. The dashed curve shows the orbital contribution.
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Fig. 4: The theoretical squared transverse form factor (solid curve) and the orbital con-

tribution (dashed curve) for the 3.2 MeV state. The experimental points for the

3.11 MeV state are shown only for the purposes of comparison with the 3.11 Me\

form factor.

E = 3.202 MeV
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Fig. 5: The same as in fig. 4, but for the 3.21 MeV state.
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J/ip Suppression in Ultra-Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

R. A. Ritchie and J. Cleymans
Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics

University of Cape Town
Rondebosch 7700

Abstract

A one-dimensional quantum mechanical model is developed in an attempt to un-
derstand the effect of a surrounding quark-gluon plasma on the cc quark pairs created
by the initial collision, and explain the observed J/̂ > suppression da.a.

1 Introduction

In Q.C.D. quarks and gluons are confined .-.o colourless hadrons. Above a certain criti-
cal temperature Lattice Q.C.D. calculations predict that Q.C.D. admits a deconfinement
transition - for a review see [1]. Physically this may be interpreted as the deconfinement
of the quarks and gluons from inside small bubble-like hadrons to a much larger region [2],
which is best described by a plasma of asymptotically free partons carrying colour charge.
Any hadron placed inside it is expected to have the plasma act as a screening agent for the
partons comprising the hadron, with the possibility of the hadron resonances no longer
being as tightly bound.

The prediction of the possibility of the plasma state existing immediately prompts
the question of where it might be found. The neccessary requirements for the plasma
are perhaps best summed up in figure[l], where Tc is estimated to be of the order of
200 MeV [2]. The early universe is predicted sufficiently hot and dense, to have been in
a plasma state initially, hadronising once the expansion had allowed sufficient cooling.
Another example of the state might exist in the cores of massive neutron stars, where the
gravitational pressure could produce densities high enough for a plasma phase transition
[4]. On a more terrestrial level, the possibility of producing very high energy densities in
ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, has been anticipated see e.g. [5]. The energy density
is expected to exceed 3 GeV/fm3 for U-U ~ 200 GeV/A beams. This would correspond
to a temperature of around 200 MeV [6], sufficiently high enough for the possibility of a
deconfinement transition [1]. Unfortunately the plasma state is not directly observable
due to its extremely short life-time ~ 20fm/c or 6.7 X 10~23s [6,7] with the result that the
plasma's existence may only be inferred from the systematic effects in its decay fragments
- the effect of the plasma on the heavy-quark resonances is one such possibility. The
plasma is predicted to screen the color potentials of resonances such as the ss, cc and bb
making them less tightly bound, thus leading to the possibility of their dissolving into
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Figure 1: Expected phase diagram for nuclear matter [3].

the plasma; when the hadronisation phase transition occurs, the far greater abundance of
lower mass quarks will lead to the pairing of the c quark with a u or d quark rather than
with another c quark. The effect of the plasma on cc resonances is the best to observe
because:

1. Insufficient bb resonances are produced in the initial collision for there to be enough
pairs to be statistically meaningful, due to the large quark mass

2. The thermal production cross-section of the ss by the plasma is large enough to
produce sufficiently many ss during the expansion to blurr the observed effect of the
plasma on the ss resonances produced in the initial collision. Further, the distribution
in momentum of the ss pairs is expected to be significantly influenced by the thermal
expansion of the plasma.

3. The cc are produced in sufficient amounts, yet are heavy enough not to be too
influenced by the plasma motion. One additional feature, is that once the intial
collision is over, the energy density is low enough to suppress any further production
of cc, so that the measure of absorption is unaffected by production processes during
the expansion. Further, for the 3/ip it is not energetically favourable to decay into
two DD mesons, so if this occurs it must be aided by some process, such as Debye
screening from the plasma.

A few points to mention with regard to the experimental situation are:

1. The suppression data must be compared to similar data of similar origin, but without
plasma. It is expected that at present energies (200 GeV/A) only the central colli-
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sions will have an energy density high enough to create the plasma [6]. Ej the total
transverse energy flow is a good measure of the centrality of a collision [11], thus the
comparison of high versus low Ej events should show the suppression. Appropriate
normalisation can be obtained by the matching of the Drell-Yan continuum spectra
on which the Jftp peak appears, which is expected to be independent of the plasma
due to the photo-production mechanism [8]. See figure[2] for the graph obtained by
plotting the number of /t+/z~ pairs versus their invariant mass.

2. The measured effect for particularly the J/ij) , is that those with the highest trans-
verse momentum pr will have least probability of being dissolved and so suppression
of the low momentum 3 ftp should be [8], and is [10], observed. This is illustrated by
the graph of figure[3], where R(PT) is given by

e , hight
3. The possibility of observing hadronic effects - no plasma formed at all. Here the

possibility of the effect comming from a purely hadronic state should be examined
(at present, there is no complete model to explain all the data on J / 0 absorption
correctly, the main difficulty being the small cross-section of the J/tp and the fact
that the hadrons would have to be extremely tightly packed) [11,12].

4. The effect of the nuclei, which survive the collision due to their transparency, is
found to be insufficient to account for the observed suppression [13].

5. Initial state interactions are found to contribute, but not sufficiently to alone account
for the observed suppression [14].

2 Current Models for the Suppression

In an attempt to describe the effect of the plasma on a cc pair, some kind of model should
be developed. Classical models of the J/^> suppression (e.g. [15,16,17]) start with the
creation of cc pairs, which then require some proper-time T$ in which to form a J/ip .
Any cc pair still inside the plasma at the time r̂ , forms a J/V> , which gets dissolved by
the plasma - the J/ij> suppression. The time T^ however is not a well defined concept
because:

1. The formation time of the J ftp resonance is not well known (especially inside a
plasma).

2. The time required for the cc pair to become unbound (Jftp to dissolve) is not sharp-
cut, especially in a quantum-mechanical description.

Therefore, in an attempt to improve on these ideas, the following model has been proposed
[18].
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3 The Quantum Mechanical Model

The combined mass of the cc constituent quarks of the J / 0 comprises most of the mass
of the iIip resonance, thus the average momentum of the cc quarks is expected to be
sufficiently low to enable their motion to be described in the non-relativistic limit. It is
therefore possible to use a phenomenological potential to describe the confinement of the
quarks in the i/xjj . Once such a potential model is constructed, the validity of taking
the non-relativistic limit can be tested by showing that the average momentum for a
confined quark, in the J/̂ > resonance, is indeed small. The potential is assumed to be
time independent, so that the system conserves energy, with the added result that the
wave-function is separable into time and spacial functions. In reduced mass coordinates,
neglecting the term containing the centre of mass motion, the full 3-dimensional wave
function is of the form

with the Schrodinger time independent equation, in units where h = c = 1, given by

and the time dependent phase
Tn(t) = e- l £" '

In the case of an infinite square well, the potential would be:

V(r) = 0 r < fl0

V(r) = oo r > R+

where R^, is the 3/ip radius. In order to incorporate the plasma phase, the length scale of
the potential is decreased to correspond to the screened solution. The equation is identical
up to this change in length.

The transition from the hadron to plasma phase is more difficult to model as it involves
time dependent potentials. However, to a first approximation, an instantaneous jump in
the potential can be used - essentially this is equivalent to reducing the time duration of
the transition to zero. For a first order phase transition it is a very poor approximation,
but for a second order transition, somewhat more justified.

The formation of a plasma will on average enable the cc pair to gain energy and so be
in some excited state. Therefore all excited states with £ = 0 (J/^> has I = 0 and angular
momentum is conserved) should be considered in the plasma phase. Similarly, with the
hadronisation, transitions to all energy levels are again possible, but as only the J/V> is to
be measured the rest can be ignored. Therefore the matrix element for

-* some state —• J/tp

is given by
< J/rl>,tj | J/V> ,to> (1)

where to is the time for the beginning of the plasma, and tj is the time when the plasma
disappears. The matrix element may be written in the form

eiflT
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where T — 1/ — to, with the justification that the potential in the plasma phase is assumed
time independent therefore the unitary time operator has a simple form - this is an
oversimplification because the screening is temperature dependent which in turn may
depend on time, but this dependence is not at all well known and so is difficult to model
realistically.

Expanding (1) in terms of the wave-functions for cc pairs in the plasma | n >

n | eiflT

J 2 1 / ^ I n >i2 eiEnT

n

yields the transition probabilty

P(T) = £ | < J / 0 \n>\2\<ili> \ n'>\2 cos((En - Enl)T) (2)
n'n

where P[T) is given by
P(T)=\< J/rl>,tf\i/il>,to>\2

with the convergence of the sum helped by the energy suppression of the higher energy
levels. The problem of computing the matrix element then reduces to the finding of the
< J /0 | n > projections with the corresponding energies En.

Up to this stage only a few assumptions have been made as to the possible nature of
the potential. To a first approximation the one dimensional square-well case should be
studied. With the square-well defined as

bl < k

>k
the Schrodinger equation becomes

with k2 = 2/j.E. The wave functions are given by

j; cos(fca;) x < L

x > L

where the boundary conditions constrain k to give

For the hadronic (plasma) phase L = LQ (LP) . The J / 0 corresponds to the ground state,
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Thus the projections become

n >=

l ft , ( 7rr \ ( K , l , \
r - r - / dx c o s — c o s — ( n - i - - ) x \
LpLo J-!f \2LQJ \LP 2 )

These are just the Fourier components of |J/V-' >. Using these results, the probability
P[T) may then be found. Having outlined the basic method of the solution, the more
realistic three-dimensional square-well potential is considered.

The J/t> is an £ = 0 state, so that only the ( = 0 angular momentum states need be
considered (conservation of angular momentum). The wave function is thus given by

where ji(kr) are the spherical Bessel functions, with k'2 = 'l\iE and the boundary condition
restricting k to

(The J/ii< corresponds to the case n - 1 which is the first zero of the spherical Bessel
function) and the projection given by

R2
oko2 jo(knRo)

\ n > = - — — —
3R3

therefore the probability for survival in the ground state is given by

P[T) == (-)2y (a2n2 - l ) (oV 2 - 1 )

with the parameters a, To determined by

#0 m

cos( — (n'2-n2))

Oscillations in the probability are expected, from the presence of the cosine term, with
the fundemental period given by 2nT0. In order to estimate the parameters RQ, RV. \I the
non-relativistic bag model is used.

k2 4 ,
A/0 = 2me + — + -nR3B (3)

describes the mass of the J/V' in terms of the kinetic and vacuum energies. The parameter
B comes from the bag-model for hadrons ( a value of B* = 145 MeV is used [20]), with
k given by k — ft/R. Minimisation of the energy with respect to the radius yields an
equation in mc and R which may be solved simultaneously with eqn(3) to give

R = 0.962 fm R = 1.7 fm

mc= 1.3 GeV mc = 76 Mev
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Due to both the present estimates of the charm mass being in the range > 1 GeV [19] and
since mc = 76 MeV is in the relativistic region, the first set of solutions are used. On<?
should be careful about taking these values too seriously as the bag model is qualitatively
different to the inifinite potential approach - the bag model considers a fixed potential in-
side of which the quarks move freely, whilst the infinite square-well model has the potential
depending on r, the reduced mass coordinate.

Using these values, an estimate of the oscillation time To can be obtained. Values of a
are:

« = 0.5 the radius expands to x2 the size of the hadron radius
a = 0.1 the radius expands to xlO the size of the hadron radius

The function P(T) can be plotted for differing values of a - see figure[4] for a = 0.5
and figure[5] for a =0.1 . More oscillations are observed for a = 0.1 than for a = 0.5 corre-
sponding to the excited states bsing more energetically favourable to excite with the result
that, higher frequency oscillations enter with a greater amplitude, and thus interfere more
strongly with the lower energy states during the phase transitions. However the height
and width of the peaks decreases with a thus increasing the expected suppression. The
value of To is important for deciding if sufficient time is available for the oscillations to bo
observed:

rr 2/iiig 2
•«0 ~ 2 2 ~ ~2 t m

thus for
a = 0.5 To ~ 10 fm
a = 0.1 To ~ 200 fm

so that oscillations will possibly be present for Rp ~ 2Ro , and strong suppression for
RP ~ 5Rt>

Having thus obtained P{T), the argument must be replaced by the proper-time for
dynamic J/4> in a plasma, hence P(T). The momentum dependence of the J/»/> suppression
can then be interpreted in terms of low suppression for the high pj 3 ftp which have a much
smaller proper-time in comparison to the plasma, whilst the slow moving ij\j} will have
a large proper-time and thus be suppressed, in qualitative agreement with the data. It
should be noted that the calculated energy spectrum using the spherical well potential
does not fit the observed cc resonance spectrum at all well. A further problem is that the
cc resonances become relativistic for the higher energy levels, thus no attempt is made to
try and fit the model to the data, due to the crudeness of the model.

4 Improvements to the Model

1. The weakest point in the model lies in the potential used. A potential of the form

y ( ) 2 £ l ! l + ( i - ' ' r )

with values
a = 0.4
a = 0.1 GeV2

mc = 1.5 GeV
the thermal screening mass
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J/ip SUPPRESSION a = 0.5

Figure 4: The probability of survival P(T) after a plasma with a 6ize corresponding to
Rp = 2R0 has been present.

J / 0 SUPPRESSION a = 0.1

0.05 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
(27T T/T )

Figure 5: The probability of survival P(T) after a plasma with a size corresponding to
Rp = IORQ has been present, for T < 15 fm ~ the lifetime of the plasma.
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has been proposed for a cc pair in a plasma [21]. The zero temperature limit,
which would correspond to the confinement in the hadron, yields the well known
coulomb plus linear potential used to model heavy quark resonances (where the spin
terms have been ignored). The values for a and a are obtainable from fits to the
zero temperature hadronic spectrum [19], with a rough estimate of fi from lattice
Q.C.D. calculations, similar to [22]. Another model [23] has a slightly different
parameterisation but yields the same form for the potential within present error-
bars. An attempt is made to estimate n(T) as well.

2. Time dependence of the potentials should be introduced into the model to allow for
the possibility of a first order phase transition.

3. The model should be used to qualitatively predict the pr dependence of the observed
suppression and comparisons made with experimental data.

4. All of the initial resonances should be included, not just the Jft/; , before the plasma
forms.
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Abstract

Transport coefficients of QCD like matter as expected in relativistic heavy ion col-
lisions and in the early universe are considered in the framework of relativistic kinetic
theory. We derive expressions for the shear viscosity and the heat conductivity of pure
quark like matter. The results are compared with similar calculations in the literature in
which other approximation schemes have been used. We obtain an estimate for the rate
of entropy production in heavy ion collisions.

1 Introduction

Ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions offer the unique possibility of creating a new state of
matter, the quark gluon plasma (QGP), in the laboratory [1]. Probably, this exotic phase of
matter existed in the early universe [2], and possibly still exists in certain astronomical objects
[3]. Experimentally however, no clear signature for the expected deconfinement transition
from ordinary nuclear matter to the quasi-free quark gluon matter has been observed. In order
to facilitate the search and interpretation of experimental data for unambiguous signatures
of such a transition one has to understand the mechanisms by which the plasma forms and
develops towards a state of equilibrium and finally breaks up to form the particles as measured
in the experiment.

In general, transport processes, which arise as a result of collisions between particles, are
responsible for the equilibration of a system. In heavy ion collisions, this process is believed
to proceed in two steps:

1. The evolution of the system from a completely violent stage where most of the particle
creation takes place, to a system where the local density, temperature and hydrody-
namic velocity can be specified.
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2. A conversion from the local to a globally equilibrated state in which the spatial non
uniformities disappear.

Stage 2 in the evolution of the system allows the use of hydrodynamics and it is this stage we
analyse. By using a suitable relativistic kinetic equation which describes the interplay between
micro- and macroscopic phenomena, ie. the collisions vs. the hydrodynamical evolution, we
find the transport coefficients of the system. The knowledge of these coefficients of the
QGP enables one to include the dissipative effects in the plasma hydrodynamics which is
needed to predict the rate of expansion of the QGP fluid until hadronization sets in. For
example, the transport coefficients associated with the entropy production, are the volume
(bulk) and shear viscosities and the heat conductivity, all having a microscopic origin and
a macroscopic manifestation. Relativistic kinetic theory, and in particular the relativistic
transport theory (see eg. [4] and [5]), provide a natural framework in which to calculate the
transport coefficients selfconsistently and study other non equilibrium effects.

Several attempts exist in the literature to compute these coefficients for a relativistic gas [4]
using eg. the collision time (relaxation time) approach ([6] and [7]), the Grad method [5]
and variational methods [8]. In this paper we propose to use the Chapman Enskog (CE)
method, using the formalism as developed in ref. [4], to solve for the transport coefficients.
This is done for a model gas which, in the high temperature regime, is expected to describe
quark like matter.

Advantages of the CE method over other methods of solution are that:

• The approximations involving the CE scheme of solution are well understood and no ar-
bitrariness is introduced due to higher orders of approximation or ambiguous truncation
procedures [4].

• The relativistic Onsager relations can be derived within this method (in contrast to the
Grad and other methods) [5].

• The procedure of finding characteristic collision times, especially in mixtures, where
this is not a well defined concept anymore, is eliminated by this method of solution (in
contrast to the relaxation time approximation) [6],

Weak points of the CE method include:

• It is less general than eg. the relativistic 14-moment approximation since the form of
the local equilibrium distribution has to be specified.

• The weaknesses associated with a Boltzmann like equation, ie.

1. Its applicability to dilute gases only where two body collisions dominate.

2. The hypothesis of molecular chaos, ie. no particle correlations.

3. The distribution function may only vary slowly in space-time which defines length-
and time-scales for the problem. This also determines the degree of "maximal non
equilibration" which may be studied.
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For more detailed discussions of transport theory and related topics, we refer the reader to an
excellent review of quantum transport theory [9], and for recent reviews of the quark gluon
transport theory to refs. [10]. The transport coefficients of the quark gluon plasma are also
discussed in refs. [11]; references with specific solutions of relativistic transport equations in
heavy ion scenarios are given in [12].

In the next part of this paper (section 2) we derive an expression for the classical QGP
transport equation, and then using the CE method, show how to solve a simplified version
of these equations for the transport coefficients, the results for a one species system are
presented in section 3.1. These coefficients are compared to results in the literature (section
3.2), where other means of approximation have been used to solve the transport equation. In
section 3.3 we discuss the application of our results to heavy ion collisions. In the last part
of this paper, we discuss proposals on how to improve the presented method.

2 The Method

Our aim in this section is to find a suitable relativistic transport equation for the QGP and
solve it for the transport coefficients.

Following the derivation of Wong [13] and Heinz [14] we view the QGP as a system
of classical spinless but color carrying particles, the quarks, interacting with a non-abelian
classical field F£"(x), the gluons. The statistical description of the plasma necessitates a
1-particle phase space distribution function / = f(x,p,Q), which is the probability of the
particle being at a space-time point x in phase space, with 4-momentum p and the classical
color charge Q. In a collisionless plasma the distribution function f(x,p,Q) fulfills a Liouville
equation

±f(x,p,Q) = 0. (1)

The Liouville operator L — L[f] can be found by differentiating equation (1) and making use
of the corresponding equations of motion of a classical particle in a color field (see eg. ref.
[15]), then

L[f] = ppd* f + Qa F;U P"d2f + fabc f 4 QC da
Q f = o, (2)

where Ff is viewed as the mean field which is selfconsistently generated by the color current
of the quarks in the plasma, obeying the equation

(£>Mf "")„ = ^ F£"{x) + fabc A\ F^c = fa(x) (3)

with ja{x) the color current. Equations (2) and (3) are the Vlasov equation for a plasma
with non-abelian interactions. If we now consider a plasma where collisions are important
then equation (2), including the collision term C = C[f] is written as

L[f) = C[f] (4)

or explicitly
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P"d, h +Qa /£„ p" d£ h +fabc f At Qc&tih=\j dl2 dT3 dT, [/(3) /(4) - /(I) /(2)] W(34\ 12)

(5)

Here. c/r2 = ,2^ff 0 , / ( I ) = /(ii,pi,<2i) and W(34|12) is the transition rate in the collision
12 - 34.

Equations (3) and (5) describe the complete microscopic evolution of the plasma, however
for most applications, they are far too complicated to solve. Since we are interested in
computing the transport coefficients in a heavy ion collision scenario,we need to make some
simplifications of the theory and choose a scheme of solution.

As motivated in the introduction, we will use the Chapman Enskog method of solving equation
(5). but in the first attempt, we neglect the terms due to the (non-abelian) field. The equation
to be solved can thus be written as

p^f = C[f). (6)

One makes an expansion of the distribution function / into an equilibrium part /^°' and a
deviation ef^ , ie.

<0) M (7)

Splitting the derivative in equation (6) into a timelike and spacelike part

d" - UMD + V , (8)

and making an expansion of the derivative

Df = e(Df)M + O(e2), (9)

one computes equal powers of € and obtains (in lowest order) the transport equation

p"tfM W i ) ( 1 ) + P M ^ /<»> = -/<°> L[4>], (10)

where L [<£] the linearized collision operator of the form

/ ^ % % A(o)
F3 VA

A(o) ( * + 4>2 - <P* - * W34 |12) ( i i )

where 0,- stands for / i /
The derivative (Df)^ can in lowest order be found from the equilibrium distribution

function / = /(°) which we assume to be of the Jiittner type

(12,

Using the laws of relativistic (ideal) hydrodynamics, ie. the Euler equation

(Dn){1) — Dn = -nV^U^, (13)
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the energy equation

+ DT = - - V M [ / M , (14)

and the equation of motion

( 1 ) — DU» = T ^ - V P , (15)
ftn

(where cv - §f is the heat capacity per particle and hn is the enthalpy density), we find the
derivative (P / i ) ' 1 ' needed in equation (10); V*/(°) is easily found from equation (12). With
a suitable choice of <j>, eg.

<t> a AX + B^X" + C^X^ (16)
and the unknown coefficients A, B^ and C^, ie. a linear combination of the appearing
thermodynamic forces X, X^ and X11", one can seperate out the linearly independent forces
and flows appearing in equation (10), thereby exploiting the CE philosophy.

We see that the Chapman Enskog method provides one with the linear laws between
the thermodynamic forces and the corresponding fluxes, the transport coefficients being the
constants of proportionality between the two.

For completeness, we list those linear laws showing the viscosities and the heat conductiv-
ity. The divergence of the hydrodynamic velocity causes viscous pressure, the corresponding
transport coefficient being the volume viscosity r\v

n = rlvX = -TivVliU>1. (17)

The gradient in temperature (and relativistically in pressure) is the thermodynamic force
causing heat to flow: the heat conductivity A is the corresponding transport coefficient

K = A T A"" = A (VT - -f- V P ) . (18)
H hn

Also, the traceless part (indicated by |o) of the viscous pressure tensor is proportional to the
gradient of the hydrodynamic velocity, showing how the shear viscosity TJ can be found

IF"|o = 2i)XIM\0 = TI[VU" + Vt/^lo. (19)

After some tedious but straightforward manipulations using equations (16)-(19) in equation
(10) and employing a variational method (Ritz or Galerkin) to find the unknown coefficients
A, Bfj. and CMJ/ as introduced through the deviation function <j> in equation (16), we are left
with the transport coefficients given in terms of momentum integrals including the transition
rate VF(34|12). Once the transport coefficients are written in terms of the interaction between
the constituent particles of the system one needs to perform those integrals to obtain the final
answer.

3 Results

As a first case we are considering massless, spinless particles colliding elastically only. Since
the particles are massless, the volume viscosity vanishes. In what follows, we spare the reader
the rather intricate details and simply state some of the most important steps and the results.
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3.1 One Species System

The system, containing only one (massless) particle species, has two transport coefficients,
ie. the heat conductivity and the shear viscosity. In the first approximation (indicated by \\)
the heat conductivity, in terms of the above mentioned collision integrals, is found to be

384 T^
ll =

 Q2 rj'(0,O,2,2,0) + J'(O,O,1,1,1)1 ' '

with a the coupling constant; the collision integral J (a'W'e-/) jg given by

oo oo

16(d + e + 1) J J
0 v

The transfer cross section o\{e is given by

1 min{d,e)

a[d{eJ) = jdx[l-{d + e + l) £ (2g+l)K(d,e,g)xSpg(x)}a(x) (22)

with

d\e\ (23)

and Pg(x) the Legendre polynomials of degree g. o(x) is the differential cross section which
we assume to be of the form

(f^)2 (24)

where x = cos9 ( 0 is the centre of momentum scattering angle), which is similar to the
well-known e~ - e~ differential cross section.

With the help of the gamma- and beta-function, j'i^^J)^ a s needed in equation (20),
can be found analytically. The bracket in A^ is then given by

^'(0,0,2,2,0) + J'(0,0,l,l.l)] = 1 9 2 , lnAc ^ ( 2 5 )

where lnAc is the so called Coulomb logarithm, which can be related (see eg. ref. [16] and
[17]) to the plasma parameters like the Debye length XD and the thermal wavelength A^ as

AC = 4 T T ^ . (26)

The Coulomb logarithm Ac is between 1-100 for a 'normal' plasma [16].

The heat conductivity is thus given by

2T2

Au = V. . (27)
11 wa2lnAc
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Similarly, the shear viscosity is found to be

1/(0.0,0,0.2) + 1/(0.0.1.1.1)]-!
% 2 [ [ / + / ] + / +

The bracket in the expression for TĴ  can be calculated using j'i"-1'^'^) and o ^ as given
by equation (21) and (22), the result is

r j _ r/(0,O.2.2,0) + /(O.O.l.l.l)i + 1/(0,0,0.0.2) + 1/(0,0,1,1,1)] = 8 0 ff/nAc ( 2 9 )
12 8 6

This finally gives an expression for the shear viscosity as

_ 2T3

% ~ xa2ln\c'
(30)

3.2 Comparison of Results

We now compart some of our results to others in the literature where other approximation
schemes have been used: Gavin [6], using a collision time approach to solve the Boltzmann
equation, obtains for the shear viscosity TJO the expression

(see also [19] ) where r is a typical collision time and e(T) = (̂ 55-) T4 is the energy density
of a massless Bose-Einstein gas, g is the particle multiplicity. For a massless gas obeying
Maxwell-Botzmann statistics, one would have e(T) = (|fj T4, giving

T4. (32)

With T ~ -^ which, using n(T) = ( ̂ -j T3 and the mean cross section a ~ ^ j - , gives r = -^pf

and thus
13 (33)

compared to our result from (30)

Z'3. (34)

The results are comparable for lm\c ~ 1, which is low for a typical plasma.
For the heat conductivity, Gavin [6] obtains

XG=~^e(T) (35)

° r 4
XG=-^T2 (36)
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compared to our result from equation (27)

A,, = ,2. A T\ (37)
11 77 a2 lnAc

which are, as in the comparison of the shear viscosities, only comparable for low Coulomb
logarithms of the plasma. The Eucken relation using Gavins results would be

rjG

On the other hand, Danielewicz and Gyulassy [20] find the following expression for the shear
viscosity

_T ( n\ 153T3

^ ~ <** I f ) ~~ ̂
using QCD phenomenology and a simplified non relativistic approach to solve for the trans-
port coefficients. Here, aj is the effective thermal running constant, and for our purposes,
ie. j > 1, a j ~ 0.15, A is the QCD parameter . Comparing I)DG a n d TJ\\, one observes tha t
they are of the same order of magnitude if the coupling constants and Coulomb logarithms
are comparable.

The heat conductivity as given by Danielewicz and Gyulassy [20] is, in our approximation,
similar to Gavins result and will thus not be discussed.

Finally, we discuss the results of Hosoya and Kajantie [21]. They use a relaxation t ime
approximation and linearize the Boltzmann equation to obtain the transport coefficients in
the usual manner [22]. Their results, in the region of our interest, are for the shear viscosity

64 7T2 T3

) ( 4 0 )

where as is the QCD running coupling constant. This result is about an order of magnitude
smaller assuming that the Coulomb logarithm lnAc ~ /o^(l/a s). Also, they obtain a heat
conductivity A, given by

64 x2 r 2

HK 135 \ballog(l/a) l '135

which is about | smaller than our result (27). The Eucken relation is found to be

I
m K 1 3 5 T T ( 4 2 )

which is the same as Gavins result.
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1 he following graphs show the heat romlurtivit ies and the shear viscosities obtained by
above nientionod methods. 'J'he abbreviations used are: G is (tnrin. D G is Dnnii li tnr: and
(itjuhissy, HK is llosoyn and h'ajantic and OC is our msult.

T/A

Figure 1: The heat conductivities for
'".'/(I/Vi) i1 loijAc, scaled by the QCD pa-
rameter A.

6 6 7
T/A

Figure 2: The heat conductivities for
lng( 1 /a,) = logAc. scaled by the QCI) pa-
rameter A.

8

3 4 6 6 7 8
T/A

Figure 3: The shear viscosities for
log(l/as) ^ logAc, scaled by the QCD pa-
rameter A.

6 6 7 6
T/A

Figure 4: The shear viscosities for
log(l/as) = logAc, scaled by the QCD pa-
rameter A.
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3.3 Heavy Ion Scenario

Now that we have obtained some estimates for the transport coefficients as expected in quark
(gluon) like matter, we want to use them in heavy ion collision scenarios.

As mentioned in the introduction, the entropy production can be expressed in terms
of the transport coefficients. This enables one to estimate the importance of the entropy
production in the expansion of the central rapidity region. We follow the Bjorken Ansatz
[23], ie. a scenario where the dominant hydrodynamic motion in the central rapidity regime
is a longitudinal expansion. The hydrodynamic equations preserve the Lorentz invariant
character of the initial boundary conditions in the central regime. In scaling hydrodynamics
the entropy production term

ds(r) _ (4/3)T?+ft, fdv\2 _ (4/3)7?+ /?,
dr lm3C~ T \dz) " r2 T [ '

has to be included [24], and comparing the longitudinal cooling S/T and the entropy pro-
duction term (43), we interpret the ratio of the two as a quasi Reynolds number Re [22],

i ^ ?ili ,44,
r 4 T) 47?

Following Gavin [6], we define a "viscous collision time" TV, such that we can rewrite the
shear viscosity (30) as

_ 2T3

ira2lnAc
 n

where r,, is now given by

* 2a2ln\cT'

since the entropy density s = s(T) is given by s(T) = ( ^ ) T3. Inserting (45) into (44), the
Reynolds number is given by

Re(r) = ~ . (47)

With appropriate values for a QGP, ie. r ~ Afm and T ~ 200MeV one finds TV ~ 1 - 2/m
from (46). Thus one has

Re(r) ~ 3 (48)

compared to Gavins result of Re(r) ~ 5.

We conclude that the entropy density is increased relative to the simple scaling solution
when the production term (43) is included, viscous effects should therefore be included in
hydrodynamical calculations of this nature.
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4 Conclusions and Outlook

Using the Chapman Enskog method, we extracted the transport coefficients from the rela-
tivistic transport equation. Results for a single species system were presented in section '.1.1.
There is a reasonable agreement of our results in comparison to others in the literature as
shown in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we made use of the laws of scaling hydrodynamics as
expected to be applicable in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, and found the Reynolds
number of the expanding plasma. Its magnitude indicates that viscous effects should be
included in hydrodynamical calculations of relativistic heavy ion reactions.

Our method, although more demanding than some of the others, is especially well suited
to describe mixtures of two or more species (to be published elsewhere), this is a particularly
weak point of most of the other schemes of solution.

Having established a workable and well defined frame in which to calculate transport
coefficients, we propose to extend our study to

• multi-component fermion and boson systems,

• non-abelian plasmas,

with the hope to eventually describe realistic QCD matter.
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Decay of interactions during
dislocation unbinding in adlayers.

DETLEV L.TONSING AND JAN H. VAN DER MERWE
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0002 Pretoria, South Africa.

Continuous melting transitions in two dimensions, which have been
much discussed recently, involve the unbinding of threading
dislocations. The interactions between threading dislocations are
often assumed to be logarithmic with distance. In a simple model
for two-dimensional systems subject to a modulating potential, e.g.
adlayers, we demonstrate exponentially decaying interactions. We
derive conditions under which interactions decay exponentially,
rather than logarithmically.

INTRODUCTION

The.study of dislocation unbinding (DU) in two dimensions is of theoretical and
practical interest. The theoretical interest lies in the fact that the continuous
phase transition it entails has novel aspects which enable us to test ideas on phase
transition, order, disorder, chaos and non-linear systems on theoretically and
experimentally realisable systems. The practical relevance of DU derives from
the technological significance of adlayers5'9 and their structures. DU is a
mechanism for structural change in adlayers, discommensurations (DCs) being
introduced by DUl4(or climb), as well as by glide or diffusion5.

Current theories of DU are based on the work done by Kosterlitz and
Thouless^KT) and Young2(Y) for free layers, and extended to layers subject to
an incommensurate modulating potential (MP) by Halperin and Nelson3(HN).
As our interest in DU derives from the relevance of DU in the commensurate-
incommensurate4(C-IC) transition, we wish to investigate the conditions of
applicability of the KTHNY model in the nearly-commensurate region.

Specifically, the decay of the interactions between dislocations (DL's) is of
interest, as this determines the facility with which DU can introduce DCs during
a C-IC transition. While KTHNY predict a logarithmic decay of DL binding
energy, DCs show exponentially decreasing interaction, and one could expect
similar behaviour for DL interactions.
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We will first investigate an extension of the KTHNY model, extending it
and deriving conditions of applicability, and thereafter demonstrate exponential
decay of interactions in a simple model.

EXTENSION OF KTHNY

We model a isotropically elastic monolayer (ML) adsorbed on a rigid
substrate, represented by a MP influencing the ML atoms.3

The elastic energy of the ML is given in terms of the displacement field &
by

/ (1)

where

(2)

ft is the displacement field of ML atoms from their 'free' positions,i.e. the
positions they would have had, had there not been any MP. The energy of this
ML in the MP can be expanded in terms of the reciprocal lattice vectors of the

substrate if and MP Fourier coefficients g* :

It 1?

The R are the lattice vectors of the adlayer. We transform to reciprocal space by

^ k . (4)

is the Fourier transforms of the displacement field in the ML reciprocal
lattice, <J are ML reciprocal lattice vectors in the first Brillouin zone. In the
reciprocal space, the elastic energy of the ML is given by

a(-3). (5)

X$) is the dynamical matrix of the ML. The total energy of the adlayer is then
given by

It It

( 6 )
-» -»

A<* a ~ ) e *s Dirac delta if K = $ + G for some ML reciprocal lattice vector

It

G, otherwise it is zero.
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To eliminate the terms linear in ft , we expand

and define

and

= I ^ (9)
K

(6) then is

(10)

We can eliminate the terms linear in ft0 by defining

^ J . en)
The energy of the system is then written

(12)

If we define

this is, except for the terms in P, which are const ants,of exactly the same form as

(6). We can thus recursively eliminate terms in fin by defining

), (14a)

q $ ) (14b)
and

q =-S^n-i(-AT-3) (14c)
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Repeating the recursion untill convergence

n=0

(15)

In this limit, the constant terms decouple from the remaining displacement field.
Only the elastic and quadratic components of the energy remain. To interpret

eq.(), we write Dn explicitly :

= (-i)n ] J ( ] £
K.

(16)

Because of the A, this equation shows the in{t) to be Fourier sums over such

reciprocal lattice vectors of the first Brillouin zone $ a s correspond to a difference
between a reciprocal lattice vector of the ML and an rc-fold composition of the
reciprocal lattice vectors of the substrate contained in the expansion of the

potential. These ij = UK - G are misfit vectors of order n. This selection
criterion on displacement modulation frequencies corresponds to the criterion for
epitaxial configuration selection and DC spacing derived by Braun and Van der

Merwe11. The #n(#) are just the Fourier components of the displacement field of
a regular DC lattice taking up all the misfit, similar to the expansions for
charge-density waves developed by McMillan12 and Nakanishi and Shiba13. The

Sn(#) are the Fourier components of the deviation of the displacement field from
this regular DC lattice.

To estimate criteria for the convergence of the series in (15), we note that

fl(*) g ptf. * (\+n)tt (17)
so that

IMflll/IIMflll « ' * • « * (is)
with

(19)

This series converges provided

rl < l (20)

In the equation for $n (16), those q for which A £ 0 are reciprocal misfit vectors,
and determine the spacing between 'discommensurations'. I corresponds to the
Van der Merwe ^-parameter, giving the width of a DC. Condition (20) thus
requires the DC spacing to be less than, or of the order of, the DC width, or
equivalently, the misfit to be large and the MP weak compared with the elastic
constants. This implies that, near a C-IC transition, many terms of the
expansion will have to be included, if convergence can at all be attained.
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In addition, (15) shows that the potential terms, except for the linear term,

carry across to the modified S($). The KTHNY theory, which disregards these
terms, is again only valid if they are negligible. Again estimating their size
relative to the elastic terms, we obtain

In this equation, $ is the wave vector of the perturbations being considered. It
requires the characteristic distance of these perturbations to be small compared
with the DC width. This, the exact analogy of (18), shows the MP to be
especially important when considering long-range interactions and decay, as we
are interested in. This, indeed, also conforms to physical intuition.

Thus, the predictions of the KTHNY model are not directly applicable to
C-IC transitions. We have, therefor, to go back to our own much simpler
model10, which we reported on previously, to find the way in which interactions
during DU decay.

A SIMPLE MODELS

The situation we wish to model is that of a flat ML of quadratic symmetry
and lattice constant b, adsorbed on a substrate of the same symmetry and lattice
constant a differing little from b. This implies that there is no degeneracy of
adsorption sites. In the ML two complementary DL's(a DL dipole) are separated
by a DC parallel to a symmetry axis of the ML, as shown in Fig. 1. The Burgers
vectors of the DL's are in the plane of the ML, normal to the DC, in opposite
directions and of length a. The A—S interaction minima and adatoms are
enumerated by x in a direction r.ormal to the DC, and by y parallel to the DC
(length 2ayi), starting from its midpoint. The adatoms (x,y) far in the negative x
and y directions are located at the minima (x,y). The displacement of adatom
(x,y) with respect to the associated adsorption site (x,y) is denoted by
(aux,y,avx,y). We adopt the definition for the misfit

f=(b-a)/a. (22)

The A—S MP Kis assumed to be piecewise quadratic7 with coefficient TPW :

V = **W[Mx,y))l*+Wx,y))fl. (23)
Triangular brackets Qn indicate the number taken modulo q, the result being
limited to the interval^—\q,^q\. The displacement gradient in the adlayer is
assumed to be small, so that the layer may be approximated by a continuous
elastic sheet of thickness teb, volume per atom Q = bH, shear modulus p. and
Poisson's ratio v. The total energy of the adlayer may accordingly be written as

[ex2 + ey2 + 2vexey +i(l-v)e|y]). (24a)

where

ex= dxu-f , ey= dyv-f , exy= dyu+dxv (24b)

are the strains in the ML. We introduce dimensionless variables

X= a/b, £ = 2ru, 77 = 2*v, m = x/t, n = y/l, n\=y\/t,

<p = 2xlf, t* = /inxVKl"")*8W]. (25)
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— • — > r *r~" * ~~~* ~~"

Fig. 1 Configuration of dislocations and discommensuration. The sign

d e n o t e s t h e discommensuration, ^ the dislocation and—> the dislocation

Burger's vector
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The zero temperature equilibrium atomic configuration of the adlayer is
obtained by minimization of E with respect to £ and rj, yielding the governing
equations

- (26)
The solution of Eqs. 26 is detailed in appendix A. The resulting displacements
are of the form

(OiK=Aeansin 0m, 77 = 5eancos (3m. (27)

The energy of this displacement field is :

(28)

This energy consists of two main parts: (i) the energy of a DC of length 2nh
defined by the first term, and (ii) the energy of the two Taylor dislocations and
their interaction, E , defined by the integral. The latter increases from 0 at n\= 0

to a maximum value when the two dislocations are separated by 2ni~0.5 (in units
of at), whereafter it decays to twice the core energy of a single dislocation, as
shown in Fig. 2.

For large n\, the variation in E , i.e. the interaction energy E-xnt can be

integrated by the steepest descent method to give

E -E* 2( 1 -u)

(29)

The detailed integration and the definition of the coefficients are given in
appendix B. Thus, the interaction energy shows exponential, and not
logarithmic behaviour.
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1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

1/0.1 12.
i/0.3 12.
1/0.5 12.
i/Ol 15.
1/0.3 15.
1/0.5 15.

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

Fig. 2 Dislocation energy E^ (units fr) against dislocation separation 2j :

(units a) for different values of I and v.
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In addition, the energy is linearly dependent9 on the length of the DC and
the energy per unit length of an extended DC. The agreement of the dependence
of the asymptotic value of E on I and v with corresponding results from Monte-
Carlo calculations with quadratic and sinusoidal potentials is good, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. As the interaction between DL's is negligible for separations greater
than 21, the growth of a DL dipole-DC system will depend solely on the energy of
the DC, i.e. the DL pair will unbind if the introduction of a DC is energetically
favourable. This implies that DL unbinding might be a favoured growth mode of
DCs in misfitting layers10.

CONCLUSIONS

In our study of interaction decay during dislocation unbinding, we have
found the KTHNY model to be inapplicable to dislocation unbinding in
commensurate-incommensurate transitions,where the misfit is small or the
modulating potential appreciable compared to the stiffness of the adlayer, as well
as for studies of longer range than the Van der Merwe5 I parameter. An
extension of the model shows the tendency to form a discommensuration lattice
with periodicity like that predicted by Braun and Van der Merwe11.

A simple model10 for nearly-commensurate systems shows that the
modulating potential of the substrate so constrains atoms that the interaction
between dislocations decays exponentially at large distances. The unbinding of
dislocations is thus predicted to depend mainly on the discommensuration energy.
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APPENDIX A

Equations (26) are valid independently for regions A to D in Fig. 1, with the
boundary conditions

7) -» 0 everywhere as m,n -* ±a>,

* f27r if ne(-ni ,n\), m -» <D (Al)
** ~* \0 as m,n -» ±<D elsewhere.

We require the continuity of £ and the line tensions Tx and Txy across the
boundary B/C between regions B and C of Fig.l, that of 77 and Ty across the
boundaries A/B, A/C, D/B and D/C, as well as antisymmetry of 77 and Tyt and
symmetry of £ about n=0. The line tensions are given by

v), Txy= fitexy> (A2)
where i,j are cyclic in x,y.

Although the governing equations (26) are nonlinear over the whole
adlayer, they are linear in each of the individual regions A-D, as (£) = £ in
A,B,D and (Q = <f-2?r in C, while (77) = 77 everywhere. We thus obtain coupled
homogenous linear PDE's in A,B and D and non-homogenous equations in C.
Noting that (£) should be anti-symmetric, and 77 symmetric about m=0, we solve
the linearized PDE's by the Ansatz :

= Aeansin 0m,Tj = Beancos 0m. (A3)
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d
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

i . . . .

10.0

Fig. 3 Dislocation energy asymptotic value \E* (units fift) against Van der

Merwe parameter t for different values of v. Lines are the results of our

model, X are results from Monte-Carlo calculations with a quadratic

potential for i/=0.1.
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Because the equations are linear, we may take linear combinations of this Ansatz
inorder to satisfy the continuity of r\ and rxy at n=±n,i and the boundary
conditions. The solutions obtained are :

in A

£A =-fd0 [4,eainsinh axn{+ A2e
a2nsinh a2n,]sin 0m\,

r]k = fd(3 M ^,eainsinh a ^ + l ^ e ^ s i n h a2n,]cos 0m\;fd(3 M
in B

A2e~^"'cosh a2n]sin

inh a27i]cos

inC

/ o { ^ | s i n h a 2 7i]cos /?

in D

^D =-fd(3 {[41e"ainsinh ai»n+ i42c'tt2nsinh a2ni]sin 0m\,

77° =-f"dP l[^Aie'ainsiah a17i1+|M2e"a!2nsinh a2njcos 0m\.

(A4)

The governing equations (26) are identically satisfied by relations (A4) provided

a\ =02 + 2/(l-i/) ; a* = 0* + 1. (A5)

The superscripts A-D have obvious meanings. A^Ai are solutions of the
simultaneous equations :

-A2 =20/(02+1).

(A6)
These equations are obtained by requiring continuity of Ty across A/B, and that
Txy must have the form of a piecewise quadratic Peierls tension8 across A/B, i.e.
that

V B A (A7)
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APPENDIX B

A DL dipole -DC of the edge type analyzed above, may be created by
cutting a homeomorphic adlayer along the boundaries A/C and D/C, and
displacing the rightmost edge of area C to the right by one substrate lattice
spacing.The work needed to do so is given by

rf"1

dv(n,n}<J
0 l

= + I dn\
- n i -m

By substituting from Eqs. (A4), (A6) and (A7) we obtain after some
simplification

{

Ca r f" 1

ET = J dv(n,n}<J la dn-7x(n,n,u)
0 l -ni

la dm dmu- Tx(m,n). (Bl)

-2(ai-fa2)n

(B2)
This energy consists of two main parts: (i) the energy of a DC of length 2n\,
defined by the first term, and (ii) the energy of the two Taylor dislocations and
their interaction, E , defined by the integral. The order of decay of E can be

deduced by considering that ni enters into E in two ways : The most obvious

way is through the explicit exponential factors in Eq.(9), of which factors of the

form n\t aiTl1 are of leading order for large nj. nj also enters E through the

dependence of the Ai on n\. The A\{n\) are determined by eq.(A6), which can be
solved to give

At = {2v[U

(B3a)

where

-/?-i(a* -vp)[Uil-ia?{a\ +P){\-i2a^)} (B3b)
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This can be shown to imply that the A\(n\) are of the form
2 2 (B4)

with ij cyclic in 1,2 and

5, = (l-

t2 = 2^-ia 2 /{(a | -i//?2)-j,[l+£-ia2]}. (B5)

Thus

^(n,)* ^ •{Usie-2a^+(siHj)e-2a^}. (B6)
The superscript a> denotes the limit of the function as ni approaches infinity.
Substituting from Eq.(B.4) into Eq.(14) we obtain to leading order in n\

(B7)

Expanding the ai as a series in 0, we note that (B7) is effectively a
Gaussian integral with a factor exp(-7ni/?2). For large n^ this will decay quickly,
so that we can use an expansion of the integrand around /?=0 to integrate. Using
Taylor expansions for Si, ti,ai and the approximation

(B8)
where the di are determined by the condition that Aj approach its asymptote for
large 0 as 0 increases.

We note that «i(0) is at least double 02(0). so that terms in exp(-2aini) can be
discarded for large TL\. We also discard terms which are found to have negligible
magnitude. Then (B7) can be integrated to give :
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— ^ " j «" ^ / " 4 " "\ L, I 1 A L / _ • d IS -fc —>.

\ d,92z2B + f

'2E12+ f

(B9)

where

= (20 - , ) ,

(BIO)

This clearly shows that for large n\, n\ enters into E only through exponential

terms, with the leading terms being of order nf2e * l.
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Abstract:

A fully selfconsistent approach is proposed to the s-f model of a
ferromagnetic 4f-system. A Green's function method is used for studying the
mutual influence of itinerant conduction electrons and localized 4f-moments.
The striking temperature- and carrier concentration-dependence is inspected of
the conduction band structure, the electron spin polarization, and the
Curie-temperature Tc. A drastic Tc-enhancement is observed with increasing
band occupation n as a consequence< of the s-f exchange and the Coulomb
interaction between the conduction electrons.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we would like to present electronic and magnetic properties

of magnetic 4f-systems. Prototypes of these magnetic 4f-systems are the

semiconducting europium chalcogenides EuX (X = 0, S, Se, Te) and the metallic

Gd. It is typical for these substances that electrical and magnetic

properties are determined by two different groups of electrons.

This fact we would like to illustrate with the aid of the EuX. They are

compounds of the type Eu +X . The electronic structure of the Eu"+ ion

corresponds to the stable nolle gas configuration of Xe plus an additional

half-filled 4f shell. The sever. 4f electrons have parallel spins in the

ground state; i.e. J = X . The partially occupied 4f shell therefore produces

a permanent magnetic moment, that can be considered as strictly localized at

lattice sites, as the 4f wave functions of adjacent ions overlap only very

little. An indirect exchange interaction, the so called superexchange

mechanism [1], then takes care for a collective ordering of the magnetic

moments below a critical temperature.

The magnetic behaviour of the magnetic 4f-systems is therefore caused by

quasi localized magnetic moments. As far as their purely magnetic properties

are concerned they may thus be considered as almost ideal realizations of the

abstract Heisenberg model and as almost completely understood. There are

however quite a number of effects for which the conduction band plays an

active role too, and which are caused by an exchange interaction between the

localized 4f states and the completely delocalized conduction band states.

Some of these effects are:

red shift of the optical absorption edge for electronic 4f—>(5d, 6s)

transitions, observed in ferromagnetic 4f-systems when cooling below the

Curie temperature Tc [2].
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high degrees of spin polarization of the conduction band states for T <

Tc [3].

doping EuO with Gd leads to a definite population of the normally empty

conduction band, and that without any dilution of the moment system, as

Gd has the same 4f-spin as Eu. Very small band occupations already

provoke a huge Tc enhancement [4].

Phenomena of the above mentioned kind have provoked a lot of theoretical

research work. By now it is commonly accepted that the magnetic 4f-systems

are conveniently described in terms of the so-called sf-model [5].

?. sf-model and its properties

The sf-model is defined by the Hamiltonian

H = Hs + Hss + Hf + HSf • (2.1)

(2.1) describes an exchange coupled system of itinerant conduction electrons

and localized magnetic moments.

The first contribution, the operator Hs represents the kinetic energy of

the conduction electrons, that are treated as s- electrons:

HS . £ Tij ct, Cj, (2.2,

c- (c- ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a <r-electron at site Rj.

Tij are the so called hopping integrals.

Sometimes it is more favourable to use the Bloch representation of

equation (2.2), i.e.
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• U

Hopping integrals Tj j and Bloch energies e(k) are connected by

\ £ e(k) e
i k" ( R i~ Ri) . (2.4)

k

Hss describes the Coulomb-interaction of the conduction electrons. Here we

would like to restrict ourselves to its intra-atomic contribution, the same

which is usually done by describing bandmagnetism within the Hubbard model.

ia

n- is the number operator for electrons with spin u at site Rj, and U the

intra-atomic Coulomb matrix element.

The subsystem of the localized 4f-moments is described in a realistic

manner by the Heisenberg model

Hf = - S Jij Si Sj ; Si = (Si\ Ssy, Si
z). (2.6)

Si denotes the localized spin operator, ascribed to the respective 4f-moment

at site Ri. Hf then describes an indirect coupling between the localized

spins Si and Sj, which is - as we've already said - caused by the so-called

superexchange mechanism. Jij are the exchange integrals.

The operator HSf now couples the two subsystems - conduction electrons

and 4f electrons - via an intra-atomic exchange interaction between the

conduction electron spin <r\ and the localized moment Sj.
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HSf = - g S <n -Si
i

One obtains the second line of (2.7) if one considers a second quantization

description of the electron spin operator a\. Here we have decomposed H6f

into diagonal and non-diagonal terms, which describe spin exchange processes

between conduction electrons and 4f-spins,

z is a sign factor
a

= { +1 ' if < = I , (2.8)
-1 , if <r = I

and

S / = S / + \ia Sj
y . (2.9)

g is the intra-atomic sf coupling constant. The sf-model defined by the

Hamiltonian (2.1) is unfortunately exactly solvable only for very few special

cases:

the (T = 0, n = 0) limiting case [6,7]

the zero bandwidth limit [8].

If we want to solve the sf-model in general, that means for all temperatures T

and all band occupations n, it represents a very complicated many-body

problem; even the T=0 special case is for finite n no longer exactly solvable.
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Existing approximations therefore normally only aim at very special

aspects (and are thus even conceptually not selfconsistent or not general)

[9,10] or result in expressions which do not allow a general numerical

evaluation [11].

We have therefore developed a conceptually simple but fully

selfconsistent approximate solution, which is based on the Green function

method and which we would like to present in the next section [12].

3. Approximate solution

Previous work on the sf-model [13,14] has shown that its characteristic

properties are mainly determined by the non-diagonal terms of the operator

(2.7), which describe spin exchange processes between conduction electrons and

4f-spins. These operators must therefore be handled with special care. On

the other hand, the influence of for example the diagonal terms of (2.7) can

already be sufficiently well described by mean field approximation. From this

reason we decompose our model Hamiltonian into a free part Ho and an

interacting part H[:

H = Ho + Hi (3.1)

Ho = Hs + Hss + Hf - \ g £ zc Si
z niff (3.2)

Ht =- i g S Si'ct c. (3.3)

Here we have introduced

Hf = - 2 Jo <S
Z> £ Si ; Jo = E Jij (3.4)

i i
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Our aim is to calculate electronic and magnetic properties of ferromagnetic

4f-systems, which can be derived from the Green functions

G (E) = « c ; c+ » (3.5)

and

respectively

In the equations of motion of these Green functions,

(3"6)

and

(3.8)

there appear terms from Ho and terms which arise from Hi

The idea is to treat terms from Ho,

«[cra<r,Ho]. ;c*ne» and «[S/,H 0]_ ;SpS> , (3.9)

by a mean field like procedure while the terms from Hi,
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and

are calculated more carefully. That means that we formulate the equations of

motion for these higher Green functions, then we treat again all terms from Ho

in mean field approximation, while the terms from Hi, which have the same pole

structure as the higher Green functions (3.10), are approximately expanded in

terms of these functions.

This finally leads to the following coupled system of non-linear

equations

Gk(r(E) = U [E- ^(k) - Mk,(E)]-
1 (3.11)

2hzff <S
Z> [E - hwff - q^iE)]-

1 (3.12)

i 1 [

1- J E {\ S(l-n.(r)-Mk.q5.(r(E)-Qq?.<r(E)}Bk^(q,E)

I g2m<Sz> I I DT* (q,E)
Q ff (3 14)

U J S { Z / U+Mk.qr(r(E)-Mq;(r(-E)}Dk;(q,E)

Here we have written for abbreviation,

Bk<r(q,E) = E + h»a - ,^(k-q) - M ^ ^ . ^ E ) - Q ^ . ^ E ) (3.15)

Dk(r(q,E) = E + ^(q) - 9_,(k-q) + Mq<r(-E) - Mfc.q>.(r(E) (3.16)
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= z {2J0 <S
Z> + | gm} (3.17)

a a

= c(k) + Un.,- ^ g za <S
Z>

m = n f - n^ , nff = <ni(T> (3.19)

This system of equations can in principle be solved selfconsistently, if we

take for simplicity S = T> for the f-spin. The results are discussed in the

next section.

4. Results

Figure 1 shows the quasiparticle density of states as a function of

energy at T = OK for various band occupations n.

Our approach turns out to be exact for T = 0 and n = 0. The

quasiparticle spectrum consists in this case of one [- subband and two [-

subbands.

If we now fill up the conduction band at T=OK with charge carriers, the

f- spectrum remains rather unaffected. On the other hand the [- spectrum

reacts quite sensitively; the centre of gravity of the upper [- subband is

shifted to higher energies with simultaneously increasing band width.

The upper subbands are built up by states which correspond to a more or

less local antiparallel aligning of the conduction electron spin and a

4f-spin. This explains why in the (T=0, n=0) case the upper f- subband

disappears, because a f- electron cannot find an anti-parallel spin in the

ferromagnetically saturated 4f-system.

Finite band filling, however, takes care for a small depolarization of

the 4f-spins; so the upper \- subband appears for n>0, but remains rather

flat.
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Figure 2 shows the quasiparticle densities of states for T=71 K, which

show as function of n a very interesting magnetic behaviour. For small band

occupations the system is paramagnetic, f and J, spectra exactly coincide (see

n=0 and n=0.06). This changes however for higher n, when the shape of the

quasiparticle densities of states for <r = \ and <r = J. becomes different,

indicating therewith ferromagnetism. This fact points to a striking carrier

concentration dependence of the Curie temperature Tc, which we will discuss in

detail later.

Increasing n enhances Tc to drastically, that for n>0.2 the moment system

is even at T=71 K still practically in its ferromagnetic saturation. That

means that the upper \- subband nearly disappears again for such particle

concentrations.

Another interesting quantity is the electron spin polarization P(T,n)

(4.1)

which we've plotted in Figure 3 for an effective sf-coupling constant 8 = 0 . 2

(so called weak coupling) and for | = 1 (strong coupling), respectively.

The behaviour of P in the two coupling regions is strikingly different.

For | = 0.2 and T=0 K P starts at rather high values in the limit n -> 0,

though the complete saturation (P=l) is not possible. The polarization then

decreases with increasing n, most rapidly for n < 0.5.

For T = 21 K the band occupation must exceed a critical value nc ~ 0.03

in order to get P-̂ 0; below this critical value for n the system is

paramagnetic. At T = 64 K the critical band occupation is nc = 0.41.

Contrary to the T=0 behaviour the polarization in these two cases first

increases with n, running however into the T=0-polarization curve for larger

n. For n -> 1 the three polarization curves then coincide. This is due to the

fact that for n -» 1 the Curie temperature is so high that the temperature
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change from T=0 K to T=64 K does not affect the magnetization of the f-system

very much. In the strong coupling region P increases monotonically with n for

fixed T. For temperatures T > Tc(n=0) ~ 4 K there is again a critical band

occupation n, below which the system is paramagnetic and therefore P=0.

In Figure 4 we've also studied the reaction of the Curie temperature Tc

on changes in the number of charge carriers. The chosen Jo-value of 0.71 x
_ 3

10 eV corresponds to a Curie temperature of 4 K, if there is an empty

conduction band, which means no sf exchange. Switching on the sf-exchange

then leads to the two following effects:

On the one hand the sf exchange leads to an indirect coupling between the

localized 4f-spins via an exchange-caused polarizing of the conduction

electrons (RKKY interaction). The Tc increase due to this mechanism is shown

by the U=0 curves in figure 4.

However, the sf-interaction also represents the reason for another Tc

enhancement the origin of which lies in the Coulomb interaction between the

conduction electrons, which we have treated within our approach more or less

in mean field approximation.

So it may happen, for large enough U and not too small band occupations n

that the stoner criterion \]po(e )> 1 is fulfilled and that the conduction

electrons are ferromagnetically polarized independently of the localized

4f-moments. This polarization is then transferred via sf-exchange to the 4f

moments, which leads to a further Tc enhancement.

In figure 4 the two contributions to the Tc enhancements are clearly

worked out. One should also mention in this connection that the behaviour of

Tc as a function of n is in qualitative agreement with the experiment.
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Fig.l quasiparticle density of states pa as a function of energy at T=0 K for

various band occupations n.
Full line (n=0), dashed line (n=0.21), dotted line (n=0.78), dash-dotted
line (n=l). Arrows indicate the position of the chemical potential /*.
Parameters:
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1.0 2.0

Fig.2 Quasiparticle .ansity of states for T=71 K.
Full line (n=0), dashed line (n=0.06), dotted line (n=0.24), dash-dotted
line(n=0.99).
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ig.3 Conduction electron spin polarization P(T,n) as a function of the band
occupation n for three different temperatures.

a) | = 0.2 (weak coupling region)

b) | = 1 (strong coupling region)
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Fig.4 Curie temperature Tc as a function of the conduction band occupation n
for various values of the Coulomb interaction .̂

Full lines § = 1 (strong coupling)
n

dashed lines | = 0.2 (weak coupling),


